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This thesis is an account of the first comprehensive ion
channelling experiments to be reported for diamond single crystals.
Since the discovery of ion channelling sixteen years ago, detailed
investigations have been performed on many solids, mostly those
crystallising in the diamond structure, but there have been few
experiments on diamond itself. It is obviously useful to extend
measurements to another substance with a familiar structure but
diamond moreover is one of the most extreme cases from a channelling
point of view, having the smallest thermal vibration amplitude and the
lowest atomic number of commonly-encountered crystals. These are the
two parameters most important for determining channelling behaviour.
It is of consiberable interest therefore to see how well the theories
which have proved quite successful,in explaining and predicting the
channelling properties of other substances, succeed with diamond.

Natural diamond, although the best available form for these
experiments, is rather variable in its physical properties and so the
first part of the project was devoted to considering and solving the
problem of obtaining reproducible results representative of the ideal
crystal. It is shown how this can be acnieved by selecting from a
sufficient number of good stones, using the channelling itself as a
criterion, and by paying careful attention to a number of precautions.
Techniques which were found to improve the quality of natural crystals
are described.
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Channelling studies were performed on several good crystals,
using the Rutherford backscattering method. Critical angles for
proton channelling were measured for incident energies from 0,6 to
4.S MeV, in the three most open axes and three most open planes of the
diamond structure, and for a-particle channelling at 0.7 and 1.0 MeV
(He*) in the same axes and planes. For 1.0 MeV protons, the crystal
temperature was varied from 20°C to 700"C. The results are presented
as curves of backscattered yield versus angle in the region of each
axis or plane, and summarised in the form of tables and graphs.

Generally the critical angles are well predicted by the accepted
theories, being closely represented by the semi-empirical expressions
of Barrett. Agreement is best for the lowest-order axes (namely,
<110> and <111>) and for equally-spaced planes (for example {110} and
{100}). For higher-order axes (for example, <100>) the measured critical
angles are smaller than the predictions, and for unequally-spaced planes
(for example {111}) a modified theory must be used to obtain agreement
with the measurements. Temperature dependence is close to that
predicted, but is a slightly stronger function of temperature than
expected in the axial case; it is suggested how theory might be
modified to take account of this. The most valuable overall conclusion
is that the mean thermal vibration amplitude of the atoms in a crystal
determines the critical approach distance to the channel walls at which
an ion can remain channelled, even when this distance is much smaller
than the Thomas-Fermi screening distance of the atomic potential, as is
the case in diamond.

iii

Axial minimum yields and their temperature dependence are well
predicted by Barrett's expression for these quantities, confirming
that they are determined largely or even entirely by thermal vibrations.
The smallness of the latter in diamond enables a more unambiguous
conclusion to be reached than is possible with other substances.

An additional result of the minimum-yield and surface-peak
investigations was to provide some corroboration for current ideas as
to how the diamond structure terminates itself at a free surface.

A brief study was made of the radiation damage caused by
a-particle bombardment, via its effect on the channelling phenomenon.
The subject is evidently complex, but a few preliminary conclusions
are reached as to the probable nature of the damage:

chiefly amorphous

clusters, interstitials in tetrahedral sites, and mosaic spread.

It

was possible to hold damage down to negligible levels during the
performance of a channelling experiment.
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CHAPTER

1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

HISTORICAL
I t i s one o f the i r o n i e s of physics that von Laue, Friedrich and

Knipping's discovery of X-ray diffraction by crystals and W,L. Bragg's
explanation of i t i n terms of a wave picture, coincided with the
publication i n 1912 of the f i r s t paper [Stal2] t o consider the
p o s s i b i l i t y of ion channelling.

Once t h i s had been disproved as an

explanation for the X-ray experiments (see Lau52), the idea was shelved
for f i f t y years, u n t i l the observation of anomalously large penetrations
of f a s t ions in c r y s t a l l i n e s o l i d s led t o i t s independent revival [0g59,
Ne62].

Ion channelling was f i r s t unambiguously found in the computer
simulations of Robinson and Oen [0e62, Ro63a, Ro63b]. This stimulated a
rash o f penetration experiments using heavy radioactive i o n s , whose depth
p r o f i l e s were determined by stripping o f f crystal layers and measuring
the residual radioactivity [Pie62, Lut63, Do64, Dav64, Pie64, Lut64,
Kor64, Ch64, Bal65],

At the same time, increased transmission of light

ions through thin crystals was observed by Nelson and Thompson [Ne63],
then by others [Dea64, Erg64, Sat65, Dat6S (heavy i o n s ) , Gi65, Anr65].
The expected reduction in nuclear reaction y i e l d s for channelled ions
was soon reported [Bo64, Thm64, Bra65, Bo65], as was the inversechannelling e f f e c t - blocking - for ions originating at l a t t i c e s i t e s

15.
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[Do65, Tu65a, Ge65, Tu6Sb, Tu6Sc], Even electron 'channelling' was
demonstrated [As65, Be65]. Initially the emphasis was on proving the
existence of channelling and blocking effects in as many substances as
possible. The theory was rapidly developed [Ne63* Li64, Tu65a, Erg65,
Ap65, 0e65, Li65], with the most important and enduring contribution
coming from Professor Jens Lindhard in 1965 [Li65]. Detailed surveys
of the work of this period are present in several review articles (for
example, Dat67, Bra68, Thm68, Gi71) and in the Introduction by Thompson
to the book Mo73.

Ion channelling rapidly found applications in studies of the
lattice location of impurity atoms [Mat67, Eri67, Dav67, May67, May68,
Cai68, Bj68, Eri69b]; fabrication of ion-implanted particle detectors
[Mey67, Lae68a, Lae68b]; lattice disorder investigations [B068,
Eri69a, Pic69b, Das69, Bo69, Ha69, Jo69, Wes69, etc]; nuclear reaction
lifetime measurements (by blocking) [Bm68, Mar69, Kom69, Gi70]; and
the determination of interatomic potentials [Lut66, Dat69, Ro69]. Such
applied work shared the field with a continuation of more basic investigations during the next period of channelling experimentation.

Refinements to the understanding of the channelling process followed.
The most important were the appreciation of 'flux-peaking' [Ale7O, Ku70a,
Do7O, And71, Val71, Mo72] - the flux of ions is not constant across the
channel space, but is greatest at the centre, with important implications
for lattice-location experiments - and the investigation of dechannelling
[Mor7Oa, Ac70, Ku70a, Fo70, Ku7Ob, Mor70b, Fu70, Fo71, Mor71, Cam71,
and others], the group of processes by which ions pass from the 'aligned'

16.
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to the 'random' component of the beam.

Present-day investigations cover a wide field, including
continuation of most of the lines of work which have been indicated above
by their first few publications, The best general reviews are probably
the book Mo73 and Gemmell's comprehensive review article Ge74. The
latter contains references to all channelling publications up to 1973.

Although channelling has been established in a wide variety of
elemental and compound crystals, a few substances have borne the brunt
of investigations. By far the greatest number of experiments has been
on silicon, followed by gold, tungsten, germanium, copper and various
III - V compounds [6e74, page 217], The Group IV and III - V semiconductors are of obvious interest to industry, while W and Au have
attracted investigators because of their negligible surface oxide
thickness.

Ions ranging from protons to Au 4 have been channelled, plus
mesons and electrons - the latter conforming only approximately to the
classical channelling theory.

1.2

MOTIVATION FOR THIS WORK
An important segment of channelling research has been the

comparison of measured channelling parameters, chiefly critical angles
and minimum yields, with theoretical predictions, and their intercomparison between different substances. Since the greatest volume of

work has been carried out on two elements in Group IV of the Periodic
Table, both crystallizing in the diamond structure (Si and Ge), it is
an obvious next step to perform measurements on the third such member
of the Group, namely diamond itself, for purposes of comparison. Further,
the Group III - V compound semiconductors, which have been quite well
characterised by channelling (GaP, GáAs, GaSb, InSb), crystallize, in the
analagous zincblende structure. That few diamond channelling experiments
have been reported [Pic69a, Das69, Ga7O, Das71, Se73), is probably due to
the problems of procuring suitable samples in countries other than South
Africa, and of obtaining consistent results with this material
(see Section 5.1).

Although it is necessary to rely on natural samples, carbon tends
to form large, good-quality single crystals, if impurities are absent,
under natural conditions. Thus, samples which are sufficiently large,
defect- and impurity- free for use in making valid channelling measurements may be obtained by a simple process of selection.

(This will be

considered further in Chapter 5.) There is no problem of substantial
surface oxide layers, since the oxides of carbon are volatile.

(But see

Section 9.3).

Moreover, carbon has the lowest atomic number of those elements
which can conveniently be obtained as single crystals (channelling
studies on beryllium have only recently been reported [Kau75]). The
channel potentials, and hence the critical angles, are therefore also
low for a given ion and direction, and diamond provides an opportunity
fçr verifying channelling theory in an extreme case.

s.

Finally, diamond has a uniquely high Debye temperature of
1860+10 K (effective value, 0 - 800°C) [Vic62]. At room temperatures
(*300 K) the atomic vibration amplitudes are relatively small as will
be the dechannelling by thermally displaced atoms. Diamond thus offers
the opportunity to study channelling in an atomically 'cold' crystal, at
room temperature. The situation is actually somewhat more complex, and
will be discussed fully in §2.3.4.

1.3

OUTLINE OF THE THESIS
A review of theoretical channelling results is given in Chapter 2.

This is not intended as an exhaustive treatise on the theory itself, but
merely summarises those results of others to be used in subsequent
analyses.

In Chapter 3, the apparatus is described, and the advantages of
certain peculiarities of design are explained. Its mode of use to obtain
the channelling measurements is outlined in the section on experimental
methods.

Preliminary experiments were performed on silicon, and all
information on these is encompassed in Chapter 4: target preparation,
the experiments themselves and the results.

The thorny problems of the selection and preparation of the
diamond specimens, so as to obtain results representative of pure
diamond, are considered in Chapter 5. It is shown that ultimately the
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only reliable index of crystal perfection is, for our purposes, the
channelling experiments themselves. Techniques which have been
developed for improving the perfection thus indicated, for regenerating
beam-damaged crystals, and for surface cleaning, are described. The
results of other diagnostic techniques are mentioned.

All problems related to the actual performing of the experiments,
and the special techniques developed, are detailed in Chapter 6. These
include problems of data-taking, of target contamination, and of the
reproducibility of the data. This chapter and the previous one, on the
question of ensuring the value of the data presented, take equal
importance with the following chapters, on the results themselves.

Chapter 7 presents studies of the critical angles for channelling
in diamond at room temperature. Measurements for different axes, planes,
ion species, and ion energies were made and compared with the predictions
of theory and with related results. In most cases the theory is in good
agreement with experiment.

A study of the dependence of critical angles on temperature (for
one ion species at one energy) is presented in Chapter 8. Theory
predicts this dependence quite well, but improvements are suggested.

Measurements of the channelled minimum yields are considered in
Chapter 9. Their temperature dependence appears to be well predicted
by theory, and thermal vibrations appear to dominate over atomic size
effects, despite the relatively small size of the former in diamond.
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Some conclusions are made about the nature of the diamond surface as
revealed by a channelled ion beam.

Chapter 10 is an abbreviated study of radiation damage in diamond.
The main object was to ascertain that damage due to the ion beam would
not interfere seriously with the channelling measurements.

Conclusions are drawn in Chapter 11 concerning the value and
significance of the results, and the extracted parameters are summarised.

1.4

OUTLINE OF THE WORKING PERIOD
The period of data-taking divides roughly into three phases.

Phase I was a preliminary phase, in which ion channelling effects were
sought and investigated with simply constructed apparatus, taking only
elementary precautions. The Mark 1 goniometer and the 1 MeV accelerator
'Phoenix1 were used. All the silicon experiments, and the preliminary
diamond experiments, belong to this period.

During Phase II, the special problems of obtaining good
channelling results in diamond, were investigated systematically, and
data-taking techniques »ere refined. The purpose-designed Mark 2
goniometer was used with the 1.4 MeV accelerator 'Christine1 for this
work.

This phase merged into Phase III, in which selected diamond
channelling parameters were measured as precisely and accurately as

possible. Most of the quoted results come from this period, but it
will sometimes be indicated that the earlier (and less accurate)
results have been drawn upon. Apparatus modifications were slight, and
Phase III continued to use the Mark 2 goniometer on the 1.4 MeV
accelerator. The measurements were also extended to higher energies
using a similar goniometer on the Unit's 6 MV Tandem van de Graaff
accelerator.

Various aspects of the work reported herein have appeared in
the form of contributions to conferences or as internal publications
[Der70a, Der7Ob, Der71, Der74, Der75a, Der75b, Der75c, Der76a, Der76b,
Der76c, Der77a, Der77b, Der78].

1.5

PROPERTIES OF DIAMOND
Well-known and well-established properties of diamond will be

quoted in this thesis without reference. They can generally be found
in the comprehensive book edited by Berman [Ber65], which is soon to
be superseded by an updated and rewritten version [Fi78]. A useful
brief summary of numerical values comprises the booklet Db73. Derived
parameters which appear frequently in channelling calculations are
tabulated in the Appendix.

9.

CHAPTER

2

THEORY

2,1

MATURE OF ION CHANNELLING
If one handles a crystal model of the traditional 'ball and stick*

variety, it is readily noticeable that it is very transparent in certain
special directions. These are the directions of the major crystal
axes, in which the atoms are arranged in rows, and to a lesser extent
those of the major crystal planes, in which sheets of atoms appear.
These observations point to the basic idea of ion channelling, that a
beam of fast ions, directed at a crystal parallel to one of the major
axes or planes, penetrates the crystal much more easily than it would in
the amorphous solid or in a random direction in the crystal. That is to
say, tlie stopping cross-section is less, the range is greater, and the
nuclear encounter probability - the probability for a close interaction
between an ion and a crystal atom nucleus - is drastically reduced.

The phenomenon, however, is not simply one of transparency. In
that case the critical angle for channelling - the maximum misalignment
between beam and chosen crystal direction - would be
... _

width of channel
thickness of crystal

which is an almost unobservably small angle even for the thinnest
obtainable crystals. Critical angles are, on the contrary, easily
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observable (typically H c ) and independent of crystal thickness. This
is explained by the fact that, provided its incidence angle to a row is
small, an ion can collide with a row (or plane) and be steered away
from it: in fact, a typical channelled trajectory oscillates from side
to side in a transverse potential well. This picture is exact for
planes, but rows cannot confine the ion within a single tunnel, and it
wanders laterally amongst the rows in an irregular spiral. (Illustrations
depicting this can be found in Ro63b and Bra68.)

The essential part of this channelling picture is that the ion
behaves as if it interacts with a smeared-out row potential or planar
potential, rather than those of single atoms. This is known as the
continuum model. What is happening on the level of individual atomic
collisions is that the ion suffers a series of many correlated glancing
binary collisions, each contributing a small deflection away from the
channel wall. These ideas have led to the theory of channelling which
is outlined below.

The inverse phenomenon, blocking, affects ions emitted from
lattice sites, for example by nuclear reactions. Such ions are steered
away from major axes and planes by a similar mechanism, and cannot
emerge from the crystal in these directions. Blocking investigations of
diamond are not included in this work.

The question of whether quantum-mechanical effects must be
included in a description of channelling, was once a controversial one.
It is now agreed that classical mechanics is adequate for all particles
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heavier than electrons. Lindhard [Li65] showed that the accuracy of
a classical treatment actually improves with increasing energy, in
contrast to the case of single collisions.

2.2

CRITICAL ANGLES

2.2,1 The Continuum Model of Lindhard
The theory of ion-crystal interactions was developed chiefly by
Lindhard circa 1964, soon after the first channelling experiments, and
although modified or re-described by other workers it has in essence not
been superseded. The main results are summarised in Li64 and the theory
is presented in full in Li65. The contributions of manv other workers
are summarised and evaluated in Ge74 pp 135-140, from which the original
references may be obtained.

The interaction potential between an ion of nuclear charge Z e
and an isolated neutral atom of nuclear charge Z e may be written
approximately as a function of their separation r in the Thomas-Fermi
form
V(r)

(2.1a)

where cgs electrostatic units have been used. Several different
approximate analytic forms for the screening function 4>(r/aTp) have been
proposed; the most accurate at the separations of interest in
channelling theory is that of Molière [Mol47]
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= 0.1 e3q»(-6.Or/aTF) + 0.55
(2. lb)

+ 0.35 exp (-0. 3r/aTF)
The Thomas-Fermi screening length a™ which effectively defines the
range of the potential, i s given by
O.46S5Z -1/3

(2.2a)

if Z = 1 or if the ion is fully ionised, and by
- O.4685(/Zl + /Z2

>-2/3

(2.2b)

otherwise.

In the continuum model of axial channelling, the individual ionatom potentials may be replaced by an average along the row or 'string';
for an ion at a distance p from a static (that i s , non-vibrating) row of
atomic spacing d, the continuum potential i s
V

z z )dz

RS^

where z represents distance measured along the row.

Using Eqn 2.1a,

(2.3a)

= (2 Zl Z 2 eVd)
where

nz)
0

dn

+ r\¿

(2.3b)

Lindhard [Li65] has proposed as a good analytic approximation, the
'standard potential 1 , in which
log(C 2 /5 2 + 1)
with C2 = 3.

(2.3c)
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In order to derive the conditions for validity of the continuum
approximation, Lindhard [Li65] considered that the distance over which
interaction with a string occurs should be large compared to d. For an
ion approaching with velocity v at an angle t|> to a string, and interacting during a time At,
v cos* At > d.
Considering the motion perpendicular to the string, with a minimum
approach distance P-¿n»
At -v

sin*)

giving (for small

The values of p . and * are also connected by the requirement that
energy be conserved in the transverse motion:
= E
where E is the energy of the ion on approach. The relationships may
be solved simultaneously using Eqns 2.3a and 2.3c; since p . is small
if E is high enough, Eqn 2.3c is approximated to
fp-Cp/a,--)
= logCCa-p/p
. )
its
x*
i r mxn
whence the solution is.

As <» increases, the inequality is first violated by the rapid decrease
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of the exponential, provided that the other factor remains sufficiently
large. So one must have

where i|> is a critical angle given by
(2.4a)
The critical angle is iji provided that

which is equivalent to

<v 8 keV for protons on diamond.
If the latter condition is not fulfilled, another critical angle may be
defined, if = if»., but the experiments to be reported in this thesis were
well inside the high-energy region where *c = *,•

. Lindhard himself referred to ^ as the critical angle for
applicability of the continuum approximation, rather than the critical
angle for channelling (which he defined in a way different to that now
current), but $ has been found to be quite close to measured critical
angles in the many channelling experiments which have been performed
(see Section 1.1) and to give the right functional dependence on the
variables contained in Eqn 2.4a.

What is normally measured experimentally is 4>,, the half-width at
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half-minimum of the channelling dip obtained by plotting the yield x
in a nuclear reaction experiment (for example, Rutherford scattering)
against 4>. Although many workers have confused i|> and I|M, they differ
systematically» and Lindhard proposed that

•i

(2.4b)

where oR i s a constant, ^1-2

Lindhard pointed out that the existence of a critical angle
results in the division of an incident beam into two quite well-defined,
almost independent components:
i)

"Hie 'aligned beam1, which has i> < tfi,. The ions move through
the crystal leaving the strings at an angle equal to the angle
of approach (that i s , normal multiple scattering i s suppressed)
Thus the energy in the transverse motion (often loosely called
the "transverse energy 1 ), given by
ET = E*2 + VRS(p),
i s conserved. The distance of closest approach to a string
i s never less than a critical value p ; Lindhard suggested
p

c'v'aTF"

Alt

h° u gh this approximation is usually valid, p

i s not in fact determined by a_,p; i t appears to be determined
by the mean thermal vibration amplitude of the atoms (see §2.2.3
and §8.3.1).
ii)

The 'random beam1 has ty > i|i,. These ions interact normally
with the solid, almost unaffected by the crystal lattice
structure.
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A continuum model for planar channelling was developed by
Lindhard [Li65] and by Erginsoy [Erg65]. The continuum potential at
a distance p from a plane of s t a t i c atoms i s
2*RdR V(/p z + Rz)

V ps (p)

where the distance R i s measured in the plane from the foot of the
perpendicular defining p, and
N. = areal density of atoms in plane

where Ny .= volume density of atoms
d

= interplanar spacing.

Thus
(2.5a)

VpsCp) =
where

0

n^dn

(2.5b)

Lindhard's treatment, considering a plane as a 'string of strings',
leads to a planar critical angle
ib = 0.93 *_

.

.

%

(2.6a)

One may relate this to the measured half-width of the planar channelling
dip by
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(2.6b)
where
In the experimental chapters of this thesis, the half-angle ty,
will often loosely be referred to as the 'critical angle*. Since this
is the only critical angle which will be considered there, no confusion
should arise, but the relationships 2.4b and 2.6b may be borne in mind.

2.2.2 The Dip-Shape Calculations of Andersen
The above treatment does not explicitly contain a temperature
dependence, which may be regarded as contained in the coefficients ct_
and a». Their consideration is part of the broader problem of
establishing the connection between a critical angle measured outside
the crystal, say T|N, and the critical angle tic defined inside the
z
crystal by the continuum theory.

Lindhard [Li65] showed how temperature dependence and surface
transmission could be included, and his expressions were evaluated
numerically by Andersen [And67] to give detailed shape predictions for
measured channelling dips. Lindhard had established the existence of a
reversibility relationship between channelling and blocking experiments
under idealised conditions, and Andersen's calculations were in fact
carried out for the blocking situation, but the results should be
equally applicable to channelling.

Particles of energy E were assumed to be emitted isotropically
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by an atom displaced a distance p from its string or plane owing to
thermal vibrations. A Gaussian distribution of displacements was
assumed. By integrating over all displacements arid emission angles,
and applying conservation of transverse energy
\.

E T - E* 2 + V J ^ C P )
«= E* 2 + VpgCp)

(axes)
(planes)

the distribution in transverse energy of the emitted particles was
obtained. Lindhard [Li65] has shown that in the axial case, transverse
energy is strictly conserved only if calculated at the planes halfway
between the atoms of the string, and this was done by Andersen. He
assumed that the effect on the continuum potential due to adjacent rows
or planes was negligible; this approximation is good for rows but not
very good for planes.

Redistribution of the transverse energy during passage of the
particles through the crystal was neglected. Spatial redistribution was
taken into account: in the axial case the ions occupy their available
channel cross-sectional area with uniform probability, but in the planar
case, the probability is «(Eif)2)"*.

Allowance for surface transmission was made by considering the
¿act that the particles are undeflected as they pass through the crystal
surface. Thus the distribution in external angle is the same as the
distribution in ^ just inside the crystal surface, and is obtained from
the distribution in Ey by applying the transverse energy conservation
relationship at this point:
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Eij.2 = E T - V J ^ C P )
" ET - V P S C P 3

\"

(axes)
(planes)

If only one string or plane is taken into consideration, the
particles will continue to spread out from it and will pass through the
crystal surface at large enough p that V-gCp) or V ps (p) •»» 0. The
distribution in external angle will then be obtained by putting

(This relationship also gives the distribution of mid-channel crossingangles in the complete lattice, provided that the complete-lattice
potential has been used and normalised to zero at mid-channel.) Andersen
called this the angular distribution without allowance for surface
transmission. It was found [And67, Pic69c] that inclusion of the
surface transmission made little difference for axes but considerable
difference for planes, reflecting the fact that Vpg(p) is negligible
over much of the channel space, but that V ps (p) is everywhere appreciable.

Agreement of the calculations with the shape of experimental dips
was good, but the widths in these and other calculations (for example,
Pic69c, And70) based on a single atomic row or plane, were generally
about 25% larger than the experimental ones. Andersen and Feldman
[And70] compared axial-channelling calculations based on the halfwayplane model, the simple continuum model, and a binary collision model.
Agreement between the three was good; all disagreed similarly with
experiment. Allowing all atoms in the string (and not just the emitter)
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to vibrate, made very little difference to the results. It must be
K

r-

concluded that there is an intrinsic difference between isolated atomic
rows and a full lattice.

2.2.3 The Analytical Expressions of Barrett
In a full lattice the continuum potential for strings becomes,
in vector notation, with the i-th row positioned at r_.f
it

r-.-\ _ T v

f i r . r 11 . tiO

where u{L is subtracted in order to normalise the minimum value of
U„o(r) to zero. Provided that the critical approach distance p can be
defined, the energy conservation relationship for the transverse motion
gives an exact expression for <f> :
E

*c

Here i|>c is to be measured in a field-free region, that is, either at
mid-channel, or outside the crystal. Thus 'surface transmission1 has
been implicitly included.

Since VjjgCp) is a rapidly decreasing function of distance, it is
a good approximation in U D C ( P C ) to neglect the contributions of
neighbouring rows, and UJL, that is, to replace U„g(pc) by V J ^ C P « ) •
Then using Eqns 2.3a and 2.4a one obtains
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where

The function F OC (Ç) is tabulated for the Molière potential in Bar71
Ko

(as R(O) and plotted in Ge74.

For a set of planes located at positions y. (measured along the
normal to the planes), the continuum potential becomes

U ps (y) = I V p s (|y - y.]) - ufe
and the critical angle is given by
E * | = U R S (P C )
provided that p c can be defined.

In this case at least two planes must

be included in calculating U ps (y), and ujjg cannot be neglected.

For a

pair of planes of identical composition, UJL i s the potential at midchannel. Then
=

V c

5

+ V

PS<dp -

giving, via Eqns 2.5a and 2,6a,
*c

= F

PS<pc/aTF'

V

diere
F ps (€,n} = [f p s (D • f p s (n - I) The function FpS(ç,n) i s presented graphically in Bar71 and Ge74.
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Analytic calculations including the full lattice are prohibitively
complex, and the most fruitful approach for further refinement of
channelling predictions has been the Monte Carlo technique of Barrett
[Bar68, Bar71]. Barrett performed computer simulations, mainly for
tungsten, and fitted the results for W by analytic expressions based on
the full-lattice treatment outlined above, using two adjustable
parameters (k and m) [Bar71]. He determined optimum values for k and m,
and the resulting semi-empirical relationships have been shown to
describe experimental ty, data for a wide variety of ion-target
combinations.

Barrett warned that "although physical intuition suggested
[the forms of the expressions used], it should be recognised that they
have been used to provide empirical curves expressing the results of
the Monte Carlo calculations. Caution should be exercised in drawing
conclusions therefrom". However, their good agreement with many
experiments implies that they can in fact be regarded as describing the
physical situation. Barrett's approach was tantamount to defining the
critical approach distance p c as being directly proportional to u , the
root-mean-square thermal vibration amplitude in one dimension of the
atoms bordering the channel, and to setting ¡/>i proportional to the
resulting value of i|ic. The two proportionality constants were used
as the adjustable parameters:

Thus Barrett's expressions are:
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For axes:

(2.7)

For planes:
' d p /a TF 5

k F„

(2.8)
\ajp

a

jpj

The optimum values which Barrett assigned to k and m are listed in
Table 2.1.

TABLE

2.1

Values of Barrett's Fitting Parameters

k

m

Temperature

0.83

1.2

Ion and energy

0.80

1.2

Temperature

0.76

1.6

Ion and energy

0.72

1.6

Channels

Dependence Fitted

Axes
(Eqn 2.7)

Planes
~- (Eqn 2.8)
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2.2,4 Other Theoretical Treatments
Using the halfway-plane model of axial channelling, Lindhard
[Li65] considered the exactness of the conservation of transverse energy,
and concluded that E-r is closely conserved if

Várelas and Sizmann [Var72] showed that the analyses of several other
workers could be summarised by similar formulae with the factor J
replaced by a different factor, that is, they differed essentially in
the degree of accuracy with whi ch Ey was required to be conserved.
Várelas and Sizmann therefore performed binary-collision calculations in
order to investigate fully the accuracy of the conservation under
different conditions, and thereby to determine critical approach distances
p and critical angles ú

for applicability of the continuum model. They

were able to extend their calculations to rows with non-uniform spacing
and mixed atomic species by the use of suitable combined parameters,
obtaining slight differences from results using simple averages of d,
Z 2 , etc.

Their results for P and if» as universal functions of a reduced
energy parameter are presented graphically in Var72, together with a
procedure for including the effect of thermal vibrations. Agreement
between calculated values of 4> and a large variety of experimental
values of i(i, is shown to be fairly good. It becomes much better if the
* c 's are multiplied by the Barrett factor k (§2.2.3), regarding this as
a generally-applicable conversion factor between t|i and i|ii.
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Morgan and Van Vliet have published a series of papers (for
t Mo70) based on computer simulations of protons channelling in
copper, with the results interpreted in terms of the continuum model,
and expressed by analytic formulae. Starting with the criterion for
the conservation of Ej in axial channelling in the form

5 Wv,p=p,
they found that a good approximate solution for the minimum approach
distance p

(in a static lattice) was
P /a

c TF

=

( 2 ' 3 ) /o Cl - >k/19 + a/700)

in terms of the dimensionless parameter

Ea a

TTF

The same procedure could be used for static planes with d replaced by
an effective value cf. Empirical expressions vere given in Mo71 for
adding the effects of thermal vibrations to p , vhich could then be
inserted in the continuum potential to yield critical angles if* .

The expression suggested for <T is proportional to a logarithmic
term whose argument depends inversely on E; for protons on diamond it
becomes <1, and d"<0, for E >168 fceV. This is well below the energies
of the present investigation, and precluded any comparison with the
planar data. A comparison of axial p c values with those calculated by
the methods of Barrett and of Várelas and Sizmann indicated that for

v—
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axes, too, Morgan and Van Vliet's approximations are rather far from
their region of validity if applied to diamond.

2.3

MINIMUM YIELDS

2.3.1 The Predictions of Lindhard
The yield of close-encounter nuclear processes never falls to
zero at the bottom of a channelling dip; its minimum value, normalised
to that for a non-channelled beam, is denoted by X m ¿ n >

The least value

of X-jn* and the one most easily considered theoretically, is that for
ions which have interacted just under the crystal surface, where
dechannelling has not yet become important.

Lindhard [Li65] pointed out that in the continuum approximation,
the yield due to thermal vibrations never vanishes, and that its minimum
value (for a beam incident parallel to axial channels) is
muí

where u is the RMS thermal vibration amplitude in two dimensions,
u2 - / 2 u j . This gives a first estimate for
A second estimate was obtained by considering the division of a
beam into aligned and random parts on passing through the crystal
surface.

If the random beam consists of ions which passed within ^a-p

of the strings and were deflected by angles >tp , this leads to a second
contribution to X_¿n:
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Lindhard regarded x 2 as a more tentative proposal than x t -

Possible amorphous layers on the surface of the crystal might
scatter the beam sufficiently to add a third contribution, x 3 Lindhard's estimate for x 3 i s given in the form used by Barrett as

v

Eqn 2.13,

Thus the overall estimate for x_j_ becomes
•

X,

•

X

3

Nvdiru|

(2.9)

This formula is not obeyed very well (it may be compared with the
more accurate Eqn 2.10). It predicts Xi * ix 2 ^ or many substances, so
that x, vas often neglected in experimental comparisons, and
discrepancies blamed on x 3 -

Lindhard's prediction for planar minimum yields was the
geometrical factor analagous to x 2 for axes:
*min *

2a

TF/dp

(2.9«)

Both Eqn 2.9 and Eqn 2.9' generally produce underestimates of the measured
values, often ascribed to the effect of surface layers. However, i t i s
evident that Lindhard did not expect them to be accurate.

2.3.2 The Expressions of Barrett
Barrett's Monte Carlo calculation technique [Bar71] was able to
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show that a simple geometrical interpretation of the minimum yield is
untenable (see§9.4.2 for an explanation). Barrett fitted the following
expression to his calculations for axial channelling:
(2.10)
\•
The coefficients C and C* are functions of beam divergence, but approach
constant values if this is small. The best-fit values were found to be
C *= 3,0 ± 0.2

C « 0.2 ± 0.1

The square-root factor takes account of the fact that the effective
number of surface layers 'seen1 by the beam is greater than one, and
increases (weakly) with energy;
2.2u,
(2.11)

was found to provide a good fit. The effective number of surface layers
in this model is
L =A +

(2.12)

Here the spacing of the layers i s the same as the string spacing for
the axis concerned.

Amorphous layers, however, contribute directly to x,:

r z i z i e2 i
Z n.N v dir I —=—i—1
i 1 V L Bf, J

(2.13)

where n. i s the number of layers with atomic number Z., and the spacing

v-
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of the layers i s to be taken equal to the string spacing d.

(This i s

a much larger value than a spacing calculated from the layer density,
especially for higher-order axes.)

An expression similar to Eqn 2.10 has been derived from Lindhard's
halfway-plane model by including the effects of neighbouring rows
[Kb73]. Comparisons of the temperature dependence of xm^n with Eqn 2.10,
for protons and deuterons backscattered from silicon and germanium
[Kom71], have confirmed that C = 3,0 and C1 <v< 0.

Barrett did not determine a general expression to give x ^ n for
planar channelling, but he performed some Monte Carlo calculations for
protons on tungsten which showed a linear relationship between v.
and u . If by analogy with Eqns 2.9* and 2.10 (neglecting surface
effects) one assumes a relationship of the form
"min " 2 / d p ( B u i

+

then one can extract values of B and B 1 from Barrett's graph:
B = 2.2

B« = 0.6

It is not known whether they would be applicable to other substances.

2,3.3 Other Theories
Morgan and Van Vliet [Mo70, Mo71] suggested using their c r i t i c a l
approach distance for stable channelling p ,

determined in the manner

indicated in.§2.2.4, in a simple geometrical formula analagous to
Eqn 2.9»:

iè_~
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*mins2pc/dp
Barrett [3ar71] showed that if one used a geometrical interpretation,
the parameter p occurring in the minimum yield was not exactly equal to
the P C determining the critical angle. A comparison with Morgan and
Van Vliet's prediction could not be made for diamond planes because of
the breakdown of their approximations (see §2.2.4).

2.3.4 The Thermal Vibrations of Diamond
It was mentioned in Section 1,2 that diamond has exceptionally
small thermal vibrations at room temperature (and therefore provides an
interesting matrix for channelling studies). This statement needs
clarification, since the absolute magnitude of the RMS vibration amplitude Uj (calculated by the Debye theory) is quite appreciable, about
half that of a typical metal such as copper (Table 2.2). The same

TABLE 2.2
Some Properties of Diamond and a Typical Metal

u x (A) 8

300K

a (A)

*T

»1"TF

Diamond

0.044

3 .567

0.258

0.17

Copper

0.084

3.615

0 .152

0.55

v
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comment applies to u relative to the lattice constant, a, which has
a similar magnitude for diamond and most cubic metals.

It can be seen from Eqn 2.10 that what is important for
channelling minimum yields is the value of u x relative to the range of
the atomic potential as measured by the Thomas-Fermi screening distance
aTp, Diamond has one of the largest values of a ™ (see Table 2.2)
owing to its inverse cube root dependence on 2 2 (Eqns 2.2). In
Eqn 2.10, C » C , so that in most substances at ordinary temperatures,
where Uj (and therefore u 2 ) is ^ p typically (see Ge74, p 217), the
thermal term Cx,) predominates greatly over x 2 -

In fact Barrett

suggested taking
C = 3.0 + 0.3

C«

In diamond u . ^ a ™ and Eqn 2.10 predicts that x, and x, will be about
equal. So the magnitude of C can be assessed more precisely than has
hitherto been possible. It is also of interest to see whether the above
value of C still holds in the extreme case of diamond.

The small value of u relative to a_F also has interesting
implications concerning critical angles. Lindhard [Li65] originally
proposed that channelling was governed by a critical approach distance
to rows or planes, Pg^a-jp (52.2.1), but the spirit of Barrett's work
[Bar71] indicates that P ^ u

(§2.2.3). The temperature dependence of

critical angles supports the latter, but the question cannot be resolved
directly because a-p^u. for most substances. In diamond the evidence
is unequivocal because of the large difference between u, and
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2.4

BACKSCATTERING ANALYSES

2.4.1 Identification of Surface Layers
In. large-angle Rutherford scattering, the energy of a scattered
ion E s c a t t is related to its incident energy E._ by
E

scatt> E inc
M2)]2

(2.14a)

where M = mass number of incident ion
M - mass number of scatterer atom
6, = scattering angle in laboratory co-ordinates.

Thus if a solid, bearing surface layers with different values of
M , is analysed by ion scattering, the different values of E
observed enable identification of the atomic species present. For this
purpose Eqn 2.14a may be rearranged to read
M

«here

e

2

= M

(2.14b)

lfe *

" E scatt / E inc-

By differentiating Eqn 2.14a with respect to M,, the condition
for optimum energy resolution between adjacent mass-numbers may be found.
For the present work (6L * 180° or 155°) this i s
M2/Mi n, 2.
Thus a-particles (M = 4) are a reasonable choice for analysing impurity
layers with similar mass-number to carbon (M = 12).
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2.4.2

Quantifying Surface Layers
The number of atoms per unit area N. in a surface layer may be

determined by comparing the number of counts in i t s peak in the
scattered energy spectrum, with the number of counts per unit depth due
to scattering by the substrate (of known density). Allowance must be
made for the quadratic dependence of the Rutherford scattering crosssection on atomic number, so that the atomic species must first be
determined as in §2.4.1.

The method of analysis i s developed in, for

example, Mey70. The result for diamond i s
. N*

cose.

where

(2.15)

P = counts in surface-layer peak
AS = counts per channel in substrate spectrum
AE = energy width per channel of spectrum
-s|— = energy to depth conversion factor
Z_ = atomic number of carbon
Z. = atomic number of i-th layer
PD- = density of diamond
N* = Avogadro's number
ML = mass number of carbon

This may be converted into 'number of monolayers' p/ovided a
value for the layer density is assumed. A reasonable value in typical
cases seems to be
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N. (monolayer) = 2 x io is atoms cm" 2 .

2.4.3 Energy to Depth Conversion
For an extended solid rather than a layer, most ions penetrate
before scattering, losing energy by ionising and exciting the target
atoms oñ both the inward and outward journeys, and being detected at
progressively lower energies as the depth of the scattering event
increases. The resulting energy:spectrum thus contains depth information,
and may be converted to a "depth spectrum' provided the form of the
energy-depth relation can be approximated. The geometry is illustrated
in Figure 2.1; the relation between emergent energy E (z) and
scattering depth z (measured along the beam trajectory) is of the form

= K 2 [E 0 -

- AE(z

(2.16)

where the AE's are the energy losses along the paths indicated, and are
functions of energy.

I t i s usual to evaluate Eqn 2.16 by the method of Btfgh [B068,
Bo69]. In the present work, the approximate relation between range R
and energy E given by Zaidiis [Za74] has been used:
O.S85 E ?/lf
- ejip(-3/7aE)]
The best-fit values of C and o have been tabulated by this author for
various projectiles and targets;
C = 0.08026

for protons on diamond they are
a = 8.9
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Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram showing relationship between beam
penetration and backscattered energy spectrum (after
Bo68).
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when E i s in MeV and z is in um.

The mode of use of Eqn 2.17 was that suggested in Za74. If an
ion with i n i t i a l energy EQ slows down to an energy E1 in passing through
a thickness z of a solid, then the initial range R(EQ) is related to the
residual range R(E ) by the equation
R(E )

(2.17b)

+ z

¿or given input parameters E and z, this equation may be solved for
E with the aid of Eqn 2.17a, using the Newton-Raphson method to derive
Ej from
After scattering at depth z, the energy i s K2E , and this i s the
•initial energy1 for the outgoing path (which has a length zcos 6^00582
according to Figure 2.1).
yields the exit energy E .

A second application of Eqns 2.17a and 2.17b
(The procedure is equivalent to determining

the values of ¿E for the ingoing and outgoing paths in Eqn 2.16.)

In

this way, for a series of depths 2, a series of detected energies E
was determined, and the scattered particle spectrum divided up into a
series of energy steps; the z-steps were of equal size resulting in
unequal E -steps. The integrated spectral count in each energy interval
was assigned to the corresponding value of z.

The depth-conversion

procedure was carried out by computer as part of the programme CHANSPEC
[Fea77b] referred to in §7.2.3.
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2.5

RADIATION DAMAGE EXTRACTION

2.5.1 General
The principle of the method by which crystal damage profiles may
be extracted from channelling measurements was first outlined by BjSgh
[Bo68]. B0gh made approximations appropriate to a shallow, thin layer,
\
namely a constant stopping-power and negligible dechannelling for ions
traversing the layer. The theory has been expanded by many other
workers (notably Ziegler [Zi72a], Schmid [Sc73], and Walker et al
[Wal77] for application to deeper damage layers and to include reasonable
models of the dechannelling. There seems to be no shortage of confusion
in many of the treatments as to what each step in the analysis is doing.

B¿gh originally applied his analysis to amorphous surface oxide
layers; Quërê [Qu76] has emphasised that it is only in the case of
randomly disordered atoms that an analysis of this type gives an accurate
measure of the number of atoms not on lattice sites (see Section 10.1) .
In other cases, although the disorder parameter appearing in the
equations takes the form of a 'relative number of disordered atoms', it
may not be quantitatively interpreted as such. Rather, it represents
the 'degree of disorder1 expressed in arbitrary units.

The major problem in extracting damage profiles is to find an
appropriate model for the dechannelling due to the damage, which enters
into the calculations as shown in §2.5.2. Most calculations have assumed
dechannelling either by a single scattering event (which underestimates
the dechannelling) or by multiple scattering (which overestimates it);
scattering by a small number of events, known as plural scattering, has
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sometimes been used, and is evidently the most appropriate model, but
the analysis i s more complicated.

Ziegler [Zi72a] and Walker et al

[Wal77] have shown that the extracted damage profiles are rather
insensitive to the type of scattering assumed, provided than an
adjustable parameter is used to force the extracted damage to zero at
depths beyond those where the damage has occurred.

Without this

precaution, the disorder parameter continues to be positive at greater
depths in the single scattering model, and becomes negative if multiple
scattering is used.

2.5.2 Method
The approach taken here is based most closely on that of Ziegler
[Zi72a] and Schmid [Sc73]. A backscattered spectrum for ions channelled
in a crystal with a buried damage layer, is illustrated schematically
in Figure 2.2; such spectra are described more fully in §10.3.1. The
ordinate is assumed here to have been normalised to the random yield
(§7.2,2), and the abscissa to have been converted from an energy to a
depth scale (§2.4.3 and §7.2.1). The peak in the yield results from
ions backscattered in the damage layer, and is due both to ions dechannelled into the random beam and then backscattered by normal interactions
with the crystal, and to channelled ions backscattered directly by
displaced atoms. The two contributions are assumed to be additive (an
approximation), so one can write for the damaged crystal yield X J ( Z ) as
a function of the depth z:
X d (z)
The fraction of ions which is in the random beam is

(2.18)
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Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram showing quantities involved in extracting
damage profiles from channelled spectra:
— 'damaged* spectrum (depth converted) x¿(z)
— dechannelling function f(z)
— 'undamaged' spectrum xD(z)
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= X p ( 2 ) •+

F(z)

(2.19)

where x Cz) is the dechannelled fraction which would occur even in a
perfect crystal, that i? : the channelled minimum yield of a perfect
crystal measured at the same depth; F(z) is the fraction of ions
which has been dechannelled by the damage.
\:

The fraction of ions which is backscattered directly out of the
channels is

gCz) = [1 - f(z)]n(z)

(2.20)

where [1 - f(z)] is the fraction of the beam which was still channelled,
and n(z) is a parameter measuring the disorder; in the special case
where the atoms are randomly disordered it is equal to their volume
density N.(z) relative to the atomic density of the crystal,
n(z) = Nj(z)/N v . Flux peaking is here neglected so n(z) will be some
average across the channel space.

Ziegler [Zi72a] suggested setting the dechannelled fraction F(z)
proportional to the cumulative damage encountered by the beam from the
crystal surface up to the depth z. Schmid [Sc73] suggested a proportionality to the cumulative sum of g(z) and pointed out that this
(dechannelling « direct backscattering) is a result of the single
scattering model. Thus
F(z) « it

i g(z«)
z'=0

(2.21)
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where K is to be adjusted to ensure that n(z) becomes zero beyond the
damage peak.

The functions f(z) and g(z) each depend on the other; if the
depth rangé is divided up into small increments, and the value of f(z)
is determined from 2g(z) accumulated up to the previous depth interval,
then they may be evaluated step-wise with respect to depth« The use
of computer iteration to optimise K is described in §10.5.1. In each
depth interval, the disorder parameter is calculated:

n(z) =

X d (z) - f(z)

(2.22)

1 - f (z)
It may be integrated with respect to depth to provide an indicator of
the total damage in the crystal.

I t is generally necessary to apply a correction for the
different energy loss rates of channelled and non-channelled ions, which
lead to their having different Rutherford cross-sections Ol/E2) at the
same depth. This was not necessary for the present work because the
two energy loss rates could be taken as equal, to a good approximation
(17.2.1).
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CHAPTER

APPARATUS

3.1

3

AND METHODS

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
Any ion channelling experiment has two essential requirements,

in addition to the requirements of a normal scattering experiment
(viz. vacuum apparatus, detectors, etc):
i) a parallel beam of ions, that is, with a divergence
substantially less than the expected critical angles for
the ion-target combinations to be investigated.
ii) a means of orientating the crystal over the entire solid
angular range of interest, with an angular accuracy substantially less than the expected critical angles. Two
perpendicular rotation axes are the minimum requirement
for any orientation to be attainable.
The first requirement is satisfied by passing the beam through a
collimation system having two small apertures separated by a long
flight-tube, so that only ions with less than the required path
divergence are transmitted. The second requirement may be met by a
suitable goniometer, which must be capable of operating in vacuum.

Two such sets of apparatus were used, described in Sections 3.2
and 3.3. The basic procedures for obtaining channelling data are

l^-_
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outlined in Section 3.4,

3.2

GONIOMETER MARK 1 AND ACCESSORIES

3.2.1 Goniometer
Apparatus for the preliminary channelling experiments of Phase I
(see Section 1.4) was built around a conventional X-ray goniometer
(Pye Unicara S34). This has two perpendicular rotation axes of ±30°
range, with vernier readout having a least count of 10* of arc (0.17°).
A third rotation axis of 360° range was provided by making the entire
goniometer mounting-plug rotate by means of a worm-and-wheel arrangement.
This could be set and read to 0.02° although the accuracy was probably
less over long distances.

The Únicas goniometer also has two perpendicular translation axes,
which were supplemented by a home-made third axis and used for centring
the target in the beam.

The four movements provided by the manufacturer were operated
manually from outside the vacuum via flexible cables rotated by shafts
passing through the vacuum wall by means of we 11-lubricated 0-ring seals.
The arrangement is shown in Figure 3.1,

A clip was added to the goniometer to accept standard microscope
cover-slips, which were used as target-holders. These had a hole etched
in the middle, over v* Ich the silicon or diamond sample was fixed with
Apiezon wax. A thin wire was attached for measuring the target current.
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Figure 3.1: Mark 1 goniometer
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3.2,2 Beam-line Hardware
The plug carrying the goniometer and drives fitted into the top
of a scattering-chamber which was substantially the one used with the
second goniometer, and is described thereunder (§3.3.2).

The beam-line was somewhat different to that subsequently adopted,
and is shown diagrammatically in Figure 3,2. The focused beam from the
accelerator was collimated by two variable tantalum collimators placed
2.0 m apart, and then struck a thin carbon or nickel foil. This was used
after the manner of the Harwell/Sussex group (see, for example, Dea68)
to attenuate the beam and also to spread it (by electron multiple
scattering) so as to reduce the sensitivity of the alignment to slight
accidental shifts of the beam-line components. A third tantalum
collimator 2.0 m downstream, at the chamber entrance, served to define
the divergence of the beam at the crystal (in combination with the
diameter of the beam-spot on the foil). With all three apertures set at
1 mm in diameter, the half-angle of divergence was 0.029°.

A small surface-barrier detector was placed to count particles
scattered through 90° by the foil, and served to normalise the runs to
a fixed number of particles incident on the crystal. This indirect
monitoring arrangement was not entirely satisfactory because of
contamination build-up on the foil and the presence of pinholes, and
the foil was eventually dispensed with. The beam-current on the target
was then monitored directly using a current integrator.

A vacuum of ^ 2 x 10" 6 torr was maintained in the beam-lines by

•Collimat or

Annular Detector

XJ

Diamond

Detector

Figure 5.2: Schematic diagram of beam-line used for the .Phase I experiments.
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two trapped oil-vapour diffusion pumps. In an effort to reduce
contamination, a copper cylinder was placed round the target and
attached to a cold-finger.

3.2.3 Detector and Electronics
\

• •

Particles backscattered from the target crystal were detected by
a 150 mm2 annular surface-barrier detector, Ortec Model 150-300, through
which the incident beam passed. A special mask prevented particles from
being detected at the edges of the active area, where resolution might
be poorer.

The measured resolution was 30 + 2 keV (FWHM) for 5.477 MeV

a-particles, and the scattering angle was 170 - 175°.

The detector fed

a similar electronic set-up to that described in S3.3.3.

3.2.4

Accelerator
Beams of protons and singly-ionised helium for the Phase I

experiments were obtained from the Nuclear Physics Research unit's
1 MeV Cockcroft-Walton accelerator 'Phoenix1. Manufactured by Philips,
i t has been described by Renan [Ren72], and is now retired.

3.3

GONIOMETER MARK 2 AND ACCESSORIES

3 . 3 . 1 Goniometer
In order b e t t e r t o f u l f i l the experimental requirements, a new
goniometer was designed, based on the one developed by Bell Telephone
Laboratories [Au71] f o r t h e i r channelling experiments.
diagrammatically i n Figure 3 . 3 .

¿I

ItT i s shown

Two perpendicular rotations of the
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target are produced by precision gears driven by stepping-motors located
outside the vacuum. The step size is equivalent to 0.01* at the target
for both rotations, both of which have a range of 360°. Lubrication
under vacuum is achieved by the use of PTFE bushings or vacuum greases
and, in addition, the large precision metal-to-metal bearings for the
crystal tilt movements are coated with bronze (polar angle 'Ö1) or
molybdenum disulphide (azimuthal angle '$'). Drives through the vacuum
wall pass through 0-rings lubricated with Apiezon 'L' grease. The main
structural framework or 'spool1 was machined from stainless steel in one
piece for accuracy and rigidity, and the two rotation axes, the beam
axis, and the crystal surface, all intersect at one point to within
0.05 mm. The goniometer is compatible with a vacuum of 10~ 7 torr.

A feature is the large aperture available for mounting the target
(7.50 cm), achieved by the use of a large spiroid gear for the <t> drive.
This net only próvidos plenty of room for the services described below,
but also results in an outstandingly wide angular aperture, giving the
beam access to the crystal up to 70° from the normal. The flat profile
of the design provides the same access angle to both front and rear of
the crystal, to facilitate transmission experiments on the same apparatus
by colleagues.

Selection of different spots on the crystal for analysis is
commonly achieved by deflecting the beam, an inconvenient procedure which
results in the beam not intersecting the rotation axes and therefore
moving across the crystal as the angles are changed. A special feature
of the present design is that the target may be translated in its own
plane by up to ±2.0 san in two perpendicular directions, without breaking
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vacuum, and with the beam axis continuing to intersect the rotation
axes at the crystal surface.

This is achieved as follows. The target-holder fits into a
pyxophyllite (lava) square with grooved edges, which is held within four
steel sliders (see Figure 3.4). The pyrophyllite provides both thermal
and electrical insulation. Two of the sliders are driven radially by
screws, while their opposite numbers are spring-loaded. Turning a screw
in provides a 'positive1 translation, compressing the opposite spring;
while turning it out allows the spring to expand providing a 'negative*
translation. Meanwhile, spring-tension holds the other movement steady,
and the two translations are completely independent. All forces are
applied in the same plane and intersect at a common point; because of
this, the shape of the grooves, and the spring-tension, the design is
kinematically stable and self-centring (provided that the lead-screws and
spring-pistons are accurately iiaehined), There is so back-lash- The thin
flat profile does not inhibit beam access to the crystal up to 70° from
the normal, front and rear.

A condition for operation of the device is that the coefficient
of friction (p) between sliders and pyrophyllite be low enough, in order
that the springs can produce negative translations. For the dimensions
used,

U < 0.1

approximately

(neglecting the weight of the target). Accordingly, the pyrophyllite

Threaded holes
for screws

Screw - driven
stiders "*-*
PyrophyUitc
or "Macor"

Pyrophylllte
square is
held here

V-shaped
grooves
Steel disc

Spring-loaded
sliders

Figure 3.4:

Exploded view of target translation device.
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grooves were coated with 0.1 mm thickness self-adhesive PTFE sheet
(p = 0.04),

To translate the crystal, a long shaft, passing through a
vacuum-seal, was inserted down the centre of the goniometer spool,
through the ^-bearing, to engage with one of the lead-screws. The angle
$ had first to be set to the correct position (0° for a 'y1 movement,
and +90° for 'x'). The x or y value was read off on a micrometer head
outside the vacuum. On releasing the shaft, it was withdrawn by a
spring, far enough to avoid fouling the <{>-bearing•

Two designs of stainless-steel target-holder were used, referred
to as 'thin* and 'thick* (Figure 3.5). In both, the diamond was clamped
between a front and back part, the front part having a hole to allow
beam access. The thin holders were suited to tabular specimens (<1.5 mm
thick), and could be adapted for transmission by making a hole in the
back part also. The thick holders allowed firm holding of rounded
specimens in a recess machined in the back part or 'slug1 to the exact
specimen size.

A resistive heater could be screwed on to the back of the targetholder for runs at elevated temperatures. It consisted of a molybdenum
bobbin wound with 'Thermocoax1 insulated coaxial heating-wire (Amperex
Electronic Corporation, Long Island). The windings had a large enough
diameter to allow a 60° bevelled hole to be bored through the. heater if
transmission experiments were to be undertaken. The mating faces of
target-holder and heater had matching grooves between which a Thermocoax
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insulated sheathed thermocouple (chromel-alumel) was clamped for
measuring the temperature. The temperature at this point was found to
be a good approximation to that of the diamond, provided that with the
thick holders, copper slugs were used to improve heat transfer. The
heater was designed for a maximum working temperature of 700°C, at which
\;

it dissipated about 100W by conduction to the spool and by radiation.

Overheating of the spool was anticipated, and a U-shaped cooling
gallery was drilled right round the <t>-bearing as close to it as possible,
through which a cooling fluid could be circulated (see Figure 3.3). The
bearing temperature was monitored by a second Thermocoax thermocouple.
In fact, this temperature only rose to about 100°C and cooling was not
often used.

3.3.2 Beam-line Hardware
The goniometer fitted into the roof of a 25cm diameter steel
vacuum-chamber (Figure 3.6) whose floor communicated directly with a
15 cm diameter turbomolecular pump. Ports in the chamber wall contained
viewing windows and an argon-ion milling gun. A cryopump in the form of
a copper can almost completely surrounded the target, so that cold (and
therefore, 'clean') surfaces were 'seen1 by the target in almost all
directions. The cryoshield was cooled by a thick copper rod dipping into
a closed liquid nitrogen reservoir suspended in the pumping port. This
arrangement resulted in efficient heat transfer with minimal losses,
and caused only a slight reduction in the speed of the main pump. Vacuum
was in the region of 5 x 10" 7 torr.
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The beam was collimated by two apertures in tantalum, spaced
2,47 m apart, the upstream one variable and the downstream one fixed
(but replaceable). The usual sizes were, upstream: 1.0 mm square,
downstream: 0,75 mm diameter, giving a maximum beam divergence of 0,025°
(half-angle).

The downstream collimator, at the chamber entrance, had

i;

an antiscatter baffle to intercept slit-edge scattered particles, but i t
was found to be much more iinportant to polish the bore of the primary
aperture with a fine abrasive to a microscopically high finish. This
reduced the obs rved background by a factor of 20,

The collimation line and the chamber were bolted rigidly to a
single firm girder frame supported at i t s ends only. The two apertures
and the goniometer centre were optically aligned with one another, once
and for all;

small misalignments with the accelerator at the beginning

of each new run were then taken up by moving the frame and its contents
as a whole, by means of screw adjustments at the end supports.
Realignment was very rapid with this system.
A vacuum of about 5 x 10~7 torr was maintained between the
collimators by a trapped oil-vapour diffusion pump, and an additional
in-line trap reduced migration of pump-oil into the chamber. The whole
layout is shown diagrammatically in Figure 3.7.

3.3.3 Detectors and Electronics
Two surface-barrier detectors were installed in the chamber: the
annular one described in S3.2.3, whose large area allowed rapid location
of channels, and a small plain detector of higher resolution, for taking
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data. This was either jn Ortec Premium Series BE-O14-O5O-100 (resolution
14 keV, FWHM) or an Ortec Ruggedised BR-O16-0S0-10O (resolution 16 keV).
The latter was essential for high-temperature data-taking owing to its
insensitivity to infrared radiation.

\:

The small detector was placed at a scattering angle of 155°, at
a distance from the target determined by the condition that the energy
spread of the detected particles due to the variation of backscatter
energy with angle across the detector face, should make a negligible
addition to the detector resolution. The ingoing and outgoing ion
trajectories lay in a plane which included the 6 axis, so that the exit
path length in the crystal was independent of 6.

Typical nuclear pulse electronics were used: a block diagram is
given in Figure 3.8. The components were commercially manufactured
except for the normalising ratemeter, which was built to the Aarhus
design (private communication). The overall linearity of the system
was checked (a) with a test-pulssr, and (b) by backscattsrins off variovs
materials of known mass numbers, and was found linear to about 2 KeV, or
much less than the detector resolution.

3.3.4 Accelerators
The Phase II and III experiments performed with the apparatus just
described, used beams of protons and singly-ionised helium provided by
the Nuclear Physics Research Unit's 1.4 MeV pressurised Cockcroft-Walton
accelerator 'Christine'.

This machine, converted from a Philips electron

accelerator Type PW5121, has been described by Annegam [Ann76]. The
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energy calibration was rechecked against ^ 7 Al(p,Y) 28 Si resonances during
the course of these experiments, and found correct to within ±4 kèV.
The beam energy spread, due to the analysing slit width was also ±4 keV.

With the collimators at their usual settings, a beam of 4nA

\ :

could easily be obtained on target. The problems of target-current
integration are considered in Sections 2 - 4 of Chapter 6.
During Phase III, the proton experiments were carried to higher
energies, up to 4.5 MeV, on the Unit's 6 MV Tandem van de Graaff
accelerator.

This machine is a standard High Voltage Engineering

Corporation EN Tandem with the usual beam-handling equipment. The energy
calibration is accurate to 6 parts in 101* and the energy spread for
protons is also 6 parts in 101*. The experiments were performed with a
second Mark 2 goniometer installed on one of the Tandem beam-lines, with
similar accessories and electronics to those already described.

Asxssgst siany snail differences in detail between the two sets of
apparatus, the only important ones were in the beam collimation. Since
channelling critical angles are inversely proportional to the square
root of the ion energy (Eqn 2.4a), the beam divergence had to be reduced
appropriately at the higher energies. The collimators were separated by
a greater distance (5.1 m) and the upstream aperture set according to
the energy being used. Typically, this was 2.0 mm square at 2.5 MeV
(giving a divergence half-angle of 0.020°) and 1.0 mm square at 4.5 MeV
(divergence 0.012°). The half-angle of divergence was about 1/20 of the
major axial critical angles at each proton energy.
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Beam-currents on target were rather smaller on the Tandem,
ç

typically 1 nA.

it

I
\;

3.4

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

3.4.1

Location of Channels
A backscattered Laue X-ray photograph was taken of each crystal

after it had been secured in its holder with the desired face exposed.
From the symmetry of the pattern, the crystal orientation was deduced
(if this was not already obvious from its morphology). The most easilyaccessible axis of each type to be investigated was identified, and with
the aid of a Greninger net the angular coordinates of each axis could
be read off to sbcfot, I o .

The holder was attached to the goniometer, vacuum established,
and protons backscattered from the crystal while the two goniometer
angles were varied slowly in the region of the predetermined values. A
deep minimum in the backscattered count rate gave the position of the
axis sought, to about 0.1°.

This procedure was greatly facilitated by the use of the normalising ratemeter, which divided the backscattered count rate by a signal
representing the target current. Beam fluctuations were thus prevented
from confusing the channel identification.

For greatest sensitivity, a

single channel analyser selected only the counts of the highest-energy
protons, that is, those backscattered just under the surface. The
location usually took only a few minutes.
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Finally, the output of the single channel analyser was connected
to a sealer, and the angles scanned stepwise, one at a time, through the

ir

axis, with proton counts being accumulated at each point for a fixed
incident dose.
0.01°.

Thus the axis was located with an accuracy of up to

Planes could be located in the same way.

Sometimes difficulty was experienced in finding an axis, for
example, the narrow <100> dip at high energies.

In these cases, the

wider-<1ÍO> and <111> axes were located first and the elusive axis
predicted by spherical trigonometry, then located exactly, as above.

3.4.2 Data
Data were taken in two forms :
i)

energy spectra of the backscattered particles, as
accumulated by a multichannel analyser, and

ii)

scans through an axis or plane, that i s , plots of count
versus angle.

The scans could be obtained with a single channel analyser or, for finer
depth resolution, from a series of spectra.

The spectra could be

printed out, plotted, or recorded on magnetic tape.

Pans were normalised

to the same number of incident ions by means of a current integrator (of
0.05% accuracy).

3.4.3 Coordinate Conversion
In order to measure ci tical angles, i t is necessary to scan
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through each crystal axis in a plane passing through the axis. One of
the goniometer movements may coincide with a suitable plane, but
complete freedom of choice of the scan-plane is preferable, for reasons
elaborated in Section 6.8.
\

•

For this purpose» it was found convenient to write a programme
which could be run on either an HP25 or HP65 pocket calculator. The
programme, dubbed GCS, performed a true planar scan through the given
axis, with any given orientation and step size, in terms of spherical
polar coordinates centred about the axis, converting the results into
the spherical polar coordinates used by the goniometer. Thus the output
was a series of pairs of (6,41) values to be set on the goniometer to
produce the desired scan.

A second programme (CRAP-2) calculated scans around the surface
of a cone, whose axis was a crystal axis, in given azimuthal steps. Its
use is referred to in §6.8.2. The programmes, based on standard
spherical trigonometry, are listed in the Appendix.
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CHAPTER

4

PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS ON SILICON

4.1

MOTIVATION
Silicon was chosen for the initial channelling experiments because

it had already been well investigated by other workers using light ions
(see Ge74, p217) and was known to display the phenomenon clearly. The
aim was to test and establish experimental technique by reproducing the
results of others, using elementary apparatus (Section 4.2). In keeping
with previous work at that date, transmission experiments were planned,
and considerable time was devoted to preparing thin targets (Section 4.3).
However, the work was eventually done in the backscattering mode; the
results are presented in Section 4.4.

4.2

APPARATUS
All the silicon work belongs to Phase I (see Section 1.4) and

was carried out on the 1 MeV accelerator 'Phoenix', using goniometer
Mark 1 and the accessories described in §3.2.1.

4.3

SILICON TARGET PREPARATION

4.3.1 Thickness Requirement for Transmission
The low maximum beam energy available from 'Phoenix' (600 keV if
long-term stability were required) placed a stringent requirement on
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crystal thickness i f the beam were to penetrate, even assuming a lower
stopping-power under channelling.

The range of 0.6 MeV protons in

silicon (calculated using the Bragg-Kleeman range relation and data
from reference Kay57) is

R t 7 v>m.

Using the relative mass stopping-powers tabulated in reference Kay57,
the thickness 6x for an energy loss of •vO.l MeV i s

Sx •»• 2 um.

A maximum thickness of about 5 um was thus indicated, with a desirable
thickness of *v2 ym.

In addition, i f accurate energy-loss measurements

were to be made, the thickness ought to be constant over the usable area
to perhaps 10%.

4.3.2 Techniques: Summary
Other workers have prepared thin silicon wafers by lapping
followed by etching [In62, Dea64, Ma64]. Lapping (abrasive polishing) i s
capable of producing a parallel-sided wafer, satisfying the requirement
of uniform thickness, but cannot normally be used below about 100 ym
because the resulting crystal damage (chiefly dislocations) penetrates
well below the surface.

Therefore, a chemical etching procedure is used

in the final stages, to remove lapping damage and to produce the required
thickness.

Inskeep et al [In62] found i t necessary to remove ^50 um in

this way. Etching i s confined to the final stage because i t is slower
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and less uniform than lapping.

More recent workers have used specialised mechanical thinning
for the entire process [Wh65, Mas70]. A review of techniques is given
by Whitton [Wh69].

Although thin silicon was not used in the final experiments, it
was essential to apply the same etching techniques to the thick samples
used for obtaining the backscattering data. As-cut silicon slices would
be surfaced with a damage layer and would be expected to show poor
channelling effects unless thus prepared.

4.3.3

Lapping
Transistor-grade silicon was supplied by Standard Telephones and

Cables in i - 2 cm diameter slices, and lapped by them on a Lapmaster
machine from ^1 mm to t>100 ym thickness. No specification of electrical
type or. resistivity was made, since these should have little effect on a
basic experiment. Thickness uniformity was sought by lapping the silicon
in the midst of many identical quartz slices, all waxed down to a large
(«vlO cm) flat glass plate.

A sample supplied and lapped by Bell Telephone Laboratories,
Murray Hill, New Jersey, was also used.

4.3.4 Cutting
Small discs (7 mm diameter) were cut using an ultrasonic drill
fitted with a brass 'cookie-cutter 1 , which was flooded with a
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carborundum slurry to produce a cutting action.

4.3.5 Planar Etching
The techniques of references In62, Ma64 and Ma70 were followed,
using the 7-stage cleaning-procedure of Madden [Ma64, Ma70], including
\

ultrasonic cleaning and copper-plating.

The samples were handled only

with PTFE-coated tweezers or dipped using a PVC-mesh basket.

The etchant was the standard nitric/hydrofluoric acid mixture
with some added acetic acid to promote etch uniformity, the proportions
being

nitric : hydrofluoric : acetic :: 20 : 1 : 1.

This was swirled slowly in a PTFE ('Teflon') beaker using a PTFE-coated
magnetic stirrer and the sample held on the end of a PTFE rod so that
the sample plane was parallel to the flow streamlines.

It was slowly

rotated in i t s own plane to ensure symmetric etching.

After half the

planned etching, i t was turned over and etched on the other side.

At

this stage, samples intended for transmission experiments were strengthened by fusing them on to a waxed (50% Apiezon, 50% paraffin) glass
crver-slip (with a hole in the middle) which functioned as a targetholder in the Mark 1 goniometer.

The etch-rate was about 2 Jim min"1, in

agreement with the data of Klein and d'Stefan [K162].

The samples were checked for surface uniformity before and after
etching, using a Talysurf stylus-type surface analyser, by the
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university's Metrology Workshop. The surface was quite rough on a
<vl urn-scale, and the etch technique would evidently have needed
improving i f transmission experiments had been undertaken in earnest.

A visual monitoring of the surface revealed a transition from a
satin grey to a bright mirror-finish in the region of 20-30 ym removal.
This was tentatively identified with removal of the damaged layer to
expose good-quality underlying crystal.

4.3#6 Thickness Measurements
The i n i t i a l thickness of all slices was determined roughly with a
micrometer reading to 10 ym. From measurement of the final thickness, or
by taking an unwanted portion to disappearance, the etch-rate was
determined, and the amount of silicon removed from other samples could
be calculated from the elapsed time.

This method proved rather inaccurate because the etch-rate slowed
down as the etchant aged, presumably due to evaporation of the hydrofluoric acid.

For thick samples, however, i t was sufficient to know

that about 50 urn had been removed.

For thin samples, very large errors in the final thickness could
result.

The problem was overcome by first etching a scrap piece of the

same slice for a time calculated to remove a thickness equal to the
required final thickness of the sample to be used.

Both pieces were

then etched side by side s with periodic inspections, and when the scrap
piece disappeared, the experimental sample was at the required thickness.
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By this differential etch technique the absolute error was made proportional to the final thickness (a small quantity) rather than to the
total removal (a large quantity),

Finally, the thickness of very thin crystals was checked by the
onset of a brown translucence, occurring at ^3 um [Ma70].

4.4

CHANNELLING EXPERIMENTS WITH SILICON

4.4.1 Experimental Technique
In the first experiments, channels were located 'blind1 without
benefit of an X-ray photograph. It was known that the slices had been
cut almost parallel to a {111} plane, and a <111> axis could, therefore,
be expected almost perpendicular to the surface. The crystal angles
were varied in I o steps in the region of zero, backscattered counts
accumulated at each position for fixed incident proton fluence and the
numbers represented on a grid-like angular plot by drawing circles with
radius proportional to the number of counts observed at that angle.
Eventually, the positions of the <111> axis and the major planes intersecting it, were clearly revealed as a pattern of smaller circles
(Figure 4.1). A discriminator was used to count only particles scattered
from just under the crystal surface, where channelling produces the
greatest reduction.

This method was refined by off-setting one angle by a couple of
degrees and scanning the other very finely to pick up the planar minima
exactly.

These were then joined by straight lines (an approximation)

\
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TABLE 4.1
Critical Angles for Silicon
Measured on sample Si7,
Typical errors ±0.1° (axes); ±0.05° (planes),
•j° (exptl)

i|ijp (theor)

Ion

Channel

0.6 MeV H*

<110>
<111>

0.9
0.6

0.66
0.60

{110}
{111}
{100}
{211}

0.2
0.3
0.15
0.15

0.22
0.18
0.16
0.13

<110>
<111>
<100>

0.5
0.45
0.45

0.58
0.52
0.48

{110}
{111}
{100}

0.15
0.25
0.1

0.19
0.16
0.14

<111>

1.0

0.89

{110}

0.35

0.33

0.8 MeVH*

0.5 MeV He*
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to locate the <111> axis (Figure 4.2).

Other axes were subsequently-

located in a similar fashion.

Although slow, this method had the advantage of revealing the
symmetry of the planar channels, which could be seen to agree with
theory (for example, the <111> axes in the cubic system are required to
have three {110} planes intersecting there at 120°, with three {211}
planes bisecting these angles).

For such exploratory measurements as

these, this was an important check.

4.4.2 Results
Final data on silicon consisted of energy spectra (not shown) of
backscattered protons at two energies (600 keV and 800 keV) and singlyionised helium at 500 keV, with the beam incident in the three lowestindex axes (<110>, <111>, and <100>) and the three lowest-index planes
({110}, {111}, and {100}). In addition, the beam was scanned through
the axis or plane with the particles backscatteired from just under the
surface (that is, above a discriminator level) being counted in a sealer.
Plots of these scans enabled rough values of the critical angles and
minimum yields to be obtained.

Hie minimum yield values contained a large contribution from
surface contamination, and are not shown here. The critical angles K
are presented in Table 4.1, together with theoretical values calculated
according to Barrett's modification of Lindhard's formulae [Bar71], and
are also presented graphically in Figure 4.3. It can be seen that a
reasonable agreement with theory is obtained, considering the rather
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of experimental values of tjii for silicon axes
and planes, with theoretical values calculated from
Eqns 2.7 and 2.8 respectively.
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large depth range over which the yields have been averaged, and the
fact that no particular care was taken with the orientation of the
transaxial scan planes (see Section 6.8); the latter point i s :
responsible for the very large i|>i measured for <110> at 0.6 MeV. It
will be noticed also that {111} planar values are anomalously high,
This appears to be a general phenomenon for diamond-structure crystals
and will be considered in the appropriate section of the diamond
results (57.5.2).
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CHAPTER

5

DIAMONDS FOR ION CHANNELLING

S.I

INTRODUCTION
Experiments on diamond s u f f e r from t h e inherent problem t h a t t h e

material cannot be prepared to specification, for example by refining to
a high purity or recrystallising to a high degree of crystal perfection
(contrast, for example, the zone refining of silicon).

Results therefore

tend to be variable, and ion channelling i s no exception, as shown in
the next section.

Synthetic diamond can indeed be made, but with

difficulty, and the crystals tend to be poor, full of metal inclusions,
small, and unpredictable with respect to these properties.

It is

necessary therefore to experiment on naturally-occurring samples, and to
consider the problem of how representative of pure diamond the results
are.

Furthermore, the maximum size of crystals which may be acquired

readily is limited (and the largest crystals tend to be the less perfect
ones), which increases the awkwardness of performing experiments such as
those described here.

Several other laboratories have embarked on diamond channelling
experiments: Aarhus University, Bell Telephone [Se73], Brookhaven, Chalk
River [Pic69a], and Stanford university [Das69, Das71].

They found

diamond to display the phenomenon clearly, but (with the exception of
Stanford, where the interest was concentrated on radiation damage) did
not carry the experiments beyond the initial stages, since they were

TABLE S.I
The

Batch

Description

Serial Number

A

Dil
Di2

1
J

B

Di3

1

Dil3

C

Di-Stones

/

Dil4

1

DÍ17

J

Dil8

Polished slices, t/3 mm square.
Eleven natural platelets, about half macles*, typically
Mi mm on a side and ^1 mm thiclc.
Four more macles. Small (^3 mm), poor quality, not
used for channelling.
Large polished cuboid, ^ 7 x 3 x 2 mm.

*A made i s an octahedral diamond twinned on a {111} plane.
<111>, producing triangular p l a t e s .

The twin law i s a 60° rotation about

Only one twin i s penetrated by the ion beam.
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confronted with the problems indicated above (private communications).

The question of how closely individual samples represent
•intrinsic1 diamond is considered in Section 5.2, which contains a brief
description of the stones used and how they were selected.

It is shown

that, with care, representative results could be obtained. Cleaning
procedures are described in Section 5.3, and ways of improving the
crystal perfection, in Section 5.4.

Diamond is classified into two types (I and II) on the basis of
optical properties, and four subtypes (la, Ib, Ila and lib) according to
electron spin resonance properties and semiconducting features. The
outcome of many diamond experiments has been found to depend on the type
used. There was no reason to expect that this would be true for
channelling, with its dependence on long-range crystal order rather than
the point phenomena which determine the diamond type. It could be safely
assumed that all the stones used were of Type la O 9 8 % abundance), and
this was confirmed by electron spin resonance and infrared absorption
measurements on many of them.

5.2

SELECTION

5.2.1 The Pi-stones
The first diamonds for channelling were chosen with no special
requirements, other than freedom from inclusions and a good appearance.
They were acquired through Dr F.A. Raal of the Diamond Research
Laboratories, in four batches, and numbered as in Table 5.1. The most
studied group was batch B, the eleven natural platelet diamonds. The

TABLE

5.2

The K-Stones
Serial
Number
KC1

Ken

Origin

Description

Consolidated
Diamond Mines

KFl
Finsch Mine
KF4

Industrial yellow dodecahedra and octahedra, including some
macles. (KF4 is a strained brown octahedron.) Weights
<*» 0.2 - 0.4 g, diameters *6 mm.

KK1
Kleinzee Mine
KK7
KP1
KP2

Premier Mine

Industrial chips M> mm across. (KP2 is a Premier 0verblue.)

KT1

De Beers' collection

Large tabular hexagon ('portrait stone') 12 x 10 x 2.0 mm.

KT2

De Beers1 collection

Large tabular trapezium 8 x 10 x 1.3 mm.
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numbering in the group, from Di3 to Dil3, is in decreasing order of
perfection as estimated visually both with the naked eye and under a
surface microscope.

5.2.2 The K-stones
Defects such as inclusions, dislocations and microcracks set up
strain fields in a crystal, so it was argued that strain-free diamonds
would be the most perfect and would provide the best channelling results.
The presence of strain causes birefringence, detected by observing the
crystal between crossed polars [Wi71, Wi76]. Accordingly, the second
major group of diamonds was selected under a polarising microscope from
several thousand near-gem industrial stones.

The selection was carried out at the main De Beers sorting offices
in Kimberley. The firm kindly provided employees to pick out the better
stones visuallyt and these were screened further, with R.W. Fearick,
under a polarising microscope. Preference was given to well-shaped
crystals with smooth faces.

Twenty-four of the best stones were chosen. Most were yellow
stones, both octahedra and dodecahedra, including a few macles. In
addition, De Beers lent two large flat clear stones from their special
collection, making 26 in all. The numbering Cin order of decreasing
mass within each group) and the mines of origin are indicated in
Table 5.2.
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5.2.3 Assessment
Initial determinations on all the Di-stones, of the backscattered
energy spectra of 0.7 MeV He* ions, gave a wide variety of channelled
yields, emphasising the problem of determining values for comparison
with theory.

For ions incident in the close-packed <110> directions,

and backscattered from just under the surface, minimum yields ranged from
5% to 31%.

It was presumed that low dechannelling, that i s , a low channelled
yield, would be the hallmark of a good crystal.

The ideal crystal would

be one consisting only of carbon atoms arranged on their proper sites,
and i t has been shown (see Qu76 and references therein) that foreign
interstitials, self-interstitials, stacking-faults, dislocations, and
other defects, all increase dechannelling above the basic value due to
electron multiple scattering in the channels. The critical angles might
also be affected, but less directly and therefore probably less
sensitively.

An X-ray topograph of one used crystal (Figure 5.1), taken by
Dr A. Lang of Bristol University, revealed heavy distortion in the region
struck by the ion beam, with misorientations <<
\ 1 - 2 minutes of arc,
although i t was s t i l l clearly displaying channelling.

This indicated

that other conventional indices of crystal perfection might not correlate
well with channelling.

The major evidence was the carefully selected

K-stones, which showed higher dechannelling than the best of the Di-stones
(except for KT1 and KT2).
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Mo K«*,
(111) reflection
Magn. x25

Figure S.I:

X-ray topograph of a diamond showing ion-beam damage.
Beam-spot was left of centre.(Di4)
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FIGURE 5.2
Channelled Yields of Various Diamonds Ç1 MeVp, <11O>)
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60
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57
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KT2

51

KC6

2.7
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48

KC5

2.6

Di8

45

KK7

2.5

KK7

42

DÍ12

2.4

KK5

KC9

39

KC9

2.3

KC5

KK6

36

KF3

2.2

KF3

KT1

33

KC3

KK6

Di8

2.1

Di4

30

Dil8 Di4

Di6

2.0

KC3

27

Dil3

1.9

D113

24

KT2

1.8

Di3

21

KT1

Di6

D118 Di5

1.7

18

1.6

15

1.5

12

1.4

9

KK5

Di3

Di5
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Evidently, the most reliable criterion for selecting good
crystals for channelling would be the channelling results themselves.

Of course it was not known what minimum channelled yield to
expect from a perfect diamond (the Lindhard prediction was already known
to be an overestimate). But it seemed reasonable to assume that if many
diamonds were examined, giving a distribution of channelled yields, and
if the distribution showed a cutoff at some low value, then this could
be taken as the yield for a perfect diamond.

Such a cutoff was found to occur. Figure 5.2 shows histograms
of the yields of 1 MeV protons channelled down <110>, measured at two
different depths: x 0 ' s the sub-surface minimum yield, measured just
below the surface peak, and x 2 r is the yield from 2.5 pm (approximately
the greatest depth from which the protons can be scattered out of the
crystal). The measurements were taken after the improvement techniques
of Section 5.4 had been tried, and the lowest values attained by each
crystal were selected. Errors were approximately equal to the plotting
intervals.

The cutoff can be clearly seen on lioth histograms. It was
defined at x 0 = C 1 - 9 ±0.1)% and x 2

5

= (24 ± 3 ) % (arrowed). Moreover,

there was a clustering of results just above this value. It can be seen
that the same samples tended to give results in this region on both
plots. Since many of these were also the samples which on morphological
grounds appeared to be the best crystals, it could be asserted fairly
confidently that the intrinsic <110> yield for diamond is represented by

r
00

in

TABLE 5.3
Diamonds Selected for Channelling Studies

Serial Number

Shape

Faces

Treatment

KTl

hexagon

{111}

anneal

2.2

21

Di3

made

{111}

gas-etch

1.8

23

KT2

trapezium

{111} none

2.8

24

Dil3

made

{111}

polish, anneal

1.9

27

Di6

chip

random

gas-etch (later polished)

2.0

29

Dil8

pol. cuboii

random

polish, anneal

2.0

29

Di5

made

{111}

gas-etch

2.0

30

Di4

made

{111} polish, anneal

2.1

31
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the above figures, and that sanples with yields close to these values
can be regarded as perfect crystals as far as channelling i s concerned.

As an arbitrary criterion« diaiaonds with x 0 <2.2% and x 2
(indicated by the broken lines) were regarded as satisfactory.

<
5

32%

The

correlation between the two indices was close but not exact, and greater
weight was given to x 2 5

as

representing a sanpling of a greater

thickness of crystal.

5.2.4

Selection
In this way eight first-class diamonds were selected:

listed in Table 5.3.

they are

I t was interesting to reflect that these were just

the stones which would have been selected on a visual examination alone
(note the preponderance of the low Di-numbers). All were clear
(probably of gem quality) with no obvious colouration; a l l exhibited a
good morphology with well-defined flat faces.
Dil8, brownish and already polished.

The only exception was

Six had {111} planes as the major

faces; half were macles.

The final selection was made after the techniques of Section 5.4
had been applied.

5.3

CLEANING

5,3.1

Contamination
The use of helium-ion backscattering to reveal the presence of

foreign atoms on the diamond surface and to enable their mass-numbers
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to be determined, was described in 12.4.1. Application of this
technique showed that all the diamond samples had more or less dirt on
the surface, despite a clean appearance and despite having been ultrasonically cleaned in various solvents (usually water, trichloroethylene,
alcohol and acetone). This was also observed by Sellschop and Gibson
\'

[Se73]. There were three obvious possible sources:
i)

The matrix in which the diamond was found. This would be
expected to contribute a variety of different elements, which
would appear as a 'mass continuum1 in the backscattered spectra
(owing to the finite detector resolution), with peaks due to
those more abundant. Such impurities will be referred to as
•earthy1.

ii)

Processing, including separation and recovery, and possible
polishing. Some processes might add specific elements, for
example, the heavy media separation.

iii)

The vacuum environment of samples already experimented on.
The silicone diffusion-pump oil, which backstreams at an
appreciable rate [Pow54] if cold-traps are allowed to warm up,
contains silicon, oxygen, carbon, hydrogen and possibly
sulphur.

(The carbon would not be visible on a diamond

substrate, and the hydrogen cannot scatter ions at backward
angles.)

the disadvantage of surface impurity layers is that they increase
the beam divergence (by electron multiple scattering) and therefore the

t~ - -.-
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TABLE

5.4

Cleaning
Summary of Results on Many Diamonds

V.
Effect on
Process
Pump oil

'earth1

cleaned

cleaned

none
some
cleaned
cleaned

none
none
none
none

none
some
some
cleaned
cleaned

some
some
cleaned
cleaned
cleaned

1) Acid Process
Boil in H F / H ^ and HN0 3
Time taken: approximately 5 hours
2) Solvents
1 hour with ultrasonic agitation
Acetone
Diethyl ether
Benzine
Ethylene diamine + dimethyl formamide*
3)

'Contrad'
With ultrasonic agitation
4 minutes
8 minutes
15 minutes
30 minutes
60 minutes

»Reference:

[Vo73].
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dechannelling in the crystal. They proved difficult to remove,
especially contamination due to„source ( i i i ) . Ultrasonic cleaning with
conventional solvents (for example acetone, trichloroethylene) made
l i t t l e difference to the silicone oil (silicon and oxygen) backscatter
peaks. It was thought possible that a chemical rather than a physical
adsorption mechanism was at work, due perhaps to the chemical similarity
between Si and C.

5.3.2 Systematic Approach
Tests of different cleaning procedures were made on the eleven
platelets Di3 - Dil3, all of which showed both an earthy mass continuum
and prominent pump-oil (silicon and oxygen) peaks.

Rutherford

backscattering of He* ions was used to inspect the surfaces before and
after cleaning. Three general types of cleaning were tried:
i)

A hot hydrofluoric and sulphuric acid process, used successfully
in this laboratory by Fesq et al on diamonds for neutron
activation analysis [Fes73].

ii)

Ultrasonic cleaning for one hour in various organic solvents
(chosen after testing a wide variety of solvents for
miscibility with silicone o i l ) .

iii)

Ultrasonic cleaning with the commercial detergent 'Contrad1
(Decon Laboratories Limited, Brighton, England).

The results are summarised in Table 5.4, and some examples of
spectra are shown in Figure 5.3. The detergent process is evidently
the most efficient.

The HF process is successful but slow; some of
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the organic solvents attack the pump-oil quite vigorously, but are
ineffective against the earthy impurities; whereas 'Contrad' removes
everything, and i s fast.

'Contrad' (sold under the name of 'Decon 90' in some countries)
i s designed for radiochemical decontamination and other demanding
cleaning jobs.
agent.

It i s believed to contain a surfactant and a chelating

The concentration used was 20%, in deionised water.

Tests

showed that ultrasonic agitation for 30 minutes was more than sufficient
in all cases.

A small oxygen peak always remained after cleaning, equivalent
to about a monolayer.

It is thought to be intrinsic to some diamond

surfaces, and will be considered again in Section 9.5.

As an independent test of the method, some cleaning experiments
were carried out in collaboration with Professor R.W. Ditchburn and the
Diamond Research Laboratories.

Packets of diamonds of concealed history,

some of which had been cleaned by conventional gemstone methods, were
cleaned in Contrad and the results analysed using Rutherford
backscattering.

5.3.3

The Contrad method showed i t s e l f superior [Der77a].

Routine
Ultrasonic cleaning in 20% Contrad for 20 - 30 minutes was adopted

as the standard procedure applied to all diamonds before experimentation,
and before processes such as annealing (§5.4.4). Each specimen was
cleaned in an individual 10 ml PTFE beaker. The cleaning was finished
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with several ultrasonic rinses in deionised water, and the diamond
allowed to dry by evaporation. It was handled by the edges using only
'Fluoroware' plastic tweezers or a plastic-tipped vacuum pencil. Clean
diamonds were stored in clean 'Fluoroware1 boxes, but were preferably
mounted and used immediately.

Contamination from the vacuum environment was minimised by always
using the cryopump and keeping the other traps cold (see Section 6.6).

5.4

IMPROVEMENT

5.4.1 General
The first diamond channelling experiments (in Phase I) were
performed on natural faces of the platelet diamonds Di3 - Dil3. Many of
these untreated stones exhibited quite low channelling yields. Because
the yields were eventually degraded by radiation damage and beam-related
deposition of vacuum contaminants, methods of regenerating the stones
were sought, and the usefulness of applying the same techniques to
improve virgin crystals became apparent. Several techniques were
investigated during Phase II, and the effective ones were applied to all
stones prior to taking good-quality data in Phase III.

ifiost of these techniques involved removing material from the
diamond surface to expose fresh crystal. This was expected to make an
improvement in the following cases:
i)

The surface had been abraded or microcracked in the earth or
during recovery. The fact that improvements to natural surfaces
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TABLE 5.5
Effect of Surface Treatment on Minimum Yield

<110> axis, 1 MeV protons (except * =0.7 MeV alphas)
Minimum Yield x 0 (%)
Stone

i reatmeni

Before

After

Di3

Gas-etch

5

1.8

Di4

Polish and gas-etch
Polish near {111}
Repolish
Ion mill e 0°a incidence
Ion mill § 45 incidence
Heat in hydrogen
Anneal

5.3

2.0
37
2.7
3.2
2.9
2.2
2.1

Dil3

Gas-etch
Polish
Anneal

9*

2.9
2.3
1.9

KC11

Polish
Anneal (polished surface)
Anneal (unpolished surface)

S.2
3.0
5.2

3.0
2.7
3.5

KF3

Polish and gas-etch
Anneal

5

2.3
2.2

KK6

Polish
Anneal
Anneal
Anneal
Anneal

5.0
2.7
5.0
2.3
3.5

2.7
2.3
3.5
3.1
3.6

(polished surface)
(unpolished surface)
6 1400° (pol. surf.)
8 1400° (unpol. surf.)

KK7

Polish and gas-etch
Anneal

26

2.6
2.5

KT1

Anneal

3.5

2.2
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were always observed, indicated that diamonds, as found, usually
have a slightly damaged surface region. The exact nature of
the damage could not be deduced from these experiments.
ii)

Radiation damage had occurred owing to beam exposure (see
Chapter 10),

The penetration and therefore the damage

depth were only a few microns in the energy range used.
iii)

Beam stimulated adsorption of contaminants had occurred;
this phenomenon is dealt with in Section 6.6. Such adsorbates
could not be removed by cleaning.

Some typical results are presented in Table 5.5, including at
least one example of each process.

5.4.2 Gas-etching
When diamond is raised to a high enough temperature in an
oxidising atmosphere (for example, oxygen, carbon dioxide, water vapour)
it gradually burns away, forming carbon monoxide or possibly dioxide.
Such reactions have been thoroughly investigated by Phaal and Evans
[Ev61, Ph62a, Ph62b] who found that very smooth etched surfaces were
produced in completely dry fast-flowing pure carbon dioxide at
13S0°C [Ph62b].

An apparatus was set up in which fairly pure carbon dioxide from
a cylinder or from wanning dry-ice was dried by passing it through a
coil cooled in a acetone/dry-ice freezing-mixture, and through a tube of
indicating silica-gel. After passing over red-hot steel wool to getter
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oxygen and other reactive gases, and to preheat it, the C0 2 stream
passed at about 200 cm s"1 over the hot diamond. The latter was in a
fused quartz tube heated by an oxyacetylene torch to 1000+ 50°C. A
lower temperature was used at first (75O±5O°C) but produced very slow
etching with much pitting.

Afterwards the diamond was boiled in a mixture of equal parts of
perchloric, nitric and sulphuric acids, to remove the black layer of
amorphous carbon which forms on the surface. (The original workers used
acid proportions of 3:1:4 respectively [Ev76], but the proportions do
not seem to be critical.) The diamond was washed, dried, and the weight
loss determined;

from an estimate of the surface area, the rate of

recession of the surface could be calculated. This was about 2 um min"1
at 1000'C.

The disadvantage of this method was that it often left the
diamond surface deeply pitted (see also Me74); possibly the C0 2 was not
dry enough. The pits tended to be in areas struck by the ion beam,
probably owing to the preferential etching of dislocations comprising
part of the beam damage. Etching out of dislocations is a familiar
phenomenon with other crystals, and has been suggested as a mechanism
(under different conditions) for pyramidal trigon development on natural
diamond faces (the topic is outlined in Wi7l).

However, channelled yields obtained from smooth areas of gasetched samples were amongst the lowest recorded.
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It is possible in the light of §5.4.4 below, that some at least
of the improvement found was due to annealing at the temperature used.

5,4.3 Polishing
Diamond may be polished to a very high finish by means of a
spinning cast-iron disc (scaife) impregnated with diamond powder. The
process is highly anisotropic [Wi72]; the most resistant directions are
parallel to the {111} planes.

It was expected that channelling effects would be weak with
polished surfaces, because of crystal damage (by analogy with silicon,
see §4.3.2}. In fact, surfaces polished in 'easy1 directions with
4 - 8 vm diamond grit gave yields almost as low as those of the best gasetched faces. This is in accordance with the brittle fracture model of
the polishing process used by the Oxford group (for example Wi72, Cas72,
Cas73, Thr76).

It seems that some damage, however, is associated with polished
surfaces, since they were improved by annealing (see following section).
The question is considered in more detail in Section 9.S. Surfaces
polished within a few degrees of the 'difficult' {111} planes showed
considerable disturbance (very high channelled yields).

5.4.4 Annealing
Diamond may be annealed without graphitising at temperatures up
to about 14OO°C, i f oxidising agents are rigorously excluded.

At higher

temperatures spontaneous graphitisation occurs. The temperature of the
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onset of graphitisation appears not to be sharply defined, quoted values
depending probably on the sensitivity with which the graphite was
detected.

Stones were annealed in quartz tubes wound with resistive heatingcoils, placed in a stainless-steel ultra-high vacuum chamber which was
pumped to about 1 x 10" 9 torr by 'Vacion' and titanium sublimation pumps.
(Some workers prefer to anneal in flowing pure argon [Hor75, Ev76], but
it is difficult to exclude traces of oxygen.) Annealing times and
temperatures were varied, but were generally one hour at 115O±5O°C
(measured with an optical pyrometer).

Diamonds always gave lower channelled yields after annealing.
The total improvement was greater for polished faces than for natural
faces on the same stone. Longer annealing times (up to 28 hours) and
higher temperatures (up to 1400°C) appeared to make no consistent
improvement on the above conditions. This is in accordance with the
evidence that the vacancy in diamond is mobile above 900°C [C177]} the
interstitial already being mobile at room temperature [Vad75], if it
is assumed that annealing depended on the motion of these defects. The
best annealed stones were among the best of all those investigated by
channelling.

It may be noted that annealing was the only one of the improvement
techniques used which operated throughout the bulk of the stone; the
others aimed simply at replacing or modifying the surface.
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Essentially the same process has been used by workers in low
energy electron diffraction (LEED) tö obtain the best results from
polished diamond surfaces [Lan66,~Lur77]. However, in those studies
i t was regarded solely as a cleaning technique. The present work
indicates a second possible reason why i t produces optimum LEED
contrast:

5.4.5

the annealing out of polishing damage at the surface.

Ion Hilling
Sputter milling with 800 eV argon ions was performed in the

chamber at a background pressure of lO"** torr. The rate of recession
of the surface was about 1ronmin" 1 .

Ion milling was the least successful of the methods tried.
It produced considerable disorder at the crystal surface, as shown by
the size of the channelled surface peak - equivalent to about 20 extra
disordered layers. The peak was not appreciably reduced by heating in
situ to 70O°C. Similar results have been observed by LEED methods
[Mah64, Lan66, Lur76, Lur77].

Ion milling was therefore rejected as a means of preparing the
best possible crystals for channelling.

5.4.6 Heating in Hydrogen
Marsh and Farnsworth have reported the production of apparently
clean and ordered diamond surfaces, as monitored by LEED, by heating
in hydrogen either with or without prior argon ion ndlling [Mah64].
They found the optimum conditions to be a temperature of 700°C at a
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hydrogen pressure of 10~ 3 torr for two hours.

These conditions were duplicated on two stones, exhibiting
polished, unpolished, and ion-milled surfaces. Channelling analysis
showed a slight improvement (except for the polished surface) and the
stones appeared cleuier. However, the improvement was not outstanding in particular, ion-milling damage as revealed by the surface peak was
reduced but not removed - and the technique was not pursued further.

5.4.7 Assessment
The best techniques appeared to be either
i)
ii)

gas-etching, or
polishing followed by annealing.

Both procedures were able to give <110> proton minimum yields x Q in the
region of 2.01.

But to obtain such low yields, it was necessary to take a diamond
which already had a fairly low yield before treatment. In other words
it was not possible to make an excellent crystal out of a poor one by
any of the above techniques.

The problem was further investigated by applying gas-etching,
polishing, or annealing, in different sequences in all possible permutations, to 19 of the Di- and K-stones. It was hoped to establish an
optimum procedure by which any given stone could best be improved.

t

;•

TABLE

5.6

Summary of Results of Improvement Techniques
NB:

The quoted values are representative only; actual values were scattered.

1.

Minimum Yield (XQ)
Typical virgin crystal value (good stone)
5 %
After polishing
2.5
After etching
2.5
Anneal for one hour
improvement by
0.2
Anneal for longer
improvement by
0.1
(behaviour often

2.

± 0.5 %
± 0.5 %
% typically
% sometimes
anomalous)

Deeper Yield (x2 g )
Typical virgin crystal value (poor stone)
Typical virgin crystal value (good stone)
After polishing
improvement by
Anneal for one hour
improvement by
Anneal for longer

50 %
30 %
•vS %

*2 % typically
may improve or worsen
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The results (in the form of x Q and x 2

5

values) were tabulated

and plotted in various ways to try to bring out their interrelationships.
However, no definite trends were found. Usually, whatever technique
was first applied made a distinct improvement; subsequent ones might
or might not make further improvement, or might even worsen the stone,
but the differences were small and probably statistical. This can be
seen in Table 5.5;

an attempt at a summary is made in Table 5.6.

Thus the choice of techniques appeared to be somewhat open.
Polishing with annealing conferred the advantage of flat surfaces for
experimenting on, but could not be used for tabular specimens oriented
on {111} planes (see §5.4.3), unless they could be polished several
degrees off their natural faces.

For the thinnest {111} macles, gas-

etching was deemed the most suitable. Annealing on its own was
successful if the stone already had very good {111} faces. The
techniques used on each of the diamonds finally selected are indicated
in Table 5.3.

The best systematic procedure seemed to be
i)

to choose those stones with the best appearance, in terms of
morphology, absence of colour, and freedom from inclusions;

ii)

to apply whichever improvement technique was judged the most
suitable, according to the previous paragraph;

iii)

and

to select for use, any stones which produced low channelled
yields, and to apply no further effort to those which did
not.
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CHAPTER

6

EXPERIMENTAL PROBLEMS AND TECHNIQUES

\

6.1

INTRODUCTION
This chapter deals with problems which became apparent during the

performance of the experiments, and the special techniques evolved to
overcome them and to ensure reliable data. Some are peculiar to ionbeam experiments on diamond, whilst others are more generally
encountered. They are chiefly concerned with beam current integration,
electronics, and the status of the target. These investigations
comprised the main work of Phase II.

6.2

ELECTRON SUPPRESSION

6.2.1

Background
In any experiment where data is being normalised to the same

total number of incident ions via a measurement of target current, it is
necessary to suppress the emission of secondary electrons. This is
particularly important if the beam incidence angle is to be varied,
since the electron emission coefficient is proportional to its secant
[SteS7]; recently, crystallographic variations have also been seen
[Bru74].

The means of suppression is often the application of a negative
potential of a few hundred volts to a ring or screen in front of the
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target-holder. It seems traditional to take a rather cavalier attitude
towards this: a sketch of the electric field lines in some reported
configurations shows them to be largely ineffective in returning all
electrons to the target,

6.2.2 Design
The large flat target-holders being used (§3.3.1) suggested
that the negative bias be applied to a disc of similar diameter, the
two facing one another to form a parallel-plate capacitor, and the
suppressor plate having a hole to allow passage of the beam. To avoid
escape of electrons round the edges, their maximum range in a radial
direction must be less than the radius r of the target-holder. If the
target-to-plate separation is s, it can be shown that this condition
gives

s < Jr
assuming sufficient bias for no electrons to reach the plate. Tests
indicated that -400V was more than adequate for 1 MeV He* ions on
metals.

6.2.3 Self-suppression
Measured beam-currents on diamond did not change when the
suppression voltage was switched off and on. Diamond appears to suppress
its own secondary electrons; it was assumed that this was due to its
being a good insulator- and therefore charging up positively in the
region of the beam-spot. Further evidence for this was seen
(Section 6.3).
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However, there were exceptions, for example, ion-milled diamonds
showed no self-suppression. To be on the safe side, electron suppression bias was always used (until the modifications of §6.3.2).

\.

6.3

TARGET CHARGING

6.3.1

Evidence
The problem of performing ion-beam experiments on insulating

targets whose surfaces charge up under the incident beam, has b«en
considered in a recent paper by Ahlberg et al [Ah75].
extremely good insulator (resistivity >10

16

Diamond is an

SJ-cm in the dark); the

lack of any problem in collecting target currents was presumably due to
surface breakdown being the predominant conduction mechanism. In fact,
frequent surface 'flashovers* could easily be seen.

In some experiments, the angular position of a channel (but not
the width) showed a small but distinct dependence on beam current. The
effect was most noticeable at large incidence angles, for example a
<100> axis at ^55° shifted by ^0.1° when the target current was changed
from 1 nA to 5 nA. This could be explained if the target were charging
and deflecting the beam, the equilibrium potential reached (and hence
the deflection) being proportional to the rate of arrival of charge.
For the above example, application of the energy conservation principle
to the incident particles gives a potential of i4 kV in the beam-spot
region.

The channel-shift effect was completely suppressed by the
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evaporation of a thin conducting layer of aluminium on to the diamond
surface, and restored by removing the layer with acid. It was also
suppressed by the use of an electron flood filament (see §6.3.2 below).
Together with the self-suppression effect (16,2.3), the evidence
indicated that charging was indeed occurring on clean diamond surfaces,
and was responsible for the channel shift.

6.3.2

Remedies
Conductive layers on the diamond surface could of course not be

used because of their enhancement of the dechannelling.

Instead, care

was taken to keep the target-current, and hence the beam deflection,
constant.

The problem was later eliminated by using a heated filament to
flood the target with electrons and thus neutralise any positive charge
build-up. Secondary electron suppression was then pointless, and the
suppressor plate was removed. The target current was collected from
the chamber as a whole, which was floated with respect to ground. The
filament was powered by an isolated battery and grounded to the chamber.

A plain tungsten filament was found to evaporate significant
quantities of tungsten on to the diamond at the temperatures required
for thermionic emission. Instead, the filament assembly from an old
radio valve was used; its lower operating temperature (due to its
emissive coating) resulted in no target contamination. Electrons were
uZàwTi av.'«' from the filament by applying a bias of +200 V to the valve
grid. The development was due to R.Y!. Fearick.
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This configuration was found t o be essential when running the
high-temperature experiments.

The hot target-holder apparently produced

considerable thermionic emission of i t s own, and measurements of beamcurrent at the target only, became meaningless.

The old configuration was retained on the Tandem because of
d i f f i c u l t i e s i n insulating the target chamber.

The higher energies

and steadier beam-currents resulted in no detectable e f f e c t s of targetcharging.

6.4

TARGET CURRENT LEAKAGE

6.4.1 Heater
Although the target heater was insulated from the target by the
use of 'Thermocoax1, significant leakage between the two was found to
occur when the heater was connected to a mains power-supply.

It was

therefore powered from isolated lead accumulators.

6.4.2

Other Sources
Pickup of stray currents by the external battery leads and by the

target current lead was reduced by careful insulation, and neutralised
by periodically balancing the current integrator input bias.

6.5

ELECTRONICS

6.5.1 Noise
Piri:up of 50 Hz and other electronic 'garbage* by the detectors
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and their leads was reduced by systematically eliminating ground-loops,
insulating all detector-lead sheaths where they passed into the chamber,
and earthing to a single point on one of the preamplifiers. The annular
detector was particularly subject to pickup by capacitative coupUng,
because of its exposed live electrode.

The noise problem is significant with diamond because of the low
relative energies of backscattered ions, consequent on the low atomic
mass (for example K 2 -0.25 for He*).

6.5.2

Pulse Pileup
Several different pulse-height analysers, with different time

resolutions, were used during the course of the experiments. Analyser
dead-times were generally negligible ( M % ) . In some cases, dead-times
for 'random' spectra rose to i<5%, and a correction factor was then
applied to the data.

The analyser generally used with the low energy accelerator
'Christine' (an ND24OO) had integral pileup rejection circuitry. However,
it was found to reject more low-energy than high-energy pulses, resulting
in a distortion of the spectral shape, and was therefore left out of
circuit.

6.6

TARGET CONTAMINATION

6.6.1

Sources
The deposition, in the early experiments, of silicon and oxygen
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and i t s attribution to diffusion-pump backstreaming, has been referred to
in Section 5.3.

This inference was further investigated by obtaining

backscattered spectra of all oils used in the vacuum system, for
comparison,

Very thin layers of oil were deposited on clean beryllium discs
by dissolving a small drop of oil in 25 ml ether and spreading one drop
of the ethereal solution on the disc.
He* ions were recorded.

The use of a beryllium substrate (M = 9)

rendered carbon (M = 12) visible.
i)

The following were investigated:

turbomolecular-pump oil (Pfeiffer T12);

ii)
iii)

Backscattered spectra of 1.0 MeV

diffusion-pump oil

(DC704 silicone);

backing-pump o i l (Edwards number 18);

iv)

0-ring grease (Dow Corning silicone); and
lubricant grease (Apiezon 'L 1 ).

v)

Only the diffusion pump o i l and the 0-ring grease were found to
contain

28

present).

Si (the peak was rather broad, and

32

S was probably also

The other oils appeared to be pure hydrocarbons.

A test in

which a washer, smeared with 0-ring grease, was held in front of the
beryllium disc, produced no deposition, and all the visible contamination
appeared to originate from the diffusion-pump.

It was bome in mind that

hydrocarbon oil contamination on diamond would be seen only with
difficulty, as an increase in the channelled surface peak;

there i s

evidence for this in Section 9.3,

It may be worth noting that silicon channelling workers often
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mention observing excessive amorphous surface layers of silicon and
oxygen, usually characterised as 'surface oxide1. Some of this may well
originate from diffusion pumps.

6.6.2 Mechanism
It was formerly believed that contaminant molecules become
entrained in the beam during its passage through the vacuum, and arrive
at the target either as part of the beam, or as a concentric .'halo'.
That this is not the case, was indicated by the observation that with the
cryoshield cold, very l i t t l e target contamination occurred. Moreover,
the characteristic black surface beam-spot indicative of contamination,
developed quickest on those beryllium discs which had already been
smeared with oil.

It appeared that target contamination must be deposited

directly from the surrounding vacuum.

On the other hand, when the cryopump was not used, a rapid
buildup of contamination occurred only during the periods when the beam
was on target. Thus a two-stage mechanism is implied. Contamination
i s deposited from the vacuum, perhaps as a condensed monolayer, but is
'fixed' by beam-induced decomposition. More vapour then condenses to
restore the liquid/vapour equilibrium and contamination steadily
increases.
Such beam-stimulated adsorption is well-known in electron beam
analysis (for example, see Co70, Lam73, Ki74 and Lur77); in view of the
findings of Lam73, the secondary electrons emitted through the target
surface, rather than the incident ions, may be responsible. An analysis
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of the dynamics of carbonaceous film growth has recently been
published [Hi77].

A second mechanism was considered: that of recoil implantation
of the atoms of a condensed surface layer, under the impacts of the beam
ions [Ne69], However, the fraction of atoms implanted was calculated to
be quite negligible, ~10" 7 [Fea77d].

With a hot target, direct baking on of contaminants seemed to
be implicated (see Section 9.3).

6.6.3

Prevention
The rate of contamination was reduced to a negligible level by

always chilling the cryopump before putting beam on target. In addition,
migration of pump oil vapour to the target-chamber was minimised by the
use of the diffusion-pump trap and in-line trap (§3.3.2).

During a run, spectral evidence of contamination was monitored,
and a new beamspot selected if necessary.

6.7

RADIATION DAMAGE
Radiation damage by the analysing beam causes an increase in

dechannelling, and it was therefore necessary to ensure that it was
negligible at the doses used. The topic is treated in more detail in
Chapter 10.

No effects of proton damage were seen in the longest runs used.
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Helium damage was obvious in very long runs, and was investigated
systematically as described in Chapter 10. Damage effects on x min first
became evident for a dose D <v 3xlO16 ions cm"2.

The taking of a channelled spectrum resulted typically in a
D * lxlO 16 ions cm"2, and a full scan with spectra gave D •v 3*101G. Thus
i t was feasible to obtain results free of observable radiation damage
effects.

The integrated charge per spectrum was chosen as the minimum
compatible with good statistics.

Unnecessary exposure was avoided by

placing a shutter in the beam whenever data were not being taken.

6.8

AXIAL SCAN-PLANE AZIMUTH

6.8.1

Nature of the Problem
Major axial channels are intersected by a number of systems of

planar channels, comprising all those planes for which the axis is zone
axis. An ion beam scanned through the axis in a plane parallel to one
of these crystal planes will pass directly from axial to planar channelling,
rather than from axial channelling to random incidence (Figure 6.1, and
Reference Dav68, p 348).

If the planar yield is <50% in the saddle region between planar
and axial channels, it will not be possible to measure ipt for the axis.
Even if the yield there is >50%, it would be expected that the dip is
wider and gives larger <j>i values than a scan in a non-channelling plane.

A'

Figure 6.1: Schematic diagram of scans (backscattered counts versus angle] taken through a major axial channel
for different scan-planes:
AA', scan-plane randomly orientated;
BB1, scan-plane coinciding with a major crystal plane;
CC, scan across the same crystal plane, far from the axis, for comparison.
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This was confirmed by these experiments and those of others (for
example, see And68).

For an accurate comparison with theory, axial critical angles
mist dearly be measured by scans which do not coincide with major
crystal planes. The axial theories of Lindhard and others consider
the rows in isolation, and do not take account of any planar channelling
component.

Many published critical angle studies have taken no account of
the scan-planes used - or at least have not reported them. Some workers
have reported a deliberate choice of major crystal planes. This could
be the source of some of the observed discrepancies with theory.

6.8.2

Investigation
The magnitude of the planar effect was investigated experimentally,

using 1.0 MeV protons incident near <110>, <111>, and <100> axes. Two
types of experiment were carried out:
i)

Scans through an axis were made at different orientations and
the derived critical angles compared.

ii)

The beam was precessed around the surface of a cone whose axis
was the crystal axis.

Scans Ci) clearly revealed the variations in critical angle
(Figures 6.2, 6.3). Repetition in fine azimuthal steps would have been
too time-consuming, so the detailed structure was revealed by method (ii).

0-48
ANGLE FROM {100] PLANE (deg.)
Figure 6.2: Variation of if», with scan-plane azimuth for a <110> axis (1.0 MeV p, Di4),
NB: Absolute values of if>i are here incorrect.
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1400

1000

region for
measuring tyyo

600

200

0.4

0-6

1-2

ip (deg.)

Figure 6.3: Scans through a <100> axis at different azimuths (1.0 MeV p,
Di3). Angles between scan-planes and {110} plane are
marked on curves.
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Conical scans were performed for several different cone halfangles in the région 0<i|i< * 2<|»i, producing a contour plot of the yield
in the region of the axis. The 8 and $ coordinates for these scans
were calculated with the aid of the pocket calculator programme CRAP-2
(Appendix). It was not necessary to scan through 360° in azimuth, but
through 180/n degrees, where n was the order of the axis, because of
symmetry (including mirror planes). The azimuthal ranges of the scans
are indicated in Figure 6,4.

Results for the three axes are shown in Figures 6.5, 6.6 and
6.7, and the <111> data are re-presented as a three-dimensional contour
plot in Figure 6.8.

The influence of low-index planes is clearly seen. However,
they do not produce sharply-etched 'canyons' but a gradual yield
variation, and their effect is evidently felt over most of the axial
region. The best choice of scan-plane is presumably that which samples
the highest off-axis yields. The planar effects are evidently small
within M*,of the axis, which is why a careless choice of scan-plane does
not have an immediately noticeable effect on the measured value of i>i.
For example, in Dav68 the effects were judged indistinguishable.

6.8.3 Scan-plane Choice
Optimum scan-planes were chosen and adhered to for all the
critical angle measurements of Phase III; they are listed in Table 6.1.
The permissible errors (chosen as the maximum deviation which made a
negligible difference to the yield in the conical scans) are quite small

<IOO>

Figure 6.4: Schematic illustration of the azimuthal ranges of the conical scans reported in S6.S.2
(not to scale).
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SCA counts
3000

{IM}

{311}

{100)

1000
051°
chosen scan-plane

I
-15 0
25
50
75
100
125
AZIMUTHAL ANGLE FROM {110} (deg.)
Figure 6.S;

Conical scans about a <11O> axis (1.0 MeV p , Di4; i|ii=O.55°).
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SCA counts
3000

chosen scan-plane

AZIMUTHAL ANGLE FROM {110} (deg.)
Figure 6.6:

Conical scans about a <111> axis (1.0 MeV p, Di4; i|i,=O.49°)
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SCA counts
3000

chosen scan-plane
-60
AZIMUTHAL ANGLE FROM (IIO)

(deg.)

Figure 6.7: Conical scans about a <1OO> axis (1.0 MeV p, Di4; t|i,=0.42°)
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Counts

Figure 6.8:

Three-dimensional plot of conical scans about <111>
(1.0 MeV p, Di4; *, = 0.49°).
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i f the reproducible values of <fii are to be determined.

In the case of

<111>, i t may be seen that the scan-plane chosen according to the
previous paragraph varies with i|>, and here a compromise was made.

TABLE 6.1
Optimum Transaxial Sean-planes
Azimuthal angles are measured between the scan-plane and a {110}
crystal plane

Axis

Azimuth
(degrees)

<110>

75 ± 5

<111>

17*
u

<100>

6.9

1

-2
30+1

PLANAR SCAN LOCATION

6.9.1 Nature of the Problem
A kindred problem to the above i s encountered when performing
a trans-planar scan:

that of selecting a region of the plane free of

the more close-packed minor axes, which would inflate the measured
planar critical angles.

Many of these are visible with heavier targets

(for example, see Dav68, p 348).
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6,9,2

Investigation
The problem was approached by

i)

Calculating the positions of the minor axes with
relatively low indices, and avoiding them.

ii)

Scanning down the plane looking for evidence of
minor axes.

The planes of interest ({110}, {111}, and {100}) were investigated
in the region of the <110> axis (where it was found convenient to take
scans). The results are presented in Figures 6.9, 6.10 and 6.11
respectively, together with the calculated positions of those irinor axes
having critical angles of similar magnitude to that of the plane in
question. Some minor axes are visible, in the calculated positions.
Apparent evidence for others is probably counting-statistics; only
those which were repeatable are shown.

6.9.3 Scan-plane Choice
Optimum trans-planar scan positions were selected, avoiding the
calculated positions of undetected minor axes as well as the detected
ones, since the scans of §6.9.2 are probably not very sensitive. They
are listed in Table 6.2. As in the axial case, the maximum permissible
errors are quite small for reliable results.
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TABLE 6.2
Optimum Transplanar Scan-planes
Region of <110> axis. Angles are measured along the
crystal plane in question, from the <110> axis.

Plane

Angle
(degrees)

{1.10}

9.2 ± 0.2

{111}

10.0 ± 0.3

{100}

8.6 ± 0.2
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CHAPTER

7

CRITICAL ANGLE STUDIES AT ROOM TEMPERATURE

7.1

INTRODUCTION

Measurements of critical angles of channelled ions backscattered
from good diamond crystals, are presented in this chapter.

Measurements

of the same type were generally made on more than one stone to reveal
any specimen dependence.

For each set of conditions, the channelling half-angles r|i, were
measured for the three roost open axes of the diamond structure, namely
<110>, <111>, and <10O>, and for the three most open planes, namely
{110}, {111}, and {100}. A few measurements were made for higher axes
and planes. The methods of processing and analysing the raw data are
outlined in Sections 7.2 and 7.3 respectively.

The results are set out in Section 7.4.

Data for 1.0 MeV protons

at room-temperature were regarded as standard; measurements were
extended to higher energies, to other ion species, and to higher temperatures, keeping the other parameters unchanged in each case.
temperature data are considered separately in Chapter 8.

Comparisons

with theory are made in Section 7.5, and with other results in
Section 7.6.

The high-
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7.2

DATA PROCESSING

7.2.1

Depth Conversion
It was pointed out in 12.4.3 that an energy spectrum of back-

scattered ions could be converted to a 'depth spectrum' via Eqn 2.16 or,
as used in the present work, Eqns 2.17,

It was assumed that the

channelled stopping-power i s equal to the random, the so-called 'Aarhus
convention1 [Bot73];

this i s a good average approximation for ions which

are backscattered [Ed7O, Bot73].

In any case theory predicts a stopping-

power in diamond for well-channelled particles of about 85% of random
[Det75].

7.2.2

Normalisation

Channelled spectra were normalised by dividing them point-by-point
by a spectrum for random incidence of the same ions. Here the question
arises as to how one ought to define 'random1: ideally the target itself
should be random, that is, amorphous. Many workers carefully choose an
incidence direction which does not coincide with major axes or planes,
and set the crystal to this orientation for each random spectrum:
although it ensures consistency, the randomness of this procedure is at
best doubtful.

This problem is often the major source of systematic error in
channelling experiments, and deserves some consideration.

It might be expected that an amorphous target would provide the
most accurate random spectra. This was the approach taken by Ziegler
and Crowder [Zi72b], who reported a difference of ^2% between random
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spectra (of alpha-particles backscattered from silicon) taken with
crystalline targets as described below, and those taken with fully
amorphised targets. They attributed the difference to an artifact of the
data-collection in the crystalline case, and concluded that a 2% correction should be applied to random spectra taken with crystals.

However, the difference was more likely due to chemical effects on
the stopping-powers of crystalline and amorphous forms of silicon. Such
effects were clearly demonstrated eleven years earlier in the different
allotropes of carbon by Softky [Sof61], who reported a 6% difference in
the stopping-powers (and therefore approximately in the heights of backscattered spectra), of diamond and graphite for 1.1 MeV protons. A
cursory experiment was found to confirm his result. Similar observations
have been made by others (for example, Matt76). Clearly the random
spectra must be taken on diamond.

(It is of interest to note that Softky suggested further that
"

since a large effect due to crystal structure was observed it is

possible that the stopping power may depend somewhat on crystal
orientation. Further experiments should investigate this point

"

- ayearbefore the first report of the discovery of ion channelling
[Oe62]!)

In the present work, random spectra were taken while continuously
rotating the crystal. There was often a major axis almost perpendicular
to the surface, at 6 =0°; in these cases 9 was offset by 'v-lOtfi,, as
suggested by Ziegler and Crowder [Zi72b], and $ was scanned through
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360/2n degrees, where n is the order of the axis (which always included
mirror-planes]. Apart from these deliberate precautions, aimed at
avoiding excessive influence from major axes, the beam sampled the
crystal randomly.

7.2.3

CHANSPEC
Depth conversion and normalisation for many of the spectra were

carried out using the Fortran programme CHANSPEC [Fea77b], run on the
in-house Interdata 7/32 computer. The programme also smoothed the
spectra by fitting cubic spline functions [Rei67].

7.3

DATA ANALYSIS

7.3.1

Plotting
For each combination of conditions, the normalised yield was

plotted against incidence angle ty (with respect to the channel direction)
for ions backscattered at a series of chosen depths z.

The width i|>i of

the resulting channelling dip (half width at half minimum) was read off
from the graph. The curves were carefully drawn freehand through the
points.

7.3.2

Curve Fitting
With a view to putting the data extraction on a more rigorous

footing, the fitting of reasonable functions to the data points was
investigated.

For the U-shaped portion of the curve only, that i s ,

1*1 < *ii the dips for shallow depths were fitted quite accurately by
the function
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(7.1)

" "rain

where (6,x •_) are the coordinates of the dip minimum, X is a constant,
and k =4 for axes and 2 for planes.

The kth root of both sides of

Eqn 7.1 was taken, and X and 6 f i t t e d by linear regression.

T* 0 0 - Xmin

Then

il/k

L 2X

C7.2)

The values of ih obtained from Eqn 7.2 agreed with the graphically
extracted ones to within 0.01° in all cases tested. This corresponds to
the angular resolution of the goniometer. Since there seemed to be
nothing to choose between the two methods as regards accuracy, the
purely graphical one was preferred on the grounds that any interesting
behaviour of the curves would be immediately obvious, whereas it might
be concealed by a curve-fitting procedure.

7.3.3 Depth Plots
The dependences of critical angles on depth were of interest not
only for their own sake, but also to enable the measured values to be
extrapolated to zero depth for comparison with theory. It must be borne
in mind that the critical angle itself is not being measured at a specific
depth - it is always measured outside the crystal - but the value obtained
depends on the depth from which the scattered ions originated.

When t|i, was plotted against the depth z, it could be extrapolated
to z = 0 by drawing a curve through the points (as in And72). The
surface value was quite insensitive at the 0.01° level to the exact
shape of the curve, since the extrapolation distance was rather small.
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TABLE

7.1

Transaxial Scans; Incrementing Values of \ji for Spectra
Values in degrees for 1.0 MeV protons.
Both + and - values (opposite sides of axis) were taken.
<100>
0.0
0.2
0.4
O.S
0.6
0.8
1.2
2.0

0.0
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.7
1.2
2.0

TABLE

0.0
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.7
1.0
1.6

7.2

Transplanar Scans: Incrementing Values of ji for Spectra
Values in degrees for 1.0 MeV protons.
Both + and - values (opposite sides of plane) were taken.
{110}

{111}

{100}

0.00
0.06
0.14
0.18
0.26
0.44
0.84

0.00
0.05
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.45
0.7S

0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.30
0.50
0.70
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The corrections determined from spectral scans were applied to
convert single-channel-analyser (SCA) scan data from Phase I to zero
depth. This procedure was somewhat dubious since the dependence of i|>i
on z is specimen dependent (see Section 7.4}. However, the corrections
were only a few hundredths of a degree, and the residual error from this
source could not have been more than ^0.02°.

7.4

THE DATA

7.4.1 General
In order to delineate the channelling dip accurately, while
minimising the beam time on target, the ty intervals were made smallest
in the region of <i •»• i|i,, and widest in the shoulder region, which was
not under particular investigation in this study. A fixed set of i|>
values was chosen and adhered to, scaling them according to the projectile
and energy; they are listed (for 1.0 MeV protons) in Tables 7.1 (axes)
and 7.2 (planes).

Except at the greatest depths, where statistical fluctuations
became important, there was generally no difficulty in passing a smooth
curve through all the data points, and they have not been reproduced on
the plots presented here. Some typical curves including the data-points
are shown in Figure 7.1.

7.4.2

1.0 MeV Protons at Room Temperature
Typical backscattered energy spectra for 1.0 MeV protons incident

on diamond in major channelling, and random, directions are shown

o <!00>
-2

-í
Figuré 7.1: Transaxial scans including data-points
;
(1.0 MeV p, z = 0.1 pin, KTl)

13S.

superimposed in Figure 7.2. The qualitative differences between
different channels and between channelled and random incidence, and the
presence of a surface peak, can all be seen.

Angular scans of the three major axes and three major planes of a
typical good diamond crystal, for backscattered 1.0 MeV protons, are
presented in Figures 7.3, 7,4, 7.5, 7.6, 7.7 and 7.8 respectively, in
the form of families of curves for different depths. The shapes of the
curves and their ¿rends with depth are similar to those which have been
reported for many other substances. The gradual disappearance of the
shoulders with increasing depth is attributable to the rapid scattering
out of the aligned beam, of ions which sample a higher-than-average atomic
density in penetrating the walls of the channels. This corresponds to
changes in the spectral shape very similar to those observed by Sone and
Fukuzawa [Son72] for protons on silicon.

It is interesting that all the curves of each family intersect at
(or very close to) two common points, having x - 80%. This is observed
in all the data, irrespective of energy or ion. The explanation may be
speculated upon as follows:
i)

In between stable channelled trajectories, having i|*<$4>i with a
normalised nuclear encounter probability [Bar71] P « 1, and semistable trajectories penetrating deeply into the rows, having
i|> ^ 1.5i(ij with P > 1 , there may be stable trajectories having P ^ l
(or, in this case, P^O.8). They would produce a depth-independent
yield for their particular value of <|i. The assumption of stability
with depth is perhaps rather unlikely to be fulfilled for such
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Figure 7.2: Backscattered 1.0 MeV H + spectra, random and channelled incidence (Dil8).
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Figure 7.4: Scans through <111>: 1.0 MeV protons (KT1),
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Figure 7.5: Scans through <100>: 1.0 MeV protons {KT1),
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strongly interacting trajectories.
ii)

A better proposal i s perhaps that of a dynamic equilibrium.
Trajectories with

have a high dechannelling probability,

whereas those with i|»^1.5i|f,, say, although mostly in the random
beam, have a high probability for 'feeding-in' to channels, as is
proved by the spread of the dips at larger depths to ip > 1. Si|),, At
some intermediate angle one might expect a balance between the two
processes, and a constant yield with depth, the average ion
spending about 80% of its trajectory (or the visible portion
thereof] in the random beam.
iii)

It may further be noted that the crossover angle t|>x bears a
constant relation to i|»,.

This is:

í

For axes:

i|i, = (0.84 + 0.02)<|>x

For planes: ^j = (O.73± 0.03)iJix
Barrett [Bar71] introduced a factor k into his expressions for
*. (Eqn 2.7 and Eqn 2.8) in order to fit them to experimentally
and computationally determined values of if», for axes and planes
respectively. The values of k are:
Axes:

k = 0.80

(or 0.83)

Planes: k = 0.72

(or 0.76)

It i s interesting to speculate that the 'critical angles'
determined by these expressions, before application of the factor
k, may be identified with t^x.

In that case, t|»x may represent the

incidence angle of those trajectories which attain the critical
approach distance with respect to the axis or plane in question
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(see §2.2,3).

However, Barrett has advised caution [Bar71] in

drawing conclusions from these Monte Carlo based expressions; and
i t i s not clear why such trajectories should have a depth
independent yield.
The data of other workers was searched for the above phenomenon,
\

re-plotting i t i f necessary.

In references Dav68 (p-*W) and How71

(p + Au), families of nested curves occur with no crossover (and no
shoulders).

In And72 (p-*PbS) the data is indistinct in the

shoulder region; but in the p-*W data of Anderson and UggerhfSj
[And68] a crossover does appear to occur, with

Other data presented in How71 (p-*Zn). indicates a crossover with
I|I./I|IX

= 0.6 or 0.9 depending on the axis.

This effect should evidently be sought in other materials also.

The dependence of i|h on the depth z i s plotted in Figure 7.9 for
axes, showing the extrapolation to z - 0 .

For planes, f, i s independent

of z to within the accuracy of the apparatus (0.01°) and has not been
plotted here.

The depth dependence of i|ij for axes i s seen to differ with the
specimen. However, the curves all extrapolate to the same point at z = 0 ,
to within 0.01 8 .

In fact, this specimen dependence is to some extent an artifact
of the definition of ih as the half width at half minimum. A specimen
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Figure 7.9:

Dependence of c r i t i c a l angle on depth for 1.0 MeV
protons.
o KT1; A Di3; • Dil8;
X Di4.
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TABLE 7.3
Critical Angles for 1.0 MeV Protons

Channel

Diamond

<110>

Di4
Di3

Kij° (exptl)

••• (theor)

0.55
0.55
0.55
0.54

0.54

0.49

Dil8

0.49
0.49
0.48

<100>

Di3
KT1
Dil8

0.42
0.41
0.42

0.46

<2ll>

Dil8

0.38

0.41

{110}

KT1
Dil8

0.17
0.16

0.18

{111}

KT1
Dil8

0.16
0.17

0.15

KT1

0.11
0.11

KT1
Dil8
<111>

Di3

KT1

{100}

Dil8

•
0.12
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with a larger

wil1

8ive

a

!**&>* Xi than one with a smaller x jnin »»
jnin

although their channelling dips may elsewhere be identical. Measurement of i|>i at the same value of x« was indeed found to bring the
>i

vs z curves for different specimens much closer together.

There currently appears to be no analytic theory with which to
compare the dependence of if, on z, and numerical calculations must be
used. The results of calculations [Fea77c] using the University's
IBM 370/158 computer, by means of the programme DECHANEL, are compared
in Figure 7.10 with data from a good diamond. Agreement is very satisfactory. The programme is based on a diffusion model for the spreading
of the transverse energy distribution, and will be fully described in a
future publication [Fea79].

All the critical angle measurements for 1.0 MeV protons at roomtemperature (20°C), corrected to zero depth, are tabulated in Table 7.3.
Values calculated from Eqn 2.7 or Eqn 2.8 are included for comparison.

7.4.3 Higher Proton Energies
Similar measurements were made with protons at 2.5 and 4.5 MeV on
the EN Tandem van de Graaff accelerator; the results are presented in
Figures 7.11 to 7.17 and Table 7.4 (2.5 MeV) and in Figure 7.18 to 7.23
and Table 7.5 (4.5 MeV). The {100} plane at 4.5 MeV was too narrow for
accurate data-taking and has been omitted. Some results at a lower
energy, 0.6 MeV, from Phase I are listed in Table 7.6.

The same comments about depth dependence and extrapolation to the
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Figure 7.10:

Comparison of the depth dependence of if», <110> with
computer calculations [Fea77c], for 1.0 MeV protons.
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Figure 7.11; Scans through <110>: 2.5 MeV protons (KT1)
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Figure 7.12: Scans through <111>: 2.5 MeV protons (KT1)
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TABLE

7.4

Critical Angles for 2.5 MeV Protons

•jf (exptl)

ifr,° (theor) .

Channel

Diamond

<110>

Dil3

0.34

KT1

0.34

Dil3

0.30

KT1

0.30

<100>

KT1

0.25

0.29

{110}

Dil3

0.10

0.11

KT1

0.10

Dil3

0.11

KT1

0.11

Dil3

0.09

KT1

0.07

<111>

{111}

{100}

0.34

0.31

0.09

0.08

T

Figure 7.18: Scans through <110>: 4.5 MeV protons (KT1)
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Figure 7.19: Scans through <111>: 4.5 MeV protons (KT1)
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TABLE 7.5
Critical Angles for 4.5 MeV Protons

• j - (exptl)

ii," (theor)

Channel

Diamond

<110>

Dil3

0.26

KT1

Q.26

DÍ13

0.24

KT1

0.25

<100>

KT1

0.20

0.21

{110}

KT1

0.08

0.08

{111}

KT1

0.08

0.07

<111>

0.26

0.23
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TABLE 7.6
Critical Angles for 0.6 MeV Protons
Data taken using an SCA. Estimated statistical
errors: ±0.04° (axes), ±0.01° (planes).
Planar values are mean of t£ scans.

• j # (exptl)

Channel

Diamond

<110>

Di4

0,74

0.70

<U1>

Di4

0.62

0.63

<100>

Di4

0.62

0.59

<211>

Di4

0.56

0.53

<311>

Di4

0.46

0.46

<411>

• Di4

0.46

0.40

{110}

Di4

0.23

0.23

{1111

Di4

0.24

0.19

{100}

Di4

0.16

0.16

{211}

Di4

0.14

0.12

ih° (theor)

.

I
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surface, clearly apply here.

The depth dependence decreases with

increasing energy, as observed by Picraux et al [Pic69a] in germanium.

7.4.4

Alpha Channelling
Alpha-particles produce radiation damage in diamond at an .

\"

appreciable rate, as mentioned in Section 6.7 and investigated in
Chapter 10. In order to keep below the visible damage threshold when
taking channelling measurements, it was necessary to select a new beamspot after each full spectral scan. A further precaution was to locate
the channels with protons, switching to alphas only to record spectra.

Some typical alpha-particle spectra are shown in Figure 7.24.

Axial channelling dips for 1.0 MeV He* ions are presented
graphically in Figures 7.25 to 7.27, and critical angle vs depth plots in
Figure 7.28.

The depth dependences of i|ii are about ten times greater
2

than those observed for protons. Because of the very shallow depths
sampled, straight lines have been fitted through the data points for
extrapolation to the surface.
The extracted surface critical angles are listed in Table 7.7.
Some results at 0.7 MeV from Phase I are added in Table 7.8, but these
probably contain significant radiation damage effects.

7.4.5

Errors
The ultimate check on the errors inherent in these experiments is

the extent of agreement between similar data taken on different samples,

°3o

Ho

sQ

100
Í20
CHRNNEL

Ï4D

360

180

Figure 7.24: Backscattered 1.0 MeV He spectra, same horizontal scale as Figure 7.2,
random and channelled incidence.
Bottom curve <110>; 2nd curve <111>; 3rd curve <100>. (KT1).

00
o»

r

Figure 7.25: Scans through <11O>: 1.0 IfeV He* ions (KTl).
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a

I

V)

r

Figure 7.27: Scans through <100>: 1.0 MeV He* ions CKT1)
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0-50

Figure 7.28:

Dependence of c r i t i c a l angle on depth for 1.0 MeV
He ions.

r

o KT1.

1R4.
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TABLE 7.7
Critical Anglos for 1,0 MeV He* Ions
Data for DiS taken using an SCA, Estimated statistical errors ±0.02"
Channel

Diamond

1J.J0 (exptl)

i|i,° (theor)

<U0>

DiS
KTl

0.74
0.78

0,74

<m>

Di5
KTl

0.64
0.64

0.66

<100>

KTl

0.60

0.62

{111}

KTl

0.20

0.19

{100}

KTl

0.14

0.1S

TABLE 7.8
Critical Angles for 0.7 MeV He* Ions
Data taken using an SCA. Estimated statistical errors:
±0.04° (axes), ±0,02° (planes). Planar values are
mean of t>3 scans.
Channel

Diamond

<|/,° (exptl)

$i ° (theor)

<110>

Di3

0.87

0.88

<111>

Di3

0.86

0.79

<100>

Di3

0.77

0.74

{110}

Di3

0.29

0.27

{111}

Di3

0.32

0.23

{100}

Di3

0.20

0.19

{211}

Di3

0.17

0.15
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at different times, and in some cases, with different apparatus; and
between dissimilar data when intercompared via the Lindhard or Barrett
formulae (Eqns 2.4, 2.6, 2.7 or 2.8). However, some considerations of
the errors were made during analysis.

The smoothness of the angular plots and their good mirror-symmetry
indicated that yield errors were less than ±2 percentage points for plots
derived from spectra, in agreement with counting statistics. This was
equivalent to an error in »h of 4O.OI 0 at shallow depths.

Repeat determinations of random spectra indicated a standard error
in the mean of ±1% after smoothing. This contributes an error in i|>i
of <0.01° at shallow depths (rising to large values for weak channels at
the greatest depths).

As mentioned in §7.3.3 and §7.4.2, the error involved in extrapolating i|»i to z = 0 was no more than 0.01°. The precision of the
goniometer itself was of the same order, if this is assumed to be defined
by the step size.

Different determinations of the same critical angles agree to
within 0.02°, which is the value obtained by adding the abovementioned
errors in quadrature. In most cases the error can be taken as ±0.01°.
Data taken with Goniometer Mark 1 has a much larger spread, in keeping
with its poorer accuracy of 0.17°, and with the accompanying use of SCA's
(averaging over a significant depth of the crystal) to collect data.

The excellent consistency of the results and their errors needs
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some explanation, however, because the largest source of possible error
has not been included in the above discussion: the beam-spread of ±0.025°
(at 1.0 MeV) as defined by the collimators (§3.3.2). The spread was
evidently much less than this, presumably due to very good parallelism
and transverse stability of the beam delivered by the accelerator. In
fact in some very fine scans, it was found possible to measure their
widths with a reproducibility of ±0,004°. This implies that the
apparatus was capable of adding an extra significant digit to the numbers
presented, but it would probably not have been justified because of other
uncertainties, particularly in the height of the random spectra.

7,5

COMPARISON WITH THEORY

7.5.1 Axes
All the axial results are compared graphically with Barrett's
semi-empirical relationship (Eqn 2.7), which incorporates Lindhard's
predictions for the dependences on ion charge and energy and row spacing,
in Figure 7.29. For unequally spaced rows (for example, <111>), the
average spacing was used, as justified by the work of Picraux et al
[Pic69a], The straight line at 45° to the axes represents perfect
agreement between the measurements and Eqn 2.7, which has been taken
with k = 0.83 (which Barrett found to be the best fit to the dependence
on temperature) rather than k = 0.80 (his value for ion and energy
dependence). The agreement between measurements and Eqn 2.7 is evidently
very good indeed for the two most open axes (<110> and <111>) and for the
Phase III data (E»1.0 MeV), with the modified value for k.
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Yi/2 (Theor)

Figure 7.29: Comparison of experimental values of i|ij for axes with
theoretical values calculated from Eqn 2.7.
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The Phase I data (E <1.0 MeV) generally give high values for t|/j.
In the proton case this i s attributable to scans having been made in a
{110} plane (see Section 6.8).

The greater scatter corresponds to the

cruder nature of the experiments.

The narrower axes (<100> and <211>) consistently have <j>i values
smaller than those predicted by Eqn 2.7, even with k=0.80.

Most workers

have tested this expression for the one or two most open axes in each
crystal, finding good agreement; i t appears that for more minor axes,
a smaller value of k (about 0.76) is required.

In other words, the

ratio of tyi to <i is not strictly constant, but decreases for the less
dose-packed axes. The physical reason for this is not known.

It cannot

be accounted for by including the potential of nearest-neighbour rows in
deriving an expression such as Eqn 2.7.

Instead of k, m could be varied, but much larger changes would be
necessary (see §8.3.2).

7.5.2

Planes
In a similar way, the planar results are compared with Barrett's

expression (Eqn 2,8) in Figure 7.30. Once again, the value of k
appropriate to temperature dependence rather than ion and energy dependence has been preferred. The agreement here is almost as good as for
axes (note the difference in scale between the two graphs), with the
marked exception of the {111} plane. Not only are the measured i|ij values
high, but they equal or exceed those for the {110} plane, although the
{111} has the smaller mean planar spacing.
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{110} p
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Figure 7.30: Comparison of experimental values of t|)i for planes with
theoretical values calculated from Eqn 2.8.
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The explanation in this case is readily apparent. The {111}
planes in diamond have two sets of spacings (see Figure 7.31), which
were averaged to produce the value of d inserted in Eqn 2.8. This
procedure is evidently inappropriate. In order to determine accurately
the effective value of d {111}, one may note that i|ii{lll} is slightly
greater than îMllO} (by about 5%), and therefore
d {111} - d {110} * 10%

P

P

(since d « (<|ij)2D, giving

1.4 A
Using Figure 7.31 and Table 7.9, it can be seen that this corresponds
most closely to the larger of the two planar spacings (and not to their
mean).

Most ions are evidently channelled in this space, with only a

small effect from the closely adjacent second plane of each pair.

TABLE 7.9
Spacings of {111} Planes in Diamond
Refei to Figure 7.31.
i)
ii)
iii)

iv)

Lattice parameter = a = 3.S67 A.

Small gap (d ) = /3a/12 = 0.515 A
Large gap (d2) = /3a/4

» 1.545 A

Mean

= 1.030 A

d + 2x|d,

(d ) = /3a/6

= /3a/3 = 2.059 A
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d 2 • 2xi/2{d1)
Figure 7.31: Spacings of {111} planes in the diamond lattice. Values
are listed in Table 7,9.

10

trajectory
Figure 7.52: Model of {111} planar channelling in the diamond lattice,
as developed in §7.5.3.
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7.S.3 Re-calculation of {111} Critical Angles
The above observation may be put on a more rigorous footing in
terms of the considerations outlined in §2.2.3. It is assumed that ions
are confined to the wider interplanar gap (spacing d ) with the critical
angle governed by the distance of closest approach p to the two planes
Pj forming its walls (Figure 7.32); p is set equal to mu , where Uj^ is
the RMS thermal vibration amplitude and m is taken to have the same
value as for single planes (=1.6). Tnen in calculating the critical
angle"ty- by equating the initial transverse kinetic energy Ei|»2 to the
change in potential energy between mid-channel and p , the potentials
due to all four planes (?x and P 2 ) are taken into account.

In the notation of Reference Ge74 and §2.2.3,

where the sum is evaluated for both pairs of planes P and P , tnat is

rPcy
PS

H"

2f
'

p

(7.3)
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ISO,

where

F

PS

ps

>

H v
(7.4)

with

p /a

n

c TF
d 2 /a T F

V
The values of F ps (Ç,n) and

were evaluated from the curves in

Bar71, giving
0.92

Then, by analogy with Eqn 2.8,
(7.5)
where the value of d to be used in calculating <• is the mean value,
since d enters the expression via the atomic density in the plane, which
is determined by the mean jtlmax spacing. The resulting values of if), {111}
for protons are compared with the experimental on?s in Table 7.10. The
agreement is good, indicating the validity of the model of {111}
channelling use*1

Most workers seem to have avoided the problems of unequally
spaced, homogeneous planes by confining measurements to other planes in
each crystal. (An exception was Davies et al [Dav68].) The present
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TABLE 7.10
Calculated Values of {111} Critical Angles

E (MeV)

•J (Eqn 7.5)

i|ij (exptal)

0.6

0.246

0.24

1.0

0.191

0.17

2.5

0.121

0,11

4.5

0.090

0.08

work shows that channelling between such planes admits of a simple
description, at least when the spacings are very different (in this case,
d 2 =3d,). There was no sign of a separate channelling component in the
narrow spaces of width dj, in the form of inflexions in the sides of the
channelling dip; any ions initially so channelled must be rapidly
dechannelled into the wider spaces or into the random beam.

7.5.4 Other Theories
Some of the proton critical angles for axes were compared with
values calculated by the method oí Várelas and Sizmann [Var72] as
outlined in S2.2.4. This produces critical angles i|i rather than halfangles <ij (see 12.2.1). Taking Barrett's factor k [Bar71] as being a
conversion factor between ^c andtfii,the same factor k was applied in

r
CO

ro

TABLE 7 . 1 1
Critical Angles tyc Calculated after Reference Var72

^°

(Exptl)

k

0.065

0.66

0.55

0.54

0.55

0.6

0.075

0.74

0.62

0.63

0.62

1.0

0.071

0.58

0.48

0.49

0.49

2.5

0.066

0.38

0.31

0.31

0.30

4.5

0.065

0.28

0.23

0.23

0.24

1.0

0.066

0.55

0.46

0.46

0.42

E (MeV)

<110>

1.0

<111>

<100>

<|/jo

*c°

Axis

Pc

(Â)

*c °

CEqn 2.7)
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this ease. The resulting values were in excellent agreement both vdth
the measurements and with the Barrett estimate, Eqn 2.7, as can be seen
from Table 7.11, with the exception once again of the <100> axis, where
both theoretical estimates agreed Kith one another but not with the
measurement.

7.6

COMPARISON WITH OTHER MEASUREMENTS
The only other critical-angle measurements for channelling in

diamond which have been reported in the literature are those of Picraux
et al [Pic69a] and of Sellschop and Gibson [Se73]. Their values are
compared with corresponding ones taken from the present work, in
Table 7.12. Theoretical values calculated by means of Eqn 2.7 (axes)
or Eqn 2.8 (planes) are included.

There is reasonable agreement between the measurements of the
different experimental groups, taking errors into account. The values
found in the present work are generally slighly higher, and tend to
agree more consistently with the theoretical estimates. This is in
keeping with the larger experimental errors reported by the others.

r
TABLE

7.12

Comparison of Diamond Critical Angles t|N Measured by Different Workers

i|)£ (degrees)
Axis

Ion

E (MeV)
»This Work

<110>

H+

1.0

H+

1.5

He +

1.0

He +

2.0

0.55

Ref +Pic69a
0.54

Ref Se73
n

„-+.02

°'48-.01

Theory
0.54
0.44

0.76±.02

0.75

0.39+.02

0.74
0.52

O.53±.O5
<111>

{110}

•Errors:
Errors:

+

H+

1.0

0.49

0.46

0.49

He +

1.0

0.64

0.58

0.66

H+

1.0

0.16

0.16

0.18

±0.01° except where specified.
±0.06° (axes), ±0.03° (planes).
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CHAPTER

8

TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF CRITICAL ANGLES

8.1

INTRODUCTION
Barrett's [Bar71] semi-empirical relationships for axial and

planar half-angles, Eqns 2.7 and 2.8, predict a reduction therein with
increasing thermal vibration amplitude. The effect for planes is very
much weaker than that for axes, in agreement with calculations (for
example, Erg65, And67 and Po71] and with the experimental observations
of many workers (for example, Dav68, And68, and Fu69). It has been
suggested that this is because
i)

channelled ions are already sampling a pseudo-random
distribution of collisions within the plane [Dav68], or

ii)

the planar potential varies more slowly than the axial one
in the region of a_F [Pic69a].

Ordinary temperatures are so far below the Debye temperature of
diamond that the mean thermal vibration amplitude changes little with
temperature. The critical angle changes are therefore expected to be
rather small, especially below room temperature. No cryogenic
measurements were attempted for this reason.

An account of the measurement of critical angles at elevated
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temperatures is given in Section 8,2, In Section 8.3 they are compared
with Eqns 2.7 and 2.8, and modifications to Eqn 2.7 are considered
which would bring it more closely in agreement with the axial
measurements.

8,2

MEASUREMENTS AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURES

8.2.1

Experimental
Critical angles <|N were measured for 1,0 MeV protons incident

near the usual three major axes and three major planes, on one good
specimen

(KT1) while i t was held at a series of temperatures up to 700°C

(the limit of the apparatus). Temperatures were monitored thcrmoelectrically and kept to within ±10°C of the nominal value.

Other details of the experimental technique and data extraction
were the same as for Chapter 7.

8.2.2

Results
A small but significant reduction of <h for increasing temperature

was seen for axes; the effect observed for planes was of the order of
the experimental sensitivity of 0.01°, as predicted by Eqn 2.8.

Some of

the axial dips are plotted in Figures 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3 for different
depths.

Critical angles are plotted against depth at three of the temp-

eratures in Figure 8.4; the reduction in i|>i is approximately constant
with depth, since the curves are almost parallel.

Surface-extrapolated values of t|i, are summarised in Table 8.1

20°C,300°Ci600flC
0-1 pm
1-0 um
2-Oum

Figure 8.1: Scans through <110> at different temperatures:
1.0 MeV protons. Narrowest dip at each depth
is for highest temperature. (KT1).

00
j

Figure 8.2: Scans through <111> at different temperatures:
1.0 MeV protons. Narrowest dip at each depth
is for highest temperature. (KT1).

00
00

' Ii

20°C, 300°C, 600*C

Figure 8.3: Scans through <100> at different temperatures :
1.0 MeV protons. Narrowest dip at each depth
is for highest temperature. (KT1).

O
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<IOO>

0.30
Figure 8.4: Dependence of critical angle on depth at different
temperatures for 1.0 MeV protons. (KT1).
• 20°C; A 300°C; o 600°C.
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TABLE

8.1

Temperature Dependence of Axial Critical Angles

tyi° (theor)

t|),° (theor)

[Bar71]

[Var72]

Axis

Temp (°C)

uL (A)

i|»i° (exptl)

<110>

20
300
500
600
700

0.044
0.051
0.056
0.058
0.06*

0.55
0.53
0.49
0.49
0.50

0.54
0.52
0.51
0.51
0.50

0,55
0.53
0.52
0.51
0.51

<111>

20
300
500
600
700

0.044
0.051
0.056
0.058
0.061

0.49
0.48
0.46
0.46
0.45

0.49
0.47
0.46
0.46
0.4S

0.48
0.47
0.46
0.45
0.45

<100>

20
300
500
600
700

0.044
0.051
0.056
0.058
0.061

0.41
0.40
0.37
0.38
0.37

0.46
0.44
0.43
0.43
0.42

0.46
0.44
0.43
0.43
0.42

TABLE

8.2

Temperature Dependence of Planar Critical Angles

i|i,° (theor)
Plane

Temp (°C)

u x (A)

{110}

20
500
700

0.044
0.056
0.061

0.17
0.17
0.17

0.18
0.17
0.17

{111}

20
500
700

0.044
0.056
0.061

0.16
0.17
0.17

0.15
0.14
0.13

{100}

20
500
700

0.044
0.056
0.061

0.11
0.10
0.11

0.12
0.12
0.11

\
J

i|)i° (exptl)

. [Bar71]
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for axes and 8.2 for planes, and plotted against thermal vibration
amplitude (u ) in Figure 8.5. The values of u were calculated after
Lonsdale [Lon48], using a value of the Debye temperature of 1860 K
[Vic62],

8.3

COMPARISON WITH THEORY

8.3.1

Comparisons
Values of I|H calculated from Eqns 2.7 and 2.8 are included in

Tables 8,1 and 8.2 respectively. In the axial case (Table 8.1) values
calculated according to Várelas and Sizmann's procedure [Var72] are
added (with the factor k applied as described in §7.5.4); they are very
similar to those of Eqn 2.7. Curves calculated from Eqns 2.7 and 2.8
are included in Figure 8.5. For the <100> axis, discrepancies in the
room-temperature measurements have already been mentioned (§7.5.1),
amounting to this axis requiring a smaller value of k in Eqn 2.7.
Accordingly, a second <100> curve has been plotted in Figure 8.5, with
k scaled to fit the room-temperature result. For the {111} plane, which
showed the discrepancies discussed in 17.5.2 and 57.5.3, the {110} curve
is a good approximation. The error-bars represent ±0.01°, the overall
error deduced in §7.4.5.

The planar results are consistent with Eqn 2.8, I)M being constant
to 0.01° over the temperature range examined. This confirms that the
temperature effect is indeed very small for planes in diamond.

The axial results follow Eqn 2.7 quite well within experimental
error, the maximum deviation being -^.02°. It is of interest that this
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0.5

0-4

(scaled) *

0.3

PLANES
0-2

•Î-

(III)
<100)

O-!

Ï

0-0501
300°C

0-0551
500 °C

0-0601
700°C

Figure 8.5: Dependence of surface critical angles on thermal vibration
amplitude. (Data from KT1)
o <110>, Í11O};
A <111>, {111};
• <100> {100};
— theory.
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equation is still valid for u « a ™ (in diamond Uj/a-p ^ 0 . 2 compared
with u /a_p * O.S in most substances - see Table 2.2). In terms of
the considerations of S2.2.3, this confirms that the critical approach
distance to a string, p , is determined by u, rather than a_p, even in
so nearly static a lattice as diamond. This was also deduced by
Altman et al [Alt70] f r O m different evidence (transmission energy loss
distribution of protons channelled in silicon).

There is, however, a systematic indication in the <110> and <100>
results of a somewhat stronger dependence on u than Eqn 2.7 suggests.
This was also noted by Andersen and Laegsgârd [And72] for protons
channelled in ten different substances. The <111> curve here does not
show this behaviour, and predicts the measurements accurately.

The theoretical treatment of Várelas and Sizmann [Var72] contains
inherent differences between the behaviour of rows in which two different
atomic spacings alternate, such as <111>, and those with uniform spacing
such as <110> and <100>. If values of i|>i are calculated by their method
to one more significant digit than has been included in Table 8.1, it
can be seen that whereas their curves for <110> and <100> are parallel
to those of Eqn 2.7 to within 0.001°, that for the <111> is shallower to
the extent of an increment of 0.005° over the range 0°C to 700°C.
Although this is too small to account for the difference fully, it
indicates that the different behaviour observed for <111> in Figure 8.5
is likely to be a real effect, and that if the unequal string spacing
were taken into account in Eqn 2.7, the same observation is probably
true for all three axes, namely that the temperature dependence of iff.
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is stronger than that predicted by the equation.

8.3.2

Modifications
The possibility of fitting the <110> and <100> results using

slightly different values of k and m was investigated. The parameter k
acts only as a scaling factor, and the necessary change in the slope of
the ty« versus u curves must come from changing m.

In his paper [Bar71] Barrett presented such fits for experimental
data [And68] of protons on tungsten, and it is evident that quite
appreciable variations of m produce very little change in the slopes of
the curves. The changes were found to be even smaller with diamond:
the <110> and <100> curves required values of m = 2.5 (with k « 1.02) for
the best fit to the measured points, compared to Barrett's m = 1.2 and
k - 0.83. To suggest doubling the value of m appears unjustified in
view of the good agreement which has «>. . found between Eqn 2.7 and
the measurements in many different experiments.

An alternative is to allow m to vary with temperature (keaping k
constant). This was found to require much smaller changes; a value of
m - 1.3(5) reproduced the diamond data at 600 - 700°C quite well.

Using the considerations of §2.2.3, these results may be interpreted as follows. The form of Eqn 2.7 is that obtained from the
continuum model of channelling (S2.2.1) by equating the 'transverse
kinetic energy1 Eip 2 of an ion far from the strings to its potential
energy at the critical approach distance p . The latter is assumed to
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be determined only by the mean thermal vibration amplitudes u 2 of
individual atoms perpendicular to the string (u2 = /îu^; the relationship between P and u, (and therefore u 1 ) is assumed to be linear,
P =mu where m is a- constant chosen to fit the data. The resulting
value of the critical angle i|» is converted to the half-angle i|it by
multiplying by the fitting parameter k.

Choosing a larger value of m implies a stronger linear relationship between P C and u x , whereas allowing m to vary implies that the
relationship is not linear beyond a first approximation. This seems
reasonable, as there is no a priori reason to expect a linear relationship. In fact, both Várelas and Sizmann [Var72], and Morgan and
Van Vliet [Mo70]t assumed a quadratic relationship and found it gave a
good fit to measurements in the first case, and computer simulations in
the second. However, their relationships give an m which is a decreasing
function of u,, rather than an increasing one as required here. It ¿.¡ay
be concluded therefore that p is not strictly a linear function of u,,
but that the form of the function is still to be determined.

Barrett [Bar71] advised caution in basing conclusions on Eqn 2.7,
because it is a fit to Monte Carlo calculations rather than a theoretical
relationship; moreover his directly determined values of p did not bear
a linear (or quadratic) dependence on u,. However, the equation has a
form in keeping with the physics of the channelling situation in terms
of the well-tried continuum model, and has already shown itself amenable
to a physical interpretation by Gemmell and Mikkelson [Ge72], and in
§7.5.3 of the present work to clarify the measurements of critical angles
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for the diamond {111} planes. The non-linearity of P c on Uj is in
agreement with the implications of the diamond measurements.
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CHAPTER 9

MINIMUM YIELD AND SURFACE PEAK

9.1

INTRODUCTION
The characterisation of diamonds by their (very varied) values

of channelled minimum yield Cx_j_) has been described in S5.2.3. In
the present chapter the surface minimum yields of good crystals (measured
mostly for 1.0 MeV protons undergoing axial channelling) are compared
with theory as regards magnitude and functional dependence. The surface
peak, closely connected with X j . , was also evaluated.

Data processing methods are summarised in Section 9.2. The
surface peak is considered in Section 9.3 and the surface minimum yield
in Section 9.4. A few conclusions about the nature of the diamond
surface are brought together in Section 9.5.

The depth dependence of x_¿_ is of considerable interest, since
it measures the rate of dechannelling of initially well-channelled
particles. This is not treated at all in the present work, as it will
form the subject of a separate thesis [Fea79].

9.2

DATA PROCESSING
In-channel spectra accumulated for larger ion fluences than those

used for the critical-angle determinations of Chapter 7 (X2 for protons,
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x5 for alphas) were used for the extraction of accurate minimum yields.

The extractions were performed by the Fortran programme PEAKFIT
[Fea77a], which stripped the surface peak and extrapolated the underlying
channelled spectrum to zero depth. This was achieved by fitting
functions to the spectral points using the fitting programme MINUIT
[Ja75].

Two estimates of x_Jn

at tne

surface were thus obtained: the

yield x 0 just behind the surface peak (similar to the x 0 of §5.2.3, and
corresponding to z'vO.l ym) and the yield x s extrapolated to zero depth.
For accurate comparison with theory, x s was used.

Several workers [Bar71, Bo72, Ab72, Vae73] have reported depth
oscillations of the minimum yield just behind the surface peak. They
are attributed to ions deflected into the random beam close to the
surface by strongly forward-peaked scattering off planes or rows; these
ions must cross the channel space before they can interact again, during
which time they penetrate a distance s. Van der Weg et al [Vae73] have
shown that for planes
iig

(9.1)

Putting d 1 1 A and i^c * 0. I o for diamond planes gives
s i» 400 A
The analysis is more complex for rows, but s is expected to be somewhat
smaller. The detector resolution in the present experiments corresponded
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to MÎ0O A in depth resolution;

thus any depth oscillations would be

smeared out, and indeed none was seen.

9.3

THE SURFACE PEAK
From the number of counts P in the surface peak, the number of

atoms per unit area N. contributing to i t was calculated in each case
using Eqn 2.15.

For these experiments the equation became
(9.2)

The expected values of N. were calculated from Barrett's suggested
formula for the effective number of surface layers L (Eqn 2.12} combined
with the known atomic density N y and string spacings d:
cos9

(9.3)

The measured values of N. were generally at least twice the
expected values; moreover, they showed a correlation with total proton
dose, indicating that either surface radiation damage or amorphous
carbon deposition were occurring. A plot of P versus approximate dose D
(with due allowance for different incidence angles) is shown in
Figure 9.1, for two good diamonds at different temperatures. The dashed
line suggests the trend of the correlation.

A closer examination of Figure 9.1 indicates some segregation of
the points according to temperature. It was assumed that the relation
might be of the form
P = bD + c

(9.4)
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10

D (1016 ions cm" 2 )
Figure 9.1: Integrated surface peak as a function of proton dose,
o <110>; A <111>; D <100> (KT1);
• <110>; A <111>; • <100> (Di3);
numbers are temperatures in units of 100°C.
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where b is temperature dependent, and c- 180±2O in the units used. A
plot of b = (P-c)/D is shown in Figure 9.2, with c = 180; the trend is
again suggested by a dashed line. The fastest increase in the surface
peak is at intermediate temperatures, which would not be expected for
either radiation damage or beam-stimulated adsorption. It is surmised
that direct baking-on of the hydrocarbon turbomolecular oil had
occurred at these temperatures, with a buming-off process at higher
temperatures.

Conversion of the nuniber of atoms/cm2 to the number of extra
atomic layers is complicated by the fact that the density of the
amorphous layer is unknown. Taking the density of graphite as an
estimate gives about 10 - 20 amorphous surface layers in most cases
(corresponding to the bottom third of Figure 9.1).

The value of c represents the number of counts in the surface
peak due to the crystal alone; putting P = c = 18O±2O into Eqns 9.2 and
9.3 gives an effective number of surface atoms per row
L « 6+1
(using an average value of 3 A for the row spacings).

The expected

number according to Eqn 2.12 i s
L = / l + ç z = 4 to 6
depending on tessperature.

The agreement i s quite good, indicating that

the crystal remains perfect almost to the surface, with the possibility
of one or two disordered layers.
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Figure 9 . 2 :

Rate of increase of surface peak versus temperature.
o

<110>;

A <111>;

D <100>
•<100>

(KT1);
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9.4

THE MINIMUM YIELD

9.4.1

Data Analysis
The observations of the previous section indicated that it would

not be possible to extract the relative contributions to x m i n and P from
amorphous layers and from the underlying crystal as suggested by Barrett
[Bar71]nor to check his equations (listed in §2.3.2 as Eqns 2.10 to 2.13)
by varying the energy and temperature, since the deposition amounted to
random additions to the data, and the expected effects were much smaller.
Instead, the equations were assumed to be valid for.diamond, so that they
could be used to correct x ^ « for the effect of the amorphous layer. It
will be shown that this correction is small, so that the exactness of the
equations for diamond will negligibly affect the results.

Consider Eqn 2.10:

/l + ç"2
with the symbols as defined in Chapter 2. As pointed out in §2.3.4, i t
i s of some interest to see whether the values which Barrett assigned to
C and C s t i l l apply in the case of diamond.

Values for /l + ç" 2 were calculated for the energies, temperatures,
and axes to be used; they range from 1.01 to 1.04. It is therefore a
good approximation and a considerable simplification to take this factor
as 1.00 throughout.
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Values for x3» the term due to surface amorphous layers, may be
estimated in two ways:
i)

By Eqn 2.13, which will be taken in the form

sec 9

x

(9.5)

with NA determined from P by Eqn 9.2.
ii)

From work on the effects of evaporated surface layers on diamond
[Fea75], which determined the value of f in
P/ASxf X

(9.6)

for the particular experimental conditions used.

Methods (i) and (ii) gave the same result to ^3%: a presumably
fortuitous agreement, since Eqn 9.5 was not intended to be exact. Method
(ii) was chosen, using Eqn 9.6 with
f = 6.0 x 10" 3 rad 2 .

In these equations it is necessary to correct P for those counts
attributable to the crystal surface; one must use
P amorph, - P - Pcrys

(9.7)

where P c r y s is calculated by substituting Eqn 2.12 into Eqn 9.3 and the
result into Eqn 9,2.

r
TABLE

9.1

Temperature Dependence of Axial Minimum Yields

Temp C°Q

ux (A)

u22 = 2u?
1

Axis

d (A)

CÂ2X1O"3)

X

min

to

X 3 (cale)

X

min " X 3

CO

(%)

d

20

0.044

3.9

<110>
<111>
<100>

2.522
3.089
3.567

2.0
2.5
3.4

0.1
0.2
0.1

0.8
0.7
0.9

300

0.051

5.2

<110>
<111>
<100>

2.522
3.089
3.567

2.9
3.4
4.9

0.1
0.1
0.1

1.1
1.1
1.3

500

0.056

6.3

<110>
<111>
<100>

2.522
3.089
3.567

3.2
4.1
5.5

0.1
0.1
0.1

1.2
1.3
1.5

600

0.058

6.7

<110>
<111>
<100>

2.522
3.089
3.567

2.7
4.6
5.2

0.1
0.1
0.0

1.0
1.5
1.5

700

0.061

7.4

<110>
<111>
<100>

2.522
3.089
3.567

4.1
4.5
4.9

0.0
0.0
0.1

1.6
1.5
1.3
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The value of x 3 thus obtained is -vO.OOl (0.1%) in most cases.
(Without the crystal surface correction i t would be MÎ.002.)

This is a

small terra compared with the expected values of x, and x, °f ^0.01 each.

Data analysis proceeded as follows.

The connection between x 3

and P was used to subtract off x 3 from xm¿n and thus eliminate the
variable effect of surface layers.

Eqn 2.10 had now become
(9.8)

It could therefore be divided through by d, to scale the results for
all axes on to one graph.
The values of CXj-j- - x J / d

(The validity of this i s checked in §9.4.3.)
were

plotted against u|, enabling C to be

determined from the slope (= NyirC) and C from the intercept (= Nyir

9.4.2 Temperature Dependence
Raw data are presentedin Table 9.1, and (x • -X 3 )/d is plotted
against u2 in Figure 9.3.

Although there i s considerable scatter, the

trend i s clear, with no systematic deviations for any of the three axes.
The line drawn through the points is a least-squares regression.
values of the two constants are (with those of Barrett

The

[Bar71] in

brackets):
±

C = 3.2 ± 0.6

(3.0

0.2)

C'= 0.05+ 0.05

(0.2 ± 0.1)

These results are quite interesting. The value of C is very
similar to Barrett's, while C 1 is rather less, and may even be zero.
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T

Figure 9.3: Graph giving temperature dependence of axial minimum yield
(see S9.4.1). (KT1).
o <110>; L <111>; • <100>;

O
OS
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The errors in this small number are large, but it is almost certain
that C 1 <0.1.

Similar values have been obtained by, for example, Komaki et al
[Kom71] with protons in silicon, It is of particular interest that even
in diamond, where the thermal vibration amplitudes are much smaller in
comparison with a_p, so that xx does not dominate so completely over
X 2 as it does in other solids, the thermal terp x, plays the major rôle
in determining minimum yields; the 'atomic size* term x, *-s °£ little
importance.

This appears to be in agreement with the critical approach
distance p being determined by u rather than a™, as was emphasised
in

8.3.1, since x,,^ can be regarded as being determined by the size of

the forbidden regions surrounding the atomic strings, and written in
terms of a function p :
x

min *

>c

(9.9a)

where
(9.9b)

V,
However, this is not the same p as the one which determines tylt as
may be verified by a numerical comparison with Table 7.11. In fact,

Barrett has shown [Bar71] that the simple geometrical model for x • is
incorrect, and that a significant contribution to x • comes from those
trajectories which do not have sufficient transverse energy to approach
the rows. Such trajectories still have a finite nuclear encounter
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probability, and are very numerous. The temperature dependence of xn¿n»
and its dominance, come from the temperature dependence of the densityof-trajectories function defined in Bar71 and derived from the potential
for a vibrating row. Thus P C as defined by Eqns 9.9 does not have a
direct geometrical interpretation, and the results confirm rather that
Barrett's findings apply also in the case where u is small. The same
conclusion about p has been deduced from experimental evidence [Alt70].
9.4.3

Row-spacing Dependence
It is clear from §9.4.1 that x, is almost negligible compared

with Xj and therefore that x ^

ou

Sht to be quite accurately proportional

to d. Some Phase I 0.6 MeV proton data, which were not corrected for x 3
but which include higher axes up to <411>, are appropriately plotted in
Figure 9.4; the linearity of x n ¿ n (represented in this case by x 0 ) with
d is quite accurate.

It may be noted that the slope is about three times larger than
,2 +
a. Cri-2
the value of Nvir(Cuf
"afp) calculated from the results in the previous

section. This is because the Phase I values of x 0 v;ere averaged over a
relatively large depth using a single channel analyser.

9.4.4

Planar Minimum Yields
No general relationship analagous to Eqn 2.10 has been found for

the minimum yields in planar channelling, other than Lindhard's rough
estimate, Eqn 2.9':

*min *

2a

TF / d p
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Figure 9.4:

Dependence of axial minimum yield on the string spacing.
(i)
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Various modifications to this have been suggested, and are considered
later.

For the (111) planes, it was proposed in §7.5.3 that channelling
within the narrower of the two spacings is unlikely, and that ions
incident therein are probably fed quite rapidly into the random beam,
This modifies Eqn 2,9' to read (see Figures 7.31 and 7.32):

2a

TF

It happens that d (= 0.515 Ä) is almost exactly equal to 2a.jp (= 0.516 A
giving y.

« 2aTp/d

as before. Thus the unequal {ill} planar spacing

does not reveal itself in the minimum yield in the case of diamond.

Some typical measured values of x • are compared with 2a„,K/d in
Table 9.2; the agreement is reasonable. The dependence on d"1 is quite
accurately followed. It is noteworthy that the measured values are
lower than the calculated ones, and not higher as is usually found for
other substances (for example, see Dav68).

Morgan and Van Vliet [Mo70] suggested replacing a«- in Eqn 2.9'
by a critical approach distance which was to be determined by the
procedure outlined in §2.2.4; in Mo71 they included an empirical
modifying factor for a vibrating lattice. But as pointed out in §2.2.4,
the necessary approximations break down for diamond. Barrett 's

1
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¡

TABLE 9.2
Minimum Yields for Diamond Planes
1.0 MeV protons on Dil8

w « WS

Plane

d p CA)

{110}

1.261

41

34

43

{111}

1.030

50

41

42

{100}

0.892

59

49

44

C2aTF/d ) X100

Monte Carlo simulations [Bar71] produced a linear dependence of x mi
on u , with anon-zero intercept, in the planar case. Roosendal et s
[Roo74] obtained a good fit to their silicon measurements using
x

min

= 2d

p/(ui

+

although they obtained a less accurate f i t to the data of Davies et al
[Dav68] for Si, W and Au.

The present measurements showed a small dependence on temperature:
the total change in x m i n between 20°C and 700°C, of *3 percentage points,
was slightly greater than the experimental error.
ship of the form

rr

Assuming a relation-
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2/d

(9.10)

p ( Bul

the data were analysed in a similar manner to those for axes (§9.4.2);
a linear regression produced the values of B and B 1 included in
Table 9.3, together with those of other workers. (There is an energy
dependence, but this is small [Bar71].) The values are in rough agreement but probably depend on the nature of the crystal. It is

TABLE 9.3
Values of B and B' (see Text)

Reference

Crystal

B
M..0

B'
•V0.6

This work

C

Roo74

Si

1.0*

1.0

Bar71

W

2.2

0.6

*A greater value produces better agreement
with the data of Dav68.

evident that the contribution of thermal vibrations is not negligible,
and that Eqn 2.9* is not a very good approximation. The observation
that this formula usually underestimates x • except for diamond, is
explained if the apparent trend that B> B 1 , observed in Table 9.3,
is true for most substances.
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9,4.5 Comparison with Other Measurements
Values for the minimum yield x just behind the surface peak in
the <110> axis of diamond have been reported by Picraux et al [Pic69a]
and by Sellschop and Gibson [Se73]. They obtained «jmewhat different
values for different ions and energies, most likely due to statistics or
to different surface-peak widths. Their lowest measurements (for 1.0 MeV
protons in both cases) are compared with the lowest value typical of the
present work in Table 9.4. The theoretical estimates were calculated
from Eqn 9.8 using Barrett's values of C and C ('Theory (1)') and using
the values of C and C obtained in 19.4.2 ('Theory (2)').

TABLE

9.4

Comparison of Diamond Minimum Yields
X o Measured by Different Workers
Measured for 1.0 MeV protons in <110>. Values are in %.

This Work

Ref Pic69a

Ref Se73

Theory
(1)

Theory
(2)

1.9 ± 0.1

4

2.1

3.5

2.2

The second theoretical estimate, the present measurements, and
that of Ref Se73, are all in good agreement. The first theoretical value
is too high, emphasising the need to use a smaller C . The measurement
of Ref Pic69a is high, typical of a diamond to which the improvement
techniques described in Section 5.4 have not been applied (see
Table 5.6).

t
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9.5

NATURE OF TOE SURFACE
The nature of the diamond surface continues to be a problem;

recent reviews are Th75 and Ta75. A simple truncation of the diamond
structure at the surface results in 'dangling bonds1; these seem
unlikely to exist, and in fact electron spin resonance experiments
(for example, Sap68a) show that the density of unpaired electrons on
diamond surfaces is very low. There are two obvious possibilities:
i)

The surface may reconstruct, involving re-hybridisation
of the bonding orbitals of the surface carbon atoms and
migration of surface interstitiais to produce a selfterminating structure, different from that of the bulk.
*

ii)

The 'dangling bonds' may be satisfied by a layer of
foreign atoms.

There is evidence for both mechanisms in LEED studies [Mah64,
Lan66, Lur76, Lur77], and in the work of Sappok and Boehm [Sap68a,
Sap68b]. The latter workers applied a nuniber of chemistry techiques,
such as the measurement of heats of hydration, electron spin resonance,
infrared spcctrometry, qualitative microanalysis, and organic functional
group analysis, to fine diamond powders, and were able not only to
conclude that clean diamond surfaces can adsorb hydrogen and oxygen
(and certain other gases), but also to identify the functional groups
formed: chiefly *CH, >CH 2 , >C=0, —COOH, and * C — 0 — O .

Other

evidence is reviewed in Th75 and Ta7S.

The results are not completely consistent, and there are probably
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as yet uncontrolled influences, such as surface topography [Lur77]. In
this connection i t i s worth remembering, when experiments have been
performed on polished surfaces of, say, nominally {110} or {100}
orientation, that micro-facets of {111} orientation may also be present
(see below).

The present work was not designed specifically to study diamond
surfaces, and lacks the depth resolution of true surface techniques, so
that any conclusions on this subject are bound to be less truly surfacespecific.

However, evidence accumulated during these investigations

sheds some light on the problems outlined above.

It appears likely that the 'dangling bonds' can be eliminated
either by surface reconstruction or by impurity atoms, the two modes
having a certain stability with respect to one another since heating is
necessary to promote a transition [Sap68a]. Natural diamond surfaces
are expected to be terminated by a layer of impurity atoms (the species
depending on the environment in which the diamond has resided), and this
was seen in the experiments described in §5.3.1.

These atoms were found

to be difficult to remove, suggestive of chemisorption rather than
physisorption;

accidentally-introduced silicon, which has the same

electronic structure as carbon, was even more tenacious, and must have
displaced other species to bond directly to the carbon. On cleaning in
stages, the 'earthy' impurities were lost first, then the silicon
(Figure 5.3).

(The silicon was always associated with three times the

number of atoms of oxygen, implying a group containing an SiO grouping.)
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Surface impurities could be removed by vigorous chemical action
(§5.3.2), but some oxygen always remained as a surface layer (that i s ,
as a peak in the spectrum of backscattered a-particles),

The surface

density of the oxygen atoms was calculated from the area under the peak,
using Eqn 2.15, for a number of {111} surfaces, and compared with the
theoretical density assuming one oxygen atom per 'dangling bond1: for
freshly cleaned surfaces the density corresponded to 1.2+0,1 monolayers.
Some beam-stimulated deposition and the lack of a background subtraction
would explain the slight excess of this figure over 1.0.

Since the cleaning was carried out in aqi-^ous solution (which was
also strongly alkaline), i t i s speculated that atoms on 'dangling bonds'
were replaced by hydroxyl (-0H) groups.

Little evidence for such groups

was found by Sappok and Boehm [Sap68b], but their surface treatments
were not in aqueous media. Hydrogen is not revealed by backscattering,
but recent work by Sellschop et al [Se77] using nuclear reactions, on
diamonds cleaned by the same process, has shown a surface concentration
of hydrogen, also equivalent to about a monolayer.

Other processes of preparing the surface would be expected to
saturate the 'dangling bonds' by different species:

for example, single

hydrogen atoms (that i s , C-H groups) in the case of polishing, which is
carried out in oily medium. This was assumed by Lurie and Wilson [Lur76,
Lur77] to explain their results on polished samples: LEED patterns
characteristic of the bulk, with no impurities detectable by Auger
electron spectroscopy (which i s blind to hydrogen).

On heating, the

hydrogen was apparently lost, and the surface reconstructed.
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An oxygen layer was also observed by Davidson et al [Das71],
after an aqueous cleaning procedure, and identified as a monolayer.
However, their calculation is in error by a factor of three, and twothirds of this oxygen must have been due to beam-induced deposition.

The polishing behaviour of diamond has been successfully
explained by experimenters at Oxford University (see for example, WÍ72,
Cas72, Cas73, Thr76) using a model based on one first put forward by
Tolkowsky [To20]. It assumes that polishing proceeds by brittle fracture
chiefly along the easy {111} cleavage planes and the tearing off of small
particles bounded by irregular {111} faces. This would result in very
little damage being propagated into the bulk, and would explain why good
channelling was obtained with polished samples (§5.4.3) - in sharp
contrast to metals and even the diamond-structure semiconductors such
as silicon, in which abrasive polishing is accompanied by considerable
plastic flow.

A polished surface would, however, be expected to be intersected
by a ne~'ork of {lll}-orientated micro-cracks, representing the
incipient stage of the polishing process, and so would be somewhat
strained. The improvement of channelling minimum yields which was
always observed after polished samples were annealed (§5.4.4) is
explained by the healing of these cracks. A network of micro-cracks
was also postulated by Vandersande [Vad73, Vad76] to explain his thermal
conductivity results from polished samples.

The channelling observations are aîso in accord with a

- 1
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thermally-activated chemical mechanism of diamond polishing, proposed
by Seal [Sea58, Sea66], However, a chemical process ought to leave
no damage at all under the surface, and no improvement would be expected
on annealing.

Channelled minimum yields at natural diamond surfaces were also
improved by annealing (§5,4,1); it is likely that diamonds accumulate
mechanical damage during their history. After annealing and cleaning,
the size of the surface peak (extrapolated to zero beam-induced
deposition) corresponded to an 'effective number of surface layers'
(6±1) close to that (5±1) theoretically calculated for a perfect crystal
(Section 9.3), indicating that the structure became almost perfect at
the surface.
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CHAPTER 10

RADIATION DAMAGE

10.1

INTRODUCTION
In the earliest Phase I investigations of diamond with a-particles,

radiation damage effects manifested themselves as a progressive increase
of the channelled spectrum height with dose.

Systematic investigations

of radiation damage were therefore undertaken to determine corrections
to the channelling data, or to establish whether damage could be made
negligible. As some interesting effects appeared, the investigations
were pursued somewhat further.

All radiation damage in these studies was induced by 1.0 MeV He
ion bombardment, and analysed by channelled ct-particles or protons. No
systematic investigation of proton damage was undertaken, since no
evidence for it was ever seen in the longest runs employed.

A note of warning has rightly been sounded by Quéré [Qu76]
against using the channelling effect too naively to extract radiation
damage in the form of 'number of displaced atoms' by the method of Btfgh
(Section 2.5). BfSgh's analysis was for randomly disordered or amorphous
regions of a crystal, whereas in a typical experiment, interstitials,
vacancies, voids, dislocation loops, etc might also be formed, all
having different dechannelling cross-sections and rendering such an
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analysis meaningless. At best, it gives a useful indication of the
amount of damage, rather than a quantitative measure of the number of
disordered atoms, unless these are all known to be in amorphous regions.

In Section 10.2 a simple determination of the relationship
between minimum yield and ion dose is described, leading to a limit on
the maximum dose tolerable if damage effects were to be negligible.
(The influence on critical angle was expected to be less marked, and to
occur chiefly via the increased depth of the channelling dip.) Attempts
to elucidate the nature of the damage are described in Sections 10.3
(annealing behaviour) and 10.4 (energy dependence), and extractions of
the damage profiles are given in Section 10.5. The conclusions are
summarised in Section 10.6.

The most remarkable feature of the damage data was its
inconsistency. The dechannelling versus dose curves were not accurately
repeatable, nor was the annealing behaviour: reverse annealing sometimes occurred. This is regarded as strong evidence for the migration
and clustering of point defects (mentioned in Qu76), and for the
interaction between them and defects or impurities already present in the
crystal in variable amounts. A proper study of light-ion damage in
diamond would evidently have to be researched at least as carefully as
the channelling studies of undamaged diamond in order to produce
consistent results.

Several studies of radiation damage in diamond due to ion
bombardment have already been reported; they are reviewed and referenced
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in Bou75 (together with neutron and electron irradiation studies).
However, all were performed with low-energy heavy ions (for example,
40 keV Ar ) and the results are not necessarily expected to be closely

•

similar to those of the present work, since a heavy ion on stopping
deposits a greater amount of energy into atomic motion, in a smaller
volume, than does a 1 MeV He* ion. The heavy-ion results could at best
be used as a guide, as could similar results for silicon and germanium.

Vavilov and co-workers [Vav74] traced the progress of 40 keV
argon-ion damage in diamond using high-energy electron diffraction.
Initially, plate-like clusters of displaced atoms were formed; after
heavier fluences the crystal broke up into «vlOOO A mosaic blocks and
twins orientated parallel to the {111} plane of the specimen, accompanied
by some general araorphisation. Finally, complete amorphisation and
graphitisation occurred. It may be noted that the fluence (<vlOls Ar
cm" 2 ) was then about two orders of magnitude less than the a-particle
fluence needed to render diamond amorphous in the experiments described
in Section 10.3. Despite this and the differences in projectile and
analysis method, the occurrence of similar processes will be deduced.

The experiments to be described are best regarded as an excursion
along an uncompleted line of research. No studies of light ion damage
in diamond appear to have been reported hitherto, and this study,
although perhaps representative only of particular specimens and
conditions, indicates the results which may be anticipated in a fuller
investigation.
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10.2

EFFECT ON MINIMUM YIELD

10.2.1 Method
To.determine the magnitude of damage effects in a typical alphachannelling experiment, long damage runs were alternated with short
analysis runs, both using 1.0 MeV He* ions on the same crystal spot.
During the analysis runs, <110> channelled spectra were recorded. The
damage runs were five times as long as the analysis runs, in either
'random1 or <110> orientations,

10.2.2 Results
The minimum yield measured just under the surface (xQ) i s plotted
against total alpha-particle fluence D in Figure 10.1, for three different
experiments on two stones.
heavy:

It may be noted that the doses involved are

about 3*10 1 6 ions cm"2 are enough to render the crystal

completely amorphous at the end of their range (according to the
i

experiments described in Section 10.4).

A good linear relationship between x 0 and D is revealed (except
for an initial region), with the slope for damage in a <110> direction
of Di6 being about one-third of that for damage in a random direction on
the same stone. This is in agreement with expectations since at these
shallow depths the a-be am is well-channelled and little damage would be
expected. However, when damaging KT2 in a random direction, the straight
line coincides closely with that for Di6 <110> rather than Di6 (random),
except for one point (arrowed) which lies on the Di6 (random) line.
This one point does not appear to result from error. It may bs that
there are two different regimes of damage, depending for example on its
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Figure 10.1: Dependence of near-surface minimum yield of scattered 1.0 MeV He* ions on ion fluence.
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rate of production relative to the rate of migration of interstitials
(KT2 had about three times the average beam current density of Di6,
but a swept beam was used - see §10.3.2).

The most valuable conclusion from these graphs is that damage
effects near the surface only become apparent at a dose of <v3xlO 16
ions cm"2 (corresponding to the dose for deep amorphisation). It was not
difficult to keep below this limit in typical experiments (see
Section 6.7).

10.3

ANNEALING

10.3.1 Experimental
The range of 1.0 MeV He ions in carbon is 1.5 ym; the greatest
depth from which 1.0 MeV protons can be backscattered out of the crystal
is greater, ^2.5 ym, so that by using a proton beam for analysis the
entire damaged volume could be investigated at the same energy as was
used for the damaging beam. Most of the damage caused by a fast ion is
at the end of its range, where nuclear stopping comes into operation,
and the alpha-damage shows up in the channelled proton spectra as a
peak rising towards the random spectral level, centred on an energy
corresponding to a depth of 1.5 ym (Figure 10.2). The peak is due both
to dechannelling by disordered regions, and to direct backscattering
by atoms not on lattice sites. At greater depths (lower energies) the
spectrum does not drop back to the perfect-crystal level owing to the
accumulated dechannelling which has already occurred.

Bactecattered
counts
Randorri^™^
1
Damage : IMeVflC *

Analyste : 1 MeV p' 4

D

010

"Hdarñ:—C^
\

BadcscatL

0-5

Figure 10.2: Examples of 1.0 MeV proton spectTa for <111> incidence on
a crystal damaged by 1.0 MeV He ions, Fluences marked
in units of 10 1 6 ions cm"2. (KT2).
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For these experiments, a uniform lateral damage distribution was
ensured over an area greater than that of the analysing beam-spot
(0.7 mm diameter at normal incidence« spreading to 1.3 mm long at the
largest values of 0) by electrostatically scanning the alpha-beam in a
raster over the crystal surface, through an oversize collimator (2.0 mm
diameter),

Annealing was carried out in (usually isochronal) stages,
typically of 20 minutes duration at 100° intervals, up to 700°C, after
various total ion bombardments.

10.3.2 Results
The results of annealing were not always consistent, as pointed
out in Section 10.1, but some general features could be established.

No annealing of the damage peak was observed after the heaviest
bombardments (M.017 ions cm"2), even on prolonged heating.

After

smaller doses (•xJO16 ions cm"2) about a 50% recovery was observed;
that i s , the peak dropped to midway between the damaged and undamaged
levels.

The lightly-damaged region between the crystal surface and the

damage layer always showed a similar recovery, (50 ±10) %. Bearing in
mind Quéré's warning [Qu76], the reduction in 'disorder1 can be taken
roughly as t<50%.

It was quite surprising to observe any recovery at a l l , as the
damage was expected to consist of bulk amorphous regions at the end of
the range of each ion or knock-on (see Pa65 and references therein) and

1
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these were not expected to re-order in diamond at the prevailing temperatures and pressure.

One must therefore conclude that about 50* of

the disordered atoms are on the fringes of the amorphous zones,
surrounded by sufficiently perfect crystal for annealing to be
energetically feasible.

This model enables an estimate of the sizes of the zones to be
obtained.

It will be assumed that they are roughly spherical and that

the disorder falls effectively to zero within a few interatomic
spacings, say *v<10 A Cthe length of the carbon-carbon bond in diamond is
1.544 A), Then for the volume of an amorphous sphere of diameter T
to be half that of sphere plus semi-damaged halo,
1T/6T3 = i[ir/6Cr + 2x10) 3 ]

giving approximately,
t i> 60 Ä.

This should be an overestimate since i t neglects isolated interstitials,
and because of the original assumptions.

Another estimate for the size of these zones may be obtained from
the failure of the heavily-damaged region to anneal at large doses presumably because the amorphous zones had overlapped to form a single
amorphous layer.

The critical dose will be taken as ^3xlO16 ions cm"2,

which i s also the dose at which the spectral peak was observed to reach
the random level.

The thickness of the damage layer was determined from

the spectra as ^0.6 ym. Then the number of a-particles stopped in unit
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volume of the crystal is
3

* 1Ql6

1 x 0.6 x 10"1»

and the volume per damage zone is the reciprocal of this. Thus
T <v 3/2 x io"2i
* 10 A.
This i s an underestimate since superimposition of the damage regions has
been neglected.

Considering the crudity of the assumptions, the two estimates
agree quite well.

This lends confidence in the model of the damage

consisting of individual amorphous zones. Amorphous clusters of similar
size have been observed by transmission electron microscopy in silicon
damaged by Ne ions (^50 A diameter) [Maz68] and germanium damaged by 0"
ions (70 - 90 A diameter) [Pa65].

However, calculations based on the accepted nuclear stopping
theories (for example, Li68) indicated that ct-particles would produce
atomic displacements in diamond over a much greater range, M000 A.
This implies that aggregation into smaller amorphous clusters must have
occurred after damaging, presumably by the motion of interstitials.
Similar conclusions were reached by Vandersande [Vad75] from the results
of thermal conductivity experiments on diamond after electron irradiation
(which produces a different initial distribution of atomic displacements):
that the interstitials are mobile and form aggregates of MOO - 200 A
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diameter at room temperature, or ^55 A diameter after annealing to
1100°C.

Finally« an estimate of the number of disordered atoms per
incident ion may be obtained from the estimated volume of a damage
cluster. The number of atoms per unit volume is
density x Avagadro's number
atomic mass
and multiplying these two quantities together gives
disordered
atoms per ion * [2 x 10" 21 ] x [3.S2 x 6.023 x 1O23/12.O1]
"v 3 x I Q 2 .
This agrees with a more accurate estimate which will be obtained
subsequently (110.5.2).

No sharply defined annealing stage was observed: if annealing
occurred at all, the spectral height decreased progressively as the
temperature was raised (Figure 10.3). Apparent steps are thought to be
due to counting statistics or slight crystal misalignments, as they are
within experimental error and are not reflected in both the damage and

I
•i

sub-damage regions (defined in §10.4.2). The lack of well-defined
annealing thresholds implies that no very specific types of defects,
with well-defined activation energies, were annealing out, but that the
damage consisted largely of rather general amorphisation and semicrystalline regions; such damage would also control the rate of annealing
by motion of interstitials through the lattice.
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TEMPERATURE °C

500

Figure 10.3: Annealing of alpha-damaged diamond monitored by changes in
the minimum y i e l d . The damage and sub-damage depths are
defined in Table 10.1 with Figure 10.2.
Damage dose = 1.29 X 10 16 a cm
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The upper limit of the apparatus for in s i t u annealing was about
7SO°C. Annealing t o higher temperatures would have been desirable,
since complete restoration of crystalline order in ion-bombarded diamond
has been reported a f t e r annealing at 95O°C [Das71].

10.4

ENERGY DEPENDENCE

10,4.1 General
I t has been pointed out [Bro73] t h a t the dechannelling crosssections for small defects ( i n t e r s t i t i a l s and clusters) should be
proportional to E" 1 , and for extended defects (such as dislocations]
t o E* [Qu68a, Qu68b, Moy72]. Energy dependences of E"* for proton
i n t e r s t i t i a l s [Jou74] and E° for stacking-faults [Moy72] and voids
[Ron75] have also been calculated.

Proton spectra were therefore

obtained at different energies in order So elucidate the nature of the
damage.

10.4.2 Experimental
The usable energy range for these experiments was limited by
resonances at i t s lower and upper bounds.
and 4.50 MeV, using both accelerators.

Data were taken between 0.75

The damage was alrays by 1.0 MeV

He i o n s , using a scanned beam, in a random direction near <111>.

Light

doses were used, up to 1 . 3 x l O i e ions cm" 2 .

Channelled minimum yields were p l o t t e d logarithmically against
energy:
i)

for the undamaged c r y s t a l , for three different alpha-particle
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fluences, and for the subsequently annealed crystal;
ii)

for protons channelled down <110>, <111>, and <100> axes;

iii)

for four different depths below the surface, including the
damage depth: they are indicated on the proton spectra in
Figure 10,2 and listed in Table 10.1.

TABLE 10.1
Analysis Depths for Energy Dependence of Dechannelling

Spectrum Region
(Figure 10.2)

Referred to as

Depth Cum)

A

Surface

0.0

B

Sub-surface

0.7

C

Damage peak

1.5

D

Sub-damage

2.25

The depth region of greatest interest is the sub-damage region
D, in which the dechannelling due to the damage layer manifests itself.
For this depth, the 'perfect crystal' yield was subtracted from the
'damaged' yield, and the resulting 'damage dechannelled' yield plotted
for conditions (i) and (ii).
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The energy E at each depth was calculated by the method
explained in §2.4.3.

10.4.3 Results
Some of the plots are shown in Figures 10.4 to 10.15. The surface
and subsurface yields changed little with the light doses used, and these
plots have not been repeated for each damage stage.

Plots for the undamaged crystal, for the four different depth
regions, are shown for <110> analysis in Figure 10.4, for <111> in
Figure 10.5 and for <100> in Figure 10.6. The surface yield remains
nearly constant with energy, as expected from Eqn 2.10, and the other
three regions show the energy dependence expected for dechannelling in
undamaged diamond due to electron multiple scattering and thermal
vibrations [Li65], x_¿ aEEVV with v = -0.8.

The curious behaviour of the damage peak and sub-damage regions
after a - p a r t i d e bombardment may be seen in Figures 10.7 to 10.12.
At the lower energies v remains negative as the dose increases, with
values between -0.9 and -0.5 (until the yield approaches 100%), but at
higher energies the curves for the <110> and the <100> axes curl
upward, with v reaching +1.0 in some cases. The <111> curves maintain
substantially their original negative slope throughout.

Although only

the sub-damage yield i s determined purely by dechannelling - the damage
peak yield is due to direct backscattering also - the two regions show
very similar behaviour.

This agrees with a single scattering model of

the dechannelling, in which dechannelling and backscattering are
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YIELD
/o

E^MeV)
Figure 10.4: Minimum yield versus energy at different depths: undamaged
crystal, <110> (KT2).
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Figure 10.5: Minimum yield versus energy at different depths : undamaged
crystal, <111> (KT2).
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Figure 10.6: Minimum yield versus energy at different depths: undamaged
crystal, <100> (KT2).
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Figure 10.7: Minimum yield versus energy after damage: damage peak
depth, <110> (KT2).
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Figure 10.8: Minimum yield versus energy after damage: damage peak
depth, <111> (KT2).
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Figure 10.9; Minimum yield versus energy after damage: damage peak
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Figure 10.10: Minimum yield versus energy after damage: sub-damage
depth, <110> (KT2).
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Figure 10.12; Minimum yield versus energy after damage: sub-damage
depth, <100> (KT2).
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proportional to one another (§2.5.1 and Sc73), The behaviour of the
dechannelling due to the damage alone (with the perfect-crystal
contribution removed as indicated in the previous section) is illustrated
in Figures 10.13 to 10.15, Similar features to the abovementioned ones
are seen, except that the low-energy negative slope of the <110> and
<100> curves is absent.

It may also be noticed that the amount of dechannelling, and its
rate of increase with a-particle fluence, is much greater in <110> than
in <111> or <100>. This is illustrated by Figures 10.16 and 10¿17, in
which yield is plotted against damage dose for two energies, and by
Table 10.2, which shows values of the damage dechannelling yield relative

TABLE 10.2
Values of "Relative Damage Dechannelling"
Ion dose 1.3* 10 1 5 a cm" 2
Incident
Energy
(MeV)

[x

min(dam) - W P ^ l / W p e r f )
<110>

<111>

<100>

1.3

2.0

0.7

0.4

4.5

8.7

1.1

1.4

1
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Figure 10.14:
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energy: <111> (KT2).
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to that for the perfect crystal, given by
-xminCperf)1/xmin(perfiThe relative damage dechannelling is similar and small for the <111> and
r

<100> axes, in contrast to the <110> case, and despite the quite different
energy dependences of the <111> and <100> yields. The higher <110>
dechannelling is evidently the major effect.

10.4.4 Explanations
There appears to be no single explanation for the behaviour just
described. It is likely that several typés of defect are present, and
their influences are seen superimposed in the dechannelling results.

The first possibility which can be dismissed is that the observed
curvature of the yield versus energy plots is due to the presence of
both small and extended defects, the E" 1 dependence of the former
dominating at lower energies and the E 2 dependence of the latter taking
over at higher energies. Although both types of defects are probably
present, the effect of the small defects is strong only in <111>
(Figure 10.14), indicating dominance of other damage; moreover at high
energies v > 0.5, in fact v^l.O.

The most important anomaly to be explained is probably the high
<110> damage dechannelling;

this could be due to a lattice location of

damage interstitials within the regions of nearly perfect crystal. One
requires a site which is shielded along the <111> and <100> rows, but
not along the <110> rows.
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Four sites have been suggested [Wat71, Wei73] for the self•-1

i" i

interstitial in diamond; they are illustrated in Figure 10.18, A
careful examination of a three-dimensional model reveals that only the
tetrahedral site satisfies the above requirements (Figure 10.19).
Therefore, the tetrahedral site appears to be the preferred residence of
interstitial carbon atoms generated in these experiments, in contrast to
calculations [Wat71, Wei73] which have pointed to the "split-<100>'
or 'bond-centred' configurations as energetically most favourable.

It remains to be explained why these interstitials do not
produce a negative energy exponent for dechannelling in <110> - in
fact v <\i +0.3 at low energies (Figure 10.13). This could be due to
flux-peaking effects:

i t can be shown [Fea76] that the flux peak at a

fixed depth 'sharpens up' as the energy of the ions incident on the
crystal surface increases.

This would produce an increasing interaction

probablility between ions and interstitials located near the channel
centre as the energy increased.

Many other studies have emphasised the importance of detailed
transaxial angular scans in deriving valid lattice-location results, in
order to allow for, and take advantage of, flux-peaking effects.

Some

preliminary scans at 1.0 MeV were undertaken, but no obvious effects of
flux-peaking manifested themselves in this mode of analysis.

It would

be interesting to carry these experiments further.

The strong upward curl of the <110> and <100> curves at the
highest energies, to a slope of ^1.0, requires an additional explanation.
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~-+ <10Q>
Figure 10.18:

Projection of diamond lattice on {110}, showing examples
of suggested self-interstitial sites: o lattice atoms;
• interstitials, namely: (a) tetrahedral, (b) hexagonal,
(c) split-<100>, (d) bond-centred. (After Wat71).

<!00>

O

Figure 10.19: Projection of diamond lattice on {110}, showing screening
of tetrahedral interstitial sites along <111> and <100>.
o lattice atoms;
• tetrahedral sites.
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J.S suggested that this is due to the breakup of the crystal into
slightly misorientated mosaic blocks. Consider channelled ions entering
a mosaic block which is misorientated from the original channel axis
by a small angle ß; their angular spread with respect to that axis will
be between * +^i and * -i[i,. Thus if ß <ty,most of the beam will
remain channelled, whereas if ß > i|i, most will be dechannelled.

Since

I|I, depends on energy, a transition between the two regimes will occur
as the energy is raised.

The energy dependence of the dechannelling may be obtained by
considering the dependence of the yield ip on the incidence angle (tp - ß)
with respect to the channel axis of a mosaic block. In §7.3.1 it was
mentioned that, for \|> 3 4>i, x " 41 with k=4 for axes at shallow depths
(see Eqn 7.1) ; at the depths now being considered (^2 jim), k = 2 is
found to provide a better fit. The width of the dip scales with t|»i,
so that
X - [(• (neglecting the minimum yield).

(10.1)

Either Eqn 2.4 or Eqn 2.7 gives
(10.2)

and from Eqn 10.2 and Eqn 10.1
(10.3)
This i s the dependence of yield on energy observed for the damage
dechannelling at the highest energies, in the <110> and <100> axes. The
lack of a similar effect in <111> must be due to all the misorientations
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consisting of twists about this <111> axis (the one used was
perpendicular to the crystal surface).

It has been implicitly assumed in the derivation above that
parallel trajectories were incident on a mosaic block with a well-defined
orientation.

Of course there is not only a distribution of trajectories

as previously mentioned, but also presumably a distribution of B. This
does not affect the energy dependence of the overall yield.

An estimate of the mean misorientation of the crystallites may
be obtained by considering that the transition from low to high dechannelling occurs when ii>i * ß. For different axes of polar angle 9,
one may put ß = ysinO, where y is the twist of a mosaic block about
<111>. The value of îji, to be used is that for the energy at which the
yield curve begins to curl upward. Then
Y sino

(10.4)

1

At this stage it may be noted that the change of slope in the
<110> case occurs at about 2 - 3 times the energy of the <100> case (for
damage stage 2, where the behaviour is clearest, •»• 2.5-3 MeV for <110>
(Figure 10.13) and -v 1-1.5 MeV for <100> (Figure 10.15)).

This is in

agreement with expectations; either Eqn 2.4 or Eqn 2.7 gives
<i, « (Ed)" 1 , and if Eqn 10.4 is satisfied, then
Ej « (d s i n ^ ) " 1
This gives a calculated value of the ratio E <110>/E,<100> of 2.88.
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Inserting the above rough values of U1 into Eqn 10.4 gives
Y * 0.5°
for both <H0> and <100> data.

Another form of polycrystallinity was considered: microtwinning
by 60° rotation about the <111> axis normal to the sample face. (This
is the same twin law that produces macles.) It can easily be shown that
low-index axes lying in {110} planes (as do all those investigated here)
always coincide with low-index axes in the twin; the pairs of axes have
indices of the form <fi h 1> and <1 1 t> where
Ah - i h - 21 - 1 = 0

(10.5)

For <110> and <100> channelling, the corresponding axes presented by twins
(<411> and <221>) have smaller critical angles, and enhanced dechannelling
would result.

A demonstration of this effect in silicon has recently

been published [Fo77].

This mechanism produces an energy independent dechannelling:

the

r a t i o between two c r i t i c a l angles depends only on the row spacing, so
that the relative narrowing of the channel in the twin does not depend
on energy.

Dechannelling at the matrix/twin interface is also energy

independent as the l a t t e r constitutes a stacking-fault or free surface
within the crystal.

There is some evidence for an energy-independent component in the
dechannelling curves for <110> (Figure 10.13) and <100> (Figure 10.15).
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There is no such evidence in the <111> curves (Figure 10.14), as expected,
if twinning is by rotation about this axis. Voids also give an
energy-independent dechannelling, but would be visible in all axes.

A crucial experiment to test some of the above deductions would
be to channel along one of the other <111> axes at 7O°32' to the one
used. Here the yield versus energy curves would still not be affected
by tetrahedral interstitials, but mosaic spread would produce a strong
upward trend at high energies, and twinning would contribute an energyindependent component, as according to Eqn 10.5, an axis such as
[1ÏÏ] transforms into one of the form <551> in the twin. Unfortunately
the maximum angular aperture of the goniometer was 70°, and the
experiment was not carried out.

Curves for data taken after annealing to 700°C are also plotted
on Figures 10.7 to 10.15. Apart from their lower overall yield values,
their most noticeable feature is that at higher energies, for the <110>
and <100> axes, they are much flatter than the pre-anneal curves. This
implies that the mosaic spread has been reduced. There still seems to
be an energy-independent component, implying that the postulated
microtwins are stable; and dechannelling in <110> is still greater,
although in somewhat smaller proportion relative to that in <111> and
<100> than was the case before annealing. One may deduce that not all
the tetrahedral interstitials have annealed out at 700°C, although the
self-interstitial in diamond is normally mobile below room temperature
[Vad75]. This supports the suggestion of §10.3.2 that their motion is
here limited by the presence of other forms of disorder which have not
yet annealed completely at 700°C.
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10.5

DAMAGE PROFILE EXTRACTION

1 0 . 5 , 1 Method
The principle o f extracting a quantity representing the 'degree
o f disorder* of a damaged c r y s t a l , as a function of depth, from the
depth-dependent channelled minimum y i e l d , was outlined i n Section 2 . 5 .
A Fortran programme to perform the extraction according t o these
p r i n c i p l e s , was written to run as a subroutine of CHANSPEC ( § 7 . 2 . 3 ) .

A 'perfect 1 (undamaged) spectrum, as well as the 'damaged'
spectra and a 'random' spectrum, were required.

After depth conversion

(S7.2.1) and normalisation ( § 7 . 2 . 2 ) , the value of the disorder parameter
n(z) was calculated as a stepwise function of depth, s t a r t i n g at the
surface, for each depth increment into which the programme divided the
spectra.

The dechannelling function f ( z ) (Eqn 2.19) was required to

merge smoothly with the channelled y i e l d x d ( z ) at depths greater than
those of the v i s i b l e damage peak.

The dechannelling parameter K

(Eqn 2.21) was s u i t a b l y adjusted and the damage extraction r e - i t e r a t e d
u n t i l t h i s convergence condition was met.

To obtain the i n i t i a l estimate o f K, KQ,

Schmid [Sc73] showed

how t o use a s t r a i g h t - l i n e approximation t o f(z) under the damage peak.
I t was found that the particular shapes of the diamond spectra often gave
r i s e to u n r e a l i s t i c a l l y large or small values of K when t h i s method was
applied, and the programme became unstable.

I t was usually b e t t e r to

impose an arbitrary value of KQ with 0 < K < 1,
programme was able t o converge.

from which the
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The steps in the calculation were as follows (the notation is
that of §2,5.2; i denotes the depth interval number). By Eqns 2.19
and 2.21,

£(i)

+ *

I gCJ)

For the first depth interval this became

f(D
Then by Eqn 2.18,

g(i) - XdCi) - f CD
Finally, by Eqn 2.20,

The programme had to be told approximately where to expect the damage
to end (but this could be modified by the programme in the light of
the damage actually found). After this point, the sum £g(j) was no
longer accumulated, and the programme began comparing values of f (i)
and Xj(i)• After adjusting K upward or downward as required, another
iteration was performed, until f(i) converged to Xj(i) *° the
stipulated degree of accuracy. The integrated damage (E n(i)) and its
distribution were then printed out.

10.5.2 Results
An example of a damage profile extraction (traced from the
computer output) is shown in Figure 10.20. Extractions were performed
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N

2-5

2 (prn)

Figure 10.20: Extracted damage profile n(z) with original spectrum
X(z) and fitted dechannelling function f (z) (KT2).
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for two of the analysis energies, 1.3 MeV and 4.5 MeV. Approximately
the same values of the adjustable parameter < (which measures the
ratio of dechannelling to direct backscattering) were required for
different damage stages, but each combination of axis and energy required
a different value; they are listed in Table 10.3. It seems possible to
fit all the data with a single value of K using the equivalent of a
plural scattering treatment based on the observed dechannelling by
amorphous surface layers [Fea75]. Thus the necessity for different

TABLE 10.3
Damage Extraction Parameters

Energy

Damage Peak
(um)*

Values of K

(MeV)
<110>

<111>

<100>

Depth

Width

1.3

0.17

0.09

0.11

1.5

0.3

4.5

0.40

0.10

0.20

1.7

0.3

•Errors in these figures are = ±0.05 um.

values here is probably due to the shortcomings of the single scattering
model which is implied in the treatment used (§2.5.2).

Table 10.3 also contains the mean damage depth and the half-width
at half-maximum of the extracted peak (after correction for the trajectory
angle, these quantities were the same for a l l three axes).

The depth

-]

r
tsi

TABLE 10.4
Integrated Damage as a Function of Damaging Fluence and Analysis Energy

Damaging Dose D
Axis

(10 15 o cm" 2 )

Damage * S n(i) X coso (10 1B cm" 2 )

j

1.3 MeVp

4.5 MeV'p

"1

<110>

1.0
3.3
12.9
anneal

0.2
0.7
2.8

0.2
1.2
4.3
1.5

<111>

1.0
3.3
12.9
anneal

0.2
0.8
2.5

0.2
0.9
2.5
1.0

<100>

1.0
3.3
12.9
anneal

0.2
1.0
2.9

0.3
1.1
2.7
1.3
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increases slightly with energy, the width remaining constant. This
may be due to a depth-scale error, but is probably an observation of a
phenomenon pointed out by Quéré [Qu76], that defects which obstruct the
channels, such as small clusters or stacking-faults, cause most of their
dechannelling within a distance X/4 beyond the defect, where X is the
channelled trajectory 'wavelength1, which increases with energy.

Extracted values of the integrated damage E n(i) are summarised in
Table 10.4 and plotted against damaging dose in Figure 10.21. They have
been multiplied by cos6 to eliminate the effect of traversing a greater
thickness of damage at larger polar angles. The absolute accuracy of the
extraction is approximately independent of dose and is * ±0.1 * 10 1 8 cm"2.

For <111> and <100> analysis, the integrated damage is independent
of axis or energy and increases approximately linearly with a-particle
fluence, with some indication of a curvature corresponding to a
saturation effect. (It may be noted however that the maximum value
of n(i) attained is only *v0.4.)

For <llp>, the relationship is again

linear, and similar in magnitude at the lower energy, but more damage
is observed at the higher energy. This is in keeping with the
suggestions of §10.4.4, that the chief anomaly is that between <110>
and the other axes, and that it is due to the presence of tetrahedral
interstitials which are only observable in <110> and for which the
nuclear encounter probability increases as the energy increases causing
the ion flux to peak more sharply at the mid-channel axis [Fea76].

These results provide an experimental example of the problem
discussed by Quéré [Qu76]: that unless a damaged region is amorphous,
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5.0

4-0

1.3MeVp

4-5MeVp

O

<IIO>

•

•

<IOO>

•

M
O

«O
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81

I 2.0
•o
6)
*••

2
S»

I

approximate
errors

5
10
15
15
2
ûl-particle fluence (l0 cm~ )

Figure 10.21:

Dependence of measured damage on damaging dose

(KT2).
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the 'amount of damage1 found depends on experimental factors and
cannot be taken as the 'number of atoms not on lattice sites'.

If despite this the <110> data at 4.5 MeV are taken as giving
the best rough estimate of the number of atomic displacements, then
\,

the slope of the upper line in Figure 10.21 gives a number of displaced
carbon atoms per incident a-particle of 330±20. This agrees with the
estimate of ^300 derived from the annealing behaviour (§10.3.2).
Inserting it into the Kinchin-Pease relationship in the form
N(E n ) = 0.42
(where N(E ) is the number of displaced atoms, E is the amount of
energy available for nuclear collisions, and E, is the threshold
displacement energy which is equal to 80 eV for diamond when averaged
over all directions [Bi74]) gives an estimate for E of 60 keV. It
would be interesting to compare this value with the result of a
comprehensive calculation of Winterbon type [Win72],

10.6

SUMMARY
There was evidence for several different types of damage in

a-bombarded diamond, but i t was complementary rather than conflicting.
In addition to identifiable damage types there were probably more
general amorphisation and even graphitisation present.

The annealing behaviour (§10.3.1) implied the existence of
c l u s t e r s with diameters of a few tens of Ängströms (S10.3.2).

Although

the data were consistent with one cluster per ion track, the s i z e was
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smaller than the expected region of heavy damage at the end of the
trade, and aggregation of interstitials had probably occurred. The
clusters may have had amorphous cores which were unable to anneal. The
energy dependence of the dechannelling (§10.4,3) pointed to the
presence of interstitial carbon atoms in the tetrahedral sites, and
mosaic blocks with a spread of ^ . 5 ° ; with less direct evidence for
microtwinning on {111} planes parallel to the crystal surface (§10.4.4).
Dechannelling by extended defects may have been present (there was
evidence in the gas-etching results of §5.4.2 for dislocations in
bombarded crystal regions) but did not appear to play a major role.
Extraction of the damage profiles (§10.5.2) supported the deduction of
tetrahedral interstitials.

On annealing to 700°C, the evidence for interstitials and mosaic
spread was progressively reduced. The motion of single interstitials,
which are normally already mobile at room-temperature, must have been
limited by the extent to which other damage had healed.

These results agree quite well with the deductions of Vavilov
et al [Vav74] already referred to (Section 10.1), except that those
workers observed a sequence of damage types with increasing dose. The
ion-beam technique was not sensitive enough to reveal such evidence.
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CHAPTER 11

CONCLUSIONS

I t has been shown that reproducible, reliable ion channelling
data can be obtained for natural diamond, although achieving t h i s i s not
as straightforward as for many other substances, and special precautions
must be taken (Chapters 5 and 6 ) .

Results can be very specimen

dependent, and careful selection from a moderate number of good stones
i s necessary in order to obtain specimens representative of i n t r i n s i c
diamond without appreciable impurity or mechanical damage effects
(Section 5.2).

Channelled minimum yield measurements provide the best

c r i t e r i o n for selecting stones for channelling studies (§5.2.3).
Pretreating the diamonds by surface removal or annealing usually
produces a significant improvement in crystal quality as monitored by
channelling (Section 5 . 4 ) .

Cleaning, too, can be important, and requires the application of
special methods (Section 5.3).

Here ion backscattering provides a

sensitive means of monitoring surface cleanliness (§5.3.2).

Care must

be taken to avoid re-contamination from the vacuum environment
(Section 6.6), because common contaminants have higher atomic numbers
than carbon and can cause significant dechannelling.

Some of the special techniques described in Chapter 6 were
evolved to deal with other problems which are more severe with diamond,
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such as target charging (Section 6.3) and electronic noise pickup
(Section 6.5); in other cases the problems are common to all ion
channelling experiments but are not always adequately considered, such
as secondary electron suppression (Section 6.2), and the orientation of
transaxial scan-planes (Section 6.8). It was shown that the exact choice
of axial and planar scans can have a significant effect on the measured
values of channelling critical angles (Sections 6.8 and 6.9).

Critical angles ip, have been measured for several low-index
axes and planes of diamond, at several energies and for two ion species
(Section 7.4). They were reported in Tables 7.3 to 7.8; the channelling
dips and their behaviour with depth were plotted in Figures 7.3 to 7.28.
The reproducibility of the results between different specimens was good
and the errors were vtO.01° which is small by ion channelling standards.

Kith the exceptions noted below, all the results were shown in
Section 7.5 to be well described by Barrett's semi-empirical relationships [Bar71], which are rooted in the continuum model of channelling
proposed by Lindhard [Li65]. These relationships are, for axial
channelling Eqn 2.7:

with k = 0.83 and m = 1.2, and for planar channelling Eqn 2.8:
mu
= k F

PS I

d
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with k = 0.76 and m = 1.6.

The other symbols are defined in Chapter 2,

and the functions F^CO and F ps (ç,n) are presented in Bar71 and Ge74.
Typical differences between theoretical and experimental values of tpi
were ^0,01°. The values of k and m quoted above were proposed by
Barrett as giving the best representation of the variation of i|>» with
temperature; for the ion and energy dependence he found slightly
smaller values of k gave a better fit to his Monte Carlo simulations
(see Table 2.1). Houever, the former set of values gave better agreement
with the ion and energy dependence as well as with the temperature
dependence in the present case.

This may be because Barrett did not

extrapolate his values to zero depth, as was done here.

It i s remarkable that these expressions apply so well to diamond,
which has the lowest values of both u and Z for which careful comparison
with experiment have been made, and therefore represents an extreme case.

For higher-order axes (<100>, <211>) a smaller value of k in
Eqn 2.7 gave a better f i t , namely k = 0.76+0.01: the physical significance
of this was not obvious.

For an unequally-spaced plane ({111}) Eqn 2.S

gave incorrect values when the mean planar spacing was inserted.

However,

modifying the equation in terms of the continuum model, to include the
effects of the four nearest planes and not just two (Eqn 7.5 with Eqn 7.4)
was successful in correctly predicting the measured values of ijii (§7.5.3).

The axial data agreed equally well with values calculated by the
method of Várelas and Sizmann [Var72], based on a consideration of the
exactness of transverse energy conservation in the channels as determined
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by binary-collision calculations (§7.5.4). The fact that two quite
different theoretical approaches can predict experimental results
accurately, gives confidence that the channelling phenomenon is well
understood. The accuracy of Várelas and Sizmann's treatment does not
seem to have been appreciated hitherto, because it produces critical
Vi

angles i|i which should not be compared directly with measured half-angles
pi.

If Barrett's k i s regarded as a conversion factor as in §7.5.4, then

the calculated values of Taty are found to agree closely with the measured
values of i|ii.

The empirical approximations of Morgan and Van Vliet [Mo70, Mo71]
appear to be out of their range of applicability in the case of diamond.

The dependence of proton critical angles on temperature was also
found to be well reproduced by Eqns 2.7 and 2.8 of Barrett, and by the
method of Várelas and Sizmann, over the range examined, 20°C to 700°C
(Section 8.3).

The data were presented in Tables 8.1 and 8.2 and

Figures 8.1 to 8.4.

The form of Eqns 2.7 and 2.8 is that obtained in the continuum
approximation by putting p , the critical approach distance to the
strings or planes bounding the channel, equal to mu,, where Uj is the
RMS thermal vibration amplitude of the atoms in one dimension and
m t 1. The accuracy with which these expressions hold for diamond
(S8.3.1) is the most direct confirmation yet obtained that the critical
distance parameter for stable channelling is u x rather than a ^ as
suggested by Lindhard [Li65]. In diamond u * 0.17aTp whereas in most
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solids on which channelling experiments have been performed, the two
quantities are comparable.

There was some indication of a stronger temperature dependence
than that predicted for axes by Eqn 2.7, as noticed also by others
[And72].

I t was suggested that this could best be accounted for by a

mildly temperature-dependent value of m, that i s , by a dependence of
p on u somewhat stronger than linear (§8,3.2).

Studies of the surface peak in the backscatter spectra of axially
channelled protons were complicated by the slow deposition of carbon
layers from the turbomolecular pump. An extrapolation to zero deposit
gave an effective number of surface layers of the crystal i t s e l f in near
agreement with Barrett's prediction, Eqn 2.12, indicating that the
crystal was perfect at the surface with the possible exception of one or
two outer layers (Section 9.3).

The surface minimum yield was studied in Section 9.4;
presented in Tables 9.1 and 9.2.

data are

The effect thereon of the surface

deposit was small and could be corrected for (§9.4.1). The predicted
dependence on row spacing of X-J- " d (Eqn 9.8) was well reproduced
(§9.4.3; Figure 9.4).

The temperature dependence agreed with that

proposed by Barrett [Bar71] and embodied in Eqn 2.10:

where Barrett's values for C and C were 3.0+0.2 and 0.2+0.1 respectively,
and the other symbols were defined in Chapter 2.

(The square-root factor

1
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was always ^1 in this work, and x3°'O.) Barrett suggested that one
might generally take C 1 = 0. The values obtained here were C = 3.2±0.6
and C = 0.05+0.05 (§9.4.2). Once again, diamond provides a stringent
test of theory. The two major terms (x, = NydnCu? and x 2 = NyditCaåp)
are very disparate in most substances, with X 1 * X 2 (because C » C and
and the true values of x and hence of C are hard to assess;

u

in diamond x * X (because u « a--) and the value of C ' may be
examined more closely.

The value obtained was distinctly smaller than

Barrett's, and supports his suggestion that one may take C = 0 in
practice.

In fact, in his analysis, all contributions to x

in

were

determined by a density-of-trajectories function proportional to u^,
and this is vindicated by the present data.

In such a model x_ in

cannot be interpreted geometrically as representing the forbidden area
around the strings, as was formerly customary.

Such extensive theoretical predictions for planar minimum yields
are not available.

It i s generally agreed that x - n should be « d"1,

and this dependence was well followed by the data (Table 9.2).

(By

coincidence, the unequal {111} spacing does not produce an anomaly here.)
A small temperature dependence was observed, and tentatively fitted by a
reasonable function (§9.4.4; Table 9.3).

A by-product of these studies was the shedding of some light on
the nature of the diamond surface, which is still an unresolved problem.
The ion-beam results agreed'with other work which has suggested that the
surface 'dangling bonds' can be satisfied either by inipurity atoms or by
surface reconstruction. The high crystal perfection apparent under

1
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polished surfaces v;as consistent with a current model of the polishing
process as being primarily one of the tearing off of very small blocks
by brittle fracture, and also with an alternative mechanism of
thermally-activated chemical reaction (Section 9.5),

The radiation damage of diamond by light ions appeared to be a
highly complex phenomenon (Chapter 10) as has been observed for other
substances and projectiles. It was however possible to keep damage
effects negligible while taking channelling data (Section 10.2). From
the annealing behaviour (Section 10.3), the energy dependence of the
dechannelling (Section 10,4), and the extracted damage profiles
(Section 10.5), some deductions could be made about the nature of the
damage; they were summarised in Section 10.6. No single type of
damage fitted all the observations; there was good evidence for
amorphous zones or clusters, self-interstitials preferentially located
in the tetrahedral sites, and mosaic spread, and weaker evidence for
microtwinning and rather general amorphisation, in general agreement
with other studies [Vav74] .

Diamond is an easy crystal in which to perform channelling
investigations, but a difficult one in which to do them reproducibly.
The problem can be overcome by applying careful, logical procedures,
and the resulting measurements are of interest in providing some extreme
tests of the accepted channelling theories. In most cases theoretical
predictions agreed well with the experiments herein described.
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A P P E N D I X

A.l

DIAMOND CHANNELLING DATA
A l l values in A.

Name

Symbol

Formula

Value

l a t t i c e parameter

a

-

3.567

a/2/2

2.522

a/3/2

3.089

a

3.567

a/6/2

4.369

a/2/4

1.261

a/3/6*

1.030

a/4

O.S92

/3/2a/6

0.728

Eqn 2.2a

0.258

Eqn 2.2b

0.21

8/a 3

0.176

Debye

0.044

a x i a l spacings
d<100>

planar spacings

dp{110}
U}

p
d ííoo}
dp{211>

Thomas-Fermi screening
distance

atoms per unit volume

thermal vibration amplitude

*But see §7.5.2.

N„
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A.2

POCKET CALCULATOR PROGRAMMES
The v e r s i o n s g i v e n here are f o r t h e Hewlett-Packard HP25.

They

run w i t h s l i g h t m o d i f i c a t i o n s on the o t h e r HP progranunable c a l c u l a t o r s .

Co-ordinate conventions f o r both programmes are d e f i n e d i n
Figures A . I and A . 2 .

The e q u a t i o n s used are as f o l l o w s :

9 = a r c cos (cos6

cos<|i - sinO

sirop cos<f>')

siniji

• =•

+ arc sin
sine

In GCS, the value of ty i s stepped; in CRAP-2, ijt* i s stepped.
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R»s.

Pos.0

Figure Al;

Definition of goniometer coordinates.
clockwise.

¿negative

$ is positive

f"e r.c.ction

of

anticlockwise jr I I «»creasing
0 s0
positive
clockwise

Figure A2:

Definition of local coordinates. i|/ is always positive.
$' is positive clockwise.
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Croat Circle Scans (GCS)

Line
00
01
02
OS
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Énîry

Coraents
7

RCL 1

feos
STO 6
RCL 1
g ABS
t «in
RCL 4

Calculation
«nd storage of
constant
trigonometric
functions

f cos
X
STO 7
RCL 4

f sin
STO O
f(CLEAR)STK
RCL 3
f cos
RCL 6
X

RCL 3

6 loop

f sin
RCL 7
X
•

g eos" 1

Une

E«ry

25

RCL 1

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
55

ENTER t

36
37
58

t
RCL 0
X

39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

g sin" 1
RCL 2

C0Bnents

g ABS

«
X

R/S
gABS

f sin
RCL 3

f sin
s^y

*
loop

4

R/S
RCL S
STO • 3
CIO 14

Steps scan
angle • and
goes bac'x to
loop st¿rt

Registers
«0

sin • '

R4

• ' (scan plane orientation)

»1

6 a (Co-ordinates of axis)

Rg

At (scan angle step)

«2

• a (Co-ordinates of axis)

Rg

cos 8 a

«3

•

R?

ess i- s i n 6 ft

Step

(Insort t0, initial scan angle)

Instructions

1
2
3

Key in programme
Initialize
Store constants

4
S
6
7

Run

8

.

Repeat as required
To check value of t used for
previous pair of 6 and í values

Input
Data/Units

1

Keys.

Output
Data/Units

• f
PRO!
STO 1
STO 2
STO 3
STO 4
STO S
R/S
R/S
R/S
R/S

RCL

9

0

•o
\
•l
etc
3

•
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Constant Radius Azimuthal Precession. Version 2 (CRAP-2)
lino
00
01
02
03

04
05
06
07
08
09
»
U
12
13
14
IS
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Line

°"^nts

Entry

-

2S

26

RCL 1
f cos
RCL 3
f cos
X
STO 6
RCL 1
g ABS
f sin
DCt 3
f sin
STO O
X
STO 7
f(CLEAR)STK
RCL 4
f cos
RCL 7

27
28
29
Calculation
and storage
of constant
trigonometric
functions

30

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

X

CHS
RCL 6
*
g cos*1
RCL 1

9 loop

Key
Entry

Comments

ENTER +
g ABS
•
X

R/S
g ABS
f sin
RCL 4
f sin
xtfy
*
RCLO

* îoop

X

g sin"1
RCL 2
+

R/S
RCL 5
STO* 4
CTO 15

Steps azimuth
i* and returns
to loop start

48
49

Registers
R

0

\

\

6 a (Co-ordinntes of axis)

«S

at (Azimuth step)

•a (Co-ordinates of axis)

«6

cos 9 a cos *

«7

sin fia sin •

1

R

î

Step
1
2
3

t (Scan 'radius )
Instructions
Key in programme
Initialize
Store constants

Input
Data/Units

Keys

?

f
STO
STO
STO
STO
STO

•4
4
S
6
7
8

4* (Insert • *, initial azimuth)

sin •

Run

Repeat as required
To check value of • ' used for
previous pair of 0 and í values

A«

Output
Data/Units

PRGM
1
2
3
4
S

R/S
R/S
R/S
R/S

•o

RCL 4

••

B

0

8

1

•l
etc
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